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Abstract 
Over the last few decades the design of high lift devices has become a very 
important part of the total aircraft design process. Reviews of the design process 
are performed on a regular basis, with the intent to improve and optimize the 
design process. 
This thesis describes a new and innovative methodology for the design and 
evaluation of mechanisms for Trailing Edge High-Lift devices. The initial research 
reviewed existing High-Lift device design methodologies and current flap systems 
used on existing commercial transport aircraft. This revealed the need for a design 
methodology that could improve the design process of High-Lift devices, moving 
away from the conventional "trial and error" design approach, and cover a wider 
range of design attributes. This new methodology includes the use of the 
innovative design tool called SYNAMEC. This is a state-of-the-art engineering 
design tool for the synthesis and optimizations of aeronautical mechanisms. The 
new multidisciplinary design methodology also looks into issues not usually 
associated with the initial stages of the design process, such as Maintainability, 
Reliability, Weight and Cost. 
The availability of the SYNAMEC design tool and its ability to perform Synthesis 
and Optimization of mechanisms led to it being used as an important module in 
the development of the new design methodology. The SYNAMEC tool allows 
designers to assess more mechanisms in a given time than the traditional design 
methodologies. 
A validation of the new methodology was performed and showed that creditable 
results were achieved. 
A case study was performed on the ATRA - Advance Transport Regional Aircraft, 
a Cranfield University design project, to apply the design methodology and select 
from within a group of viable solutions the most suitable type of mechanism for the 
Variable Camber Wing concept initially defined for the aircraft. The results show 
that the most appropriate mechanism type for the ATRA Variable Camber Wing is 
the Link /Track Mechanism. It also demonstrated how a wide range of design 
attributes can now be considered at a much earlier stage of the design. 
Keywords: 
High-Lift device, flap, mechanism, aircraft, maintainability, reliability, cost 
estimation, weight estimation, fairing drag, design methodology, variable camber. 
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CHAPTER 7 
INTRODUCTION 
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1.1. GENERAL 
Early transport aircraft used simple high lift devices to provide better control of the 
aircraft and to improve pilot vision by producing low-speed flight [85]. The 
introduction and development of more complex high lift devices in transport aircraft 
was mainly due to the development of more powerful engines, which increased 
substantially the speed and the wing loading of the aircraft, and the limitations on 
runaway lengths. Due to economical considerations the wing profiles were 
optimised for cruise flight efficiency, but at low speeds they are rather inefficient, 
needing lots of lift to achieve the required UD. Hence, in order to cope with the 
high wing loadings and to achieve the required additional lift for takeoff and 
landing it was necessary to introduce high lift devices. 
The design of high lift systems plays an important part in the process of defining 
the size and performance of modern aircraft and has taken a very important role in 
the total aircraft design process. The design process of High-Lift devices has been 
heavily scrutinized and has become of great importance for aircraft manufacturers. 
For typical subsonic transports, the high lift systems are about 5 to 11 % of the total 
cost of the aircraft, and they have a large impact on the performance of the 
aircraft. As an example, for a typical long-range twin-engine subsonic transport, an 
increase of 1% in takeoff UD can result in a 150nm increase in range or a payload 
increase of 28001b [105]. The commercial transport market has become so 
competitive that an enormous and constant effort is expended on ways to reduce 
the direct operation costs. When it comes to High-lift devices, aircraft 
manufactures focus in the improvement and optimization of the currently used 
High-Lift device concepts. 
The introduction of High-Lift devices in the leading and trailing edge of the wing 
provides the aircraft with the means to adjust and comply with the low speed 
requirements for take-off and landing, while maintaining the "optimized" wing profile 
for cruise flight efficiency. Though, because the wing profile is set during cruise, 
without the possibility of variations, in specific occasions the wing might not be 
working in optimum conditions, incurring higher levels of drag and ultimately 
consuming more fuel. The Variable Camber Wing (VCW) concept provides a 
solution to this problem by allowing the wing to adapt to the different flight cruise 
conditions, hence improving the performance of the aircraft. 
The advantages of the Variable Camber Wing concept have been acknowledged, 
but no feasible practical design has yet been achieved or developed in the area of 
commercial transport. Current improvements in computational capabilities, 
development of new design tools and the introduction of new technologies provide 
the means for a possible improvement of the traditional design methodologies 
and/or a breakthrough in the design of Variable Camber Wing concepts. 
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1.2. RESEARCH BACKGROUND 
In the subject of High-Lift devices and Variable Camber Wing there has been 
considerable research work performed inside the College of Aeronautics at 
Cranfield University. A brief description of the most relevant is presented below. 
Mr S. H. M. MACCI PhD's Thesis (1992) [53] 
"Structural and Mechanical Feasibility Study of a Variable Camber Wing 
(VCW) for a Transport Aircraft" 
Mr Macci investigated the structural and mechanical feasibility of introducing VC to 
supercritical airfoil sections of different characteristics. The validation of the 
research was made for a modern transport aircraft wing, and the results showed 
that it was feasible to apply the VC concept to the trailing edge, but further 
research was recommended for the leading edge. 
As part of the research a half-scale structural model of one trailing edge segment 
was manufactured and tested. 
Mr Macci recommended further investigation on the implications of VCW on 
transport aircraft in terms of overall aerodynamics, mass and cost. 
Mr A. V. MACKINNON PhD's Thesis (1993) [551 
"An Experimental Study of a Variable Camber Wing (VCW)" 
Mr MacKinnon, working alongside Mr Macci, researched the application of a novel 
concept of varying the wing camber, the Variable Camber Wing. The concept was 
applied to a supercritical aerofoil and the research included the manufacturing of a 
3D, half wing, wind tunnel model. The tests looked at local and spanwise variation 
of camber, but only for the trailing edge. The results were not totally satisfactory, 
showing that a bigger wind tunnel model was required. Mr MacKinnon 
recommended that a bigger model should be used, including leading edge camber 
variation. 
Mr PRASETYO EDI PhD's Thesis (1995-1998) [20] 
"Investigation of the Application of Hybrid Laminar Flow Control and 
Variable Camber Wing Design for Regional Aircraft" 
Mr. Edi investigated the feasibility of introducing a combined HLFC-VCW concept 
in a regional aircraft family to improve the overall efficiency, flexibility and reduce 
weight. The aircraft used to validate the research was the ATRA - Advanced 
Transport Regional Aircraft. 
This research showed that the combined HLFC-VCW concept is feasible for this 
class and size of aircraft. It was proved that the VCW concept could be optimised 
to increase the lift to the desired range. Although, Mr. Edi recommended a further 
multidisciplinary investigation in order to improve the potential of these concepts. 
The work on the VCW focused mainly in the trailing edge devices. 
Mr MOHD S. AMMOO PhD's Thesis (1997-2002) [1] 
"Development of a Design Methodology for Transport Aircraft Variable 
Camber Flaps Suitable for Cruise and Low-Speed Operations" 
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Mr Ammoo developed a design methodology for variable camber flaps based on 
the design methodology applied to conventional high lift devices. A computer- 
based analysis was performed on the transport aircraft ATRA to validate the 
design methodology. The case study used MSES-code (CFD) to analyse 
aerodynamic characteristics, along with ESDU datasheets. For layout and 
simulation Mr. Ammoo used CATIA and for Structural analysis 
PATRAN/NASTRAN. 
The conclusions were that it is feasible to apply the proposed high lift device. 
Although, it was suggested that the 3D wing lift coefficient should be determined in 
order to have more precise aerodynamic loads. This could be obtained through a 
dedicated 3D CFD analysis and/or wind tunnel testing. This research focused 
primarily on trailing edge devices. 
1.3. RESEARCH OBJECTIVE 
The objective of this research is to develop a comprehensive design methodology 
for mechanisms of wing trailing edge High-Lift devices, so that the overall 
performance requirements can be met. The methodology will include a step-by- 
step multidisciplinary analysis of the process, from initial requirements to 
preliminary structural definition, with special focus on Synthesis & Optimization of 
Mechanisms, Preliminary Sizing Methods, Weight Estimation, Reliability & 
Maintainability Assessments and Cost estimation. This has the objective of 
enabling the designer to choose the best solution to meet the requirements from a 
group of viable mechanism types. 
The methodology will be validated and a case study performed on the ATRA with 
the application of the innovative VCW concept. It will use the aircraft configuration 
from Edi's Thesis [20] and the loads from Ammoo's thesis [1]. 
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1.4. RESEARCH METHOD 
The method used in this research study and development of the design 
methodology is presented below. 
Review of Existing High-Lift Device Systems and Design Methodologies 
The initial step of this research study was an extensive review of existing trailing 
edge high-lift devices. It also includes a review of the most relevant design 
parameters involved in the design of High-lift devices. 
Development of a Design Methodology 
Prior to the development of the new design methodology, a review of current 
design methodologies for high-lift devices was carried out. The new methodology 
mainly covers the initial stages of the design process and incorporates synthesis 
and optimization, preliminary sizing, CAD design, aerodynamics, reliability & 
maintainability and cost. New specific tools were developed to improve the design 
process. 
Validation of the Design Methodology 
The different areas of the methodology are validated against theoretical results 
obtained by experts in these fields of research or by direct comparison with 
existing applications. 
Case Study 
A case study was performed on the ATRA - Advanced Transport Regional 
Aircraft, to verify the applicability of the methodology and develop new knowledge 
about High-Lift devices and Variable Camber flaps. 
Discussion 
The results of the case study results were analysed and discussed. 
Conclusions and Recommendations 
The conclusions related with the whole research project were drawn and 
recommendations for future work are presented. 
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2.1. INTRODUCTION 
High lift devices are a very important component of an aircraft and have a strong 
effect on its size and performance. This chapter presents a general description of 
the transport aircraft design objectives and constraints which guide the design of 
high-lift systems. As part of a bigger component of the aircraft, the design of these 
devices is dependent on a great number of wing design parameters. The aircraft 
wing has to be capable of providing cruise efficiency and adequately meet the take- 
off and landing requirements. There is a big difference between a wing designed 
for high-speed flight and a wing designed for Take-off and Landing only. A wing 
designed for Take-off and Landing requires high CLmax at low speeds, usually 
provided by increased wing area. This increased wing area (and the associated 
weight and drag) is not desirable in cruise. To achieve the best results for these 
two requirements, designers generally optimize the wing for cruise performance 
and make use of a variety of trailing and leading edge high lift devices to allow the 
aircraft to meet the low speed requirements safely and reliably. 
This chapter presents the most relevant wing design parameters for the design of 
High Lift devices, and a description of a wide range of trailing edge high lift devices 
and mechanisms that can be found in today's commercial aircraft, new systems 
and the Variable Camber High Lift device. 
The final references are for the pertinent issue of Noise. 
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2.2. AIRCRAFT DESIGN OBJECTIVES AND CONSTRAINTS 
Before entering the high lift device subject, is important to make reference to the 
overall objectives and constraints involved in the design of civil transport aircraft. 
The general design objectives and constraints present in the aircraft design and 
that may ultimately influence the designer's choice regarding the high lift system 
are presented in Table 2.1. 
Table 2.1 - Medium and Long Range Transport Aircraft Design Objectives and Constraints [161 
Issues Civil Transport Aircraft 
Dominant Design Criteria   Economics and safety 
Performance   Maximum economic cruise 
  Minimum-off design penalty in wing design 
Airfield Environment   Moderate to long runways 
  Paved runways 
  High-level ATC and landing aids 
  Adequate space for ground manoeuvre and parking 
System complexity and " Low maintenance-economic issue 
Mechanical Design 
" Low system cost 
  Safety and reliability 
" Long service life 
Government regulations and " Must be certifiable (FAA, etc... ) 
community acceptance " Low noise mandatory 
As can be seen on the previous table, the design of civil transport aircraft is mainly 
driven by economic considerations with equal concerns for safety. 
For the designer of high lift devices, the above objectives and constraints can be 
presented as the following most relevant factors [82]: 
a) High Lift Requirements. 
b) Trim considerations 
c) Drag Considerations. 
d) Mass. 
e) Cost, Complexity and Maintenance. 
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2.3. HIGH LIFT DEVICE BASICS 
The use of high lift devices has the main objective of providing the aircraft with 
means for achieving adequate Take-Off and Landing performances (Figure 2.1 
and Figure 2.2). In the majority of the cases the important factor for take-off is 
climb rate and for landing, approach and landing speeds, which are dominated by 
wing loading and CLMax. 
a) Take-Off Requirements 
SECOND-SEGMENT CLIMB 
TAN y> 0.03 
(1-ENGINE OUT) 
GROUND RUN CLIM80UT 
f( .f 
CLMAX 
AND CD, p) 
f( 
y 
V2> 1.2 Vg 11.1 VMC) 
VLO> 1.1 VMU 
7 
VR 71.06 V 
35 ft 
i- GROUND DISTANCE --ý}ý- AIR DISTANCE ----I 
Figure 2.1 - Take of profile [16] 
Take-off field length - the total ground roll distance to lift off plus the airborne 
distance to over fly a 35-foot obstacle. 
Second-segment climb with one engine failed: 
Tan y ,, a 0.03 (4 engine A/C) 
Tan y >_ 0.023 (Twin engine A/C) 
The climb rate is a function of the thrust-to-weight ratio (T/W) and UD defined by 
the following equation: 
R/C=T/W-(L/D)-1 Equation 2.1 
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b) Landing Requirements 
APPROACH GROUND RUN GO-AROUND 
I (CEMAXS WIS 
AND L/D) 
f (CLMAXº WIS 
AND Cry, /t, TREY 
l T'D, <W 
APPROACH 
VAPP "1-3 VS 
TAN 71>0027 
(1-ENGUYE-OUT 
APPROACH FLAPS) 
13 
dep 
GO-AROUND 
TAN 12 > 0.032 
(ALL-ENGINE 
LANDING FLAPS) 
AIR DISTANCE -+}+- GROUND DISTANCE =---ý 
Figure 2.2 - Landing Profile [16] 
Because the stalling speed is related to wing parameters by Equation 2.2, one of 
the ways used to reduce stalling speed is by increasing wing CLmax, usually by 
means of High Lift devices. 
2"W VS = S"p"CLmax 
Equation 2.2 
There is a correlation between the landing accident rate and the approach speed, 
as can be seen in Figure 2.3 [16]. Typical approach speeds on today's civil 
transport aircraft are between 120 and 150 knots [85]. 
NUMBER 
5 
OF ACCIDENTS 4 PER 10,000 
CARRIER LANDINGS 
3 
80 100 120 140 160 
RECOMMENDED APPROACH SPEED kn) 
SOURCE: AIRCRAFT RECOVERY BULLETIN NO. 26-12A NAELSE"731 
Figure 2.3 - Influence of A/C Approach Speed on Landing Accidents 
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c) How to Achieve Additional Lift 
There are basically 3 ways of achieving additional lift through the use of high lift 
devices [48][77]. 
Change in Camber - This is achieved with the deflection of the trailing edge, and 
possibly the leading edge airfoil, increasing the camber. The increase in lift is 
obtained at the expense of more drag and pitching moment 
Increase in the Effective Wing Area - With the extension of the trailing edge, 
and possibly the leading edge airfoil, an effective increase in the wing area is 
achieved. In this case, the increase in lift is obtained with relatively small drag 
penalties. 
Boundary Layer Control - Introducing slots between the lower and upper wing 
surfaces results in an enhancement of the upper surface flow delaying separation. 
It improves pressure distribution, re-energizing the upper flow through the 
elimination of low energy boundary layers. 
The use of high lift devices has a direct impact on the lift curve of the wing. Figure 
2.4 illustrates the effect that the high lift devices have on the lift curve of the wing. 
Cý EFFECT OF ac 
LE. DEVICE 
{ LOW-SPEED 
OPERATIONAL 
REGION /a 
T. E. FLAPS 
LAPS UP 
Cfus 
Figure 2.4 - Effects of High Lift devices on the lift curve [104] 
ac, 
As it can be seen, and although they increase the lift, aft flaps tend to decrease 
the stall angle. The flap deflection promotes a pressure drop in the upper surface, 
which leads to flow separation and earlier stall. In order to solve this problem 
leading edge devices are usually used, which increase the stall angle, as shown in 
Figure 2.4. 
The flaps that increase camber also increase the maximum lift but they move the 
zero lift point to the left. The slope of the curve does not change, meaning that the 
angle of stall is somewhat reduced. The flaps that increase the area cause the 
same effect on the zero-lift angle and stall angle, the difference is that they 
produce more lift than the flaps that only change the camber. 
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Table 2.2 presents the approximate lift contributions for the different types of high lift devices. 
Table 2.2 - Approximate lift contributions of high lift devices [48] 
Device Max. inclement in lift coefficient 
2- direr potential Typical 3- dim values 
Basic aerofoil - subsonic 1.6 1.50 
Basic aerofoil - chary now 1.0 0.9$ 
Plain trailing edge flap: 20% chord 0.80 0 55 
40% chord 1 10 0.75 
Split flap (no gap) (dc) : 0.15; 20% chord 0.9 0.60 
40%chord 14 0.95 
Single-slci/cd flap: 20% chord 1.2 080 
40%chord 18 1.20 
Double-sloaledflap: 40% (*26%) chord 2.5 1.65 
Triple-slated flap: 40% chord overall 29 190 
Fowler ! laps 20% chord 1.2 080 
40% chord 1.9 1.2 
Fowler plus split flap: 40% chord 2.2 1.45 
Plain leading edge flap: 15% chord 0.5 0.4 
Vented slat: 18% chord 1.0 0.85 
Kruger flap: 209E chard 08 0 65 
Vented Kruger flap; 20% chord 1.0 0.85 
" Notes: 1) Typic 13-dimension values are for moderate to high aspect ratio unwept wings, 
allowing for part span effects. Multiply by (coutw) for swept case. A typical 
cormsponding value for plainlsingle-sloucd flaps on a low aspect ratio wing is 0.23. 
2) Takeoff lift coefficient values are usually 50 to 605E of maximum (landing) values 
quoted, see Chapter 6, paragraph 62.4.4. 
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2.4. WING DESIGN PARAMETERS 
2.4.1. Basic Wing Geometry 
The basic geometry of the wing, or "reference" wing, used for initial layout and the key 
geometric parameters are shown in Figure 2.5 and Figure. 2.6. 
Sweep of LE, A LE 
pof 1/4 
line, A 
C tip 
in Aerodynamic 
rd (il) 
Figure 2.6 - Mean aerodynamic chord [77] 
Where: 
S= Wing area 
V 
A= Aspect Ratio, given by: A==b S 
2, = Taper Ratio, given by: X=C2 
mOt 
A= Sweep of % chord line 
0= Wing Twist Angle 
c= Mean aerodynamic chord, given by: 
c= (2/3)"cß"(1+%+V)/(1+%) [77] 
13 
Span, b 
Figure 2.5 -Wing Planform [124] 
Subsonic Aerodynamic 
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Y= Distance of c from centreline, given by: 
Y(b/6)"[(1+2 (1+ý)] [77] 
Typical, Wing Aerodynamic Centre = 0.25 c Subsonic 
0.40 C Supersonic [77] 
2.4.2. Main Wing Design Parameters 
Airfoil 
Airfoil design is one of the major tasks in aerodynamics. Nowadays, airfoils are 
purposely designed for specific applications using computational fluid dynamics. It 
is possible to design different airfoil profile sections along the wing span of an 
aircraft to optimize the aerodynamic conditions at every specific position [125]. 
The main task in the airfoil design to achieve the highest lift coefficient consistent 
with suitable drag and moment characteristics is to guarantee that the pressure in 
the lower side of the airfoil is as high as possible, and that the pressure in the 
upper side is as low as possible. The parameters that have most influence in the 
airfoil lift coefficient are the Camber, Thickness distributions, Leading edge radius 
and trailing edge angle [77]. 
thick- 
en umber One 
NCEing edge 
daAm9 . da. 
umb. r chord Am 
Chord c 
Figure 2.7 - Airfoil Configuration [125] 
Span 
In the wing design process, one of the most basic decisions is the selection of the 
wingspan. For commercial aircraft this parameter is usually constrained to hangar 
size or ground facilities and to structural dynamic constraints (flutter). However, 
with the increase of span, the structural weight will also increase. 
One of the parameters influenced by the wingspan is the induced drag. This type 
of drag depends on the lift and in some cases it can be as much as 70 to 80 % of 
the total drag [124]. Hence, trade-off studies are required to optimise the relation 
between the weight and the induced drag savings. 
It must be noticed that the wing span selection is not only made with the analysis 
of the structural weight and the induced drag. This is just to achieve a reasonable 
value to start the iterative process of designing a wing. 
Planform 
The wing planform plays an important role in the design of a wing and it is 
basically defined as the shape of the wing when view from directly above. It relates 
directly with the Aspect Ratio and Taper and it has a direct influence on the 
Induced drag coefficient and the stalling characteristics of the wing [104]. The 
selection of the wing planform also affects other parameters such as the structural 
weight and the fuel volume. Due to the iterative nature of the design process, the 
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selection of the wing planform is based in combinations of the parameters referred 
previously, which are in constant review during the design process. 
Aspect Ratio 
The wing Aspect Ratio, A, is another important parameter in the wing design 
procedure. It affects not only the Induced Drag and the weight, but also the stalling 
angle of the wing. When compared with low Aspect Ratio wings, the high Aspect 
Ratio wings achieve larger values of UD, approximately by the square root of an 
increase of Aspect Ratio (for constant wing area and Swet/Sref). This is because 
they tend to have lower induced drag. 
High aspect ratio wings tend to have high lift curve slopes, this is mainly due to the 
reduced effective angle of attack at the tips. Figure 2.8 shows that high aspect 
ratio wings stall at lower angles of attack than the lower aspect ratio wings [77]. 
The Aspect Ratio will also be determined later in the design process by trade-off 
studies between the aerodynamic advantages and the weight. 
Figure 2.8 - Effect of aspect ratio on lift [77] 
Thickness Ratio 
The thickness ratio is the wing maximum thickness divided by the wing chord. This 
parameter primarily affects the Drag, the maximum Lift, stalling characteristics, the 
weight and the fuel volume. Table 2.3 presents a summary of the effect of the 
thickness ratio on these parameters. 
Table 2.3 - Summary of the effect of thickness ratio [82] 
Effec t of Thickness Item Low t/c High tic 
Wing Weight High Low 
Wing Drag: Subsonic Low High 
Supersonic Acceptable Very High 
Wing Fuel Volume Poor Good 
Maximum Lift Poor 
Good 
(Up to 12-14% depends on airfoil) 
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For a wing of fairly high Aspect ratio and moderate sweep, the nose shape is 
related to the thickness ratio, increasing with it. This affects the maximum lift and 
stall characteristics. A larger nose radius provides higher stall angles and greater 
maximum lift coefficient [77]. The effect of thickness ratio in the maximum lift is 
shown in Figure 2.9. 
30 35 h MI 
Figure 2.9 - Effect of t/c on maximum lift [77] 
The thickness ratio also affects the structural weight of the wing and it has been 
shown by statistical equations that the wing structural weight varies approximately 
inversely with the square root of the thickness ratio [77]. 
At the intersection of the wing and the fuselage, the thickness of the root airfoil can 
be as much as 20 to 60% thicker than the tip airfoil. This results in more volume 
for fuel and the landing gear. This variation of thickness from root to tip doesn't 
have a great influence in the drag [77]. 
Taper Ratio 
The taper ratio is defined as the ratio between the tip chord and the centreline root 
chord, measured in the stream wise direction. It affects directly the spanwise lift 
distribution in the wing, as can be seen in Figure 2.10. By lowering the taper ratio 
(increasing taper) the position of the centre of pressure is moved inboard. This 
decreases the bending moment due to lift at the root, which may lead to weight 
savings. Higher taper ratios will produce a heavier wing and more fuel volume than 
a small taper ratio. Table 2.4 presents a summary of the effect of the taper ratio on 
wing design. 
Eý 
ýýý 
<, ýý 
Figure 2.10 - Effect of taper on lift distribution [77) 
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Table 2.4 - Summary of the effect of taper ratio [82] 
Item 
Effect of Taper Ratio 
High Taper Low Taper 
Wing Weight High Low 
Tip Stall Good Poor 
Wing Fuel Volume Good Poor 
Howe [48] suggests that for initial studies the taper ratio, 2,, should not be less 
than: 
/, >_0.2-AY. cos2At, 4 
Sweep 
With the increase of aircraft speed provided by the development of more powerful 
engines new problems started to arise at cruising speeds of M=0.75 to 0.80. At 
these speeds the compressibility problems have a great impact in the wave drag. 
To cope with this problem it is desirable to use sweepback (or sweep forward). 
Sweep will postpone the effects of critical compressibility to a certain extent. 
The use of sweep also has a significant effect on the lift-curve slope, as shown in 
Figure 2.11. It provides better pitch attitude at low speed, and hence better runway 
visibility and during turbulence it provides better ride characteristics. 
.u 
aý 
. O4 
. 
02 
0 
Figure 2.11 - Effect of sweep on the lift curve slope [82] 
Other factors that can lead to the use of sweep are layout considerations and C. G 
balance. It can be used to provide stowage volume for a retracted landing gear 
and to balance the aircraft when fuselage layout requirements don't allow the wing 
to be placed in the required place. 
There are two ways of defining the sweep angle, as shown in Figure 2.5, the 
leading edge and the 1/4 chord line. The leading edge sweep angle is usually 
defined for supersonic flight and it is common to sweep the wing so that it is inside 
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the Mach cone. The % chord line sweep angle is usually associated with subsonic 
flight. For initial wing layout the trend line of Figure 2.12 is reasonable. 
90 
TX 
°° 
ý 
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W 
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90 - ARCS IN( 1/HACH NO. ) 
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MAXIMUM MACHNUMBEK 
Figure 2.12 - Wing Sweep historical trend [77) 
Twist 
The wing twist is defined as the change in the airfoil angle of incidence with 
respect to the root airfoil angle of incidence. If the wing tip airfoil has a negative 
angle (nose-down) when relative to the root airfoil it is said to have "wash-out". 
Figure 2.13 shows the definition of the wing twist. 
WASHOUT WASH. -W 
NEGATIVE TWIST POSITIVE TWIST 
ýr t- h5 SHOW-, (I A3 SNOwý11 IýT 
Figure 2.13 - Definition of wing twist [82] 
This feature is mainly included in the wing with the objective of preventing tip stall 
and to move the wing centre of pressure inboard. This has a direct impact on the 
moment distribution over the wing, reducing the wing root bending moment, and 
hence allowing a decrease in weight [77] [124]. Table 2.5 presents a summary of 
the effects of twist. 
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Table 2.5 - Summary of the effect of twist [82] 
Item 
Effect of Twist Angle (Washout) 
Large Small 
Induced Drag High Small 
Tip Stall Good Poor 
Wing Weight Mildly Lower Mildly Higher 
Dihedral 
The wing Dihedral is defined as the angle of the wing with respect to the horizontal 
when view directly from the front, as shown in Figure 2.14. If the dihedral angle is 
negative it is then called Anhedral. 
SITIVE 'DINFDRAL ANG 
+r tr 
IHEi? RA 
Figure 2.14 - Definition of wing dihedral angle [82] 
The dihedral angle affects the natural lateral stability of the aircraft. It influences 
the Spiral and Dutch roll stability of the aircraft, and because they vary inversely 
with the dihedral angle, a compromise must be achieved in order to obtain a good 
natural lateral stability. 
The dihedral angle can also be used due to layout requirements, such as ground 
clearance for engines and stores, or fuel system design [481. In some cases, 
airplanes with swept wings will have too much natural dihedral in flight due to 
sweep, and in some cases that is the reason why negative dihedral (Anhedral) is 
used. 
Table 2.6 - Summary of the effect of wing dihedral angle [82] 
It 
Effect of Wing Dihedral Angle 
em 
Positive Negative 
Spiral Stability Increased Decreased 
Dutch Roll Stability Decreased Increased 
Ground Clearance of Wing, 
Nacelle, propeller or 
Landing Gear 
Increased Decreased 
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2.4.3. Wing Structural Layout 
At the start of the wing design process of a civil transport aircraft there are several 
restrictions, which generate three distinct regions on the wing [123]. This is mainly 
to provide the wing with space for the control and high lift devices. The referred 
regions are (See Figure 2.15): 
Leading Edge - In this region it is common to see flaps, de-icing systems, engine 
controls and fuel systems. It usually takes about 10-15 % of the chord and most of 
the Span. 
Trailing Edge - Usually flaps, ailerons and control runs occupy this region. In 
swept wing aircraft it is common to see undercarriage stowage. The ailerons use 
about 25-30 % Chord and 35 % Span. The flaps take about the same value of the 
chord as the ailerons, but as much as 65 % Span. 
Main Torsion Box - This region is basically a load carrying structure that should 
be maintained unbroken to avoid severe weight penalties. It is normally restricted 
to 50% of the chord and can be used as a fuel tank, stow the undercarriage, etc... 
p 
Slat track Front spar Rear spar 
Via 
Slat track can 
Flap 
O oo. 
Figure 2.15 - Typical Transport Wing [67] 
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Also, Figure 2.16 shows a typical arrangement of the main control surfaces that 
can be seen on modern civil transport aircraft. 
Figure 2.16 - Typical Transport Wing Main Control Surfaces [125] 
1. Winglet 
A vertical or angled extension at the tips of each wing used to improve the efficiency of the 
aircraft by decreasing the lift induced drag caused by wing tip vortices. 
2. Low-Speed Aileron 
Movable flaps used to control the aircraft rolling and banking movements. 
3. High-Speed Aileron 
4. Flap track fairing 
5. Krueger flaps 
6. Slats 
Small aerodynamic surfaces on the leading edge of the wings that when deployed allow the 
wing to operate at higher angles of attack. 
7. Inner flaps 
Hinged surfaces that when deployed increase the lift and drag of a wing. 
8. Outer flaps 
9. Spoilers 
Spoilers are hinged plates on the top surface of a wing which can be rotated upwards into the 
airflow reducing lift in an aircraft. When actuated, the spoiler creates a carefully controlled stall 
over the portion of the wing behind it, rapidly reducing lift. 
10. Air brakes 
Flight control surface used to reduce speed during landing. Air brakes are designed to increase 
drag while making little change to lift. 
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2.5. CONVENTIONAL TRAILING EDGE HIGH LIFT DEVICES 
There are many types of TE flaps used to increase the maximum lift coefficient at 
low speeds. The following paragraphs described several types of trailing edges 
high lift devices. Also, Figure 2.17 presents a list of some current applications of 
Trailing Edge devices flaps in civil transport aircraft. 
Boeing McDonnell Douglas Airbus 
707 Fixed vanelmain double DC-8 Fixed vane/ A300-B Main/aft double 
main double 
727 Triple-slotted DC-9 Fixed wand A300- Single-slotted* 
main double 600 
737 Triple-slotted DC-10 Articulating vane/ A310 Articulating 
main double vane/main 
inboard. * single- 
slotted outboard 
747 Triple-slotted MD-SO Fixed vane/ A320 Single-slotted 
main double 
757 Main/aft double MD-11 Articulating vane/ A321 Maintaft double 
main double* 
767 Maintaft double inboard, * A330 Single-slotted** 
single-slotted outboard 
777 Mainfaft double A340 Single-slotted"" 
inboard, *** single-slotted 
outboard 
'Drooped inboard aileron. "Drooped outboard aileron. ***Drooped and slotted inboard aileron. 
Figure 2.17 - Applications of Trailing Edge Flaps [85] 
2.5.1. Plain Flaps 
The Plain flap (Figure 2.18) is a simple hinged part of the wing trailing edge that 
pivots in a chord line. This allows the trailing edge to be deployed by downward 
rotation leading to an increase of the local wing camber and, hence an increase in 
lift. 
The flap deployment is limited to an angle of about 20°. This limitation is due to the 
fact that at higher angles the flow separates on the upper surface. 
The plain flap is also a mechanically simple device, but due to the deployment 
angle limitation it hasn't been used on any modern airliner [85]. 
This type of flap has been used as a flaperon, an aileron drooped at low speed. 
0000 -- - 
Figure 2.18 - Plain Flap [103] 
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2.5.2. Split Flaps 
The Split flap (Figure 2.19) consists of a simple stiffened plate hinged in the wing 
lower surface, which deflects downwards and effectively changes the local camber 
of the wing section. When this device is deployed, the flow is always separated. It 
is structurally and mechanically simple and with low weight. 
This type of flap produces a slightly greater increase in lift than the plain flap. The 
downside is that it generates more drag. 
In the early days, it was commonly used in military aircraft. The low efficiency 
associated has made its use rare and it has not been used in any modern airliner. 
Nowadays its usual application is as a landing flap in unsophisticated aircraft [48]. 
2.5.3. Simple Slotted Flap 
The Simple Slotted flap (Figure 2.20) is similar to the plain flap. The major 
difference is the introduction of a slot between the main wing surface and the flap's 
leading edge when the device is deployed. This will allow high-pressure air from 
the lower surface to be introduced in the upper surface, re-energizing and 
stabilizing the boundary layer. This delays the flow separation problem 
characteristic of the previous devices and causes much greater increases in lift. 
The newly stabilized boundary layer will allow flap deflections of up to about 30- 
35°. The performance of this device is sensitive to the slot shape requiring a 
careful aerodynamic design for the flap leading edge. The introduction of the slot 
also introduces an increase in mechanical complexity. 
The deployment of the device also generates a small wing area increase, but the 
lift increment due to this is also small, that is why its use is not made on many 
modern airliners. 
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Figure 2.19 - Split Flap [67] 
Figure 2.20 - Simple Slotted Flap [104] 
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2.5.4. Single Slotted Fowler Flap 
The Fowler flap is similar to the Simple Slotted flap. The difference comes from the 
fact that this device is not only rotated, but it also travels rearward. This movement 
generates an increase in camber as well as a significant increase in wing area. As 
the simple slotted flap it requires a careful aerodynamic design of the flap leading 
edge in order to obtain good performance. 
It has a very good efficiency because it yields a large increase in lift for very little 
changes in drag. This is the main reason why this device is so popular in transport 
aircraft and it is used in almost all airliners on the wing trailing edge or only on the 
outboard wing. 
The Fowler flap can be deployed to about 400, but from this point onwards the flap 
loses effectiveness. The initial deployment of the Fowler flaps is characterized by 
an increase in wing area with small variation of camber, which is good for takeoff. 
As the deployment continues the required landing characteristics are achieved 
with further increase of wing area and camber. 
Simple hinges below the wing, or by means of a track carriage assembly can 
actuate the Fowler flap. Figure 2.21 shows two different ways of actuating the 
Fowler flap. 
R 
F" wPDOR 
(a) Track Carriage [104] 
Figure 2.21 - Single-Slotted Fowler Flap 
2.5.5. Double Slotted Flap 
To further take advantage of the Fowler flap good qualities, double - and even 
triple - slotted flaps are used in some airliners. The use of more than one slot will 
make the re-energizing of the airflow over the upper surface of the wing much 
more effective and will allow even larger flap deflection angles. However the 
introduction of one or two more slots will introduce growing mechanical complexity. 
Three of the ways of using double slotted flaps are described below. 
Fixed Vane/Main Double-Slotted Flap 
The Fixed Vane/Main Double-Slotted flap (Figure 2.22) is divided in two distinct 
parts, the vane and the main body of the flap. The vane is an aerodynamically 
designed shape rigidly attached forward to the main body of the flap, forming a 
fixed geometry slot. The fact that the slot is fixed it may cause high profile drag 
during takeoff, when the flap deflections are small. 
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This type of flap allows deflections of up to about 55°, producing a little more lift 
than the single-slotted flap. 
This flap is still structurally simple when compared to the single-slotted flap, but its 
cost and weight are a little higher [85]. 
WING 
XEO TRAILING EDGE 
REAR VANE 
SPAR I 
FIBERGLASS 
TRAILING EDGE 
BOLTS FUSED' 
FOR BREAKAWAY 
HYDRAUUC 
CYLINDER 
FWD FLAP HINGE FAIRINGS "*- -ý'ýTLAP HINGE 
FLAP HINGE FAIRING 
Figure 2.22 - Fixed Vane/Main Double-Slotted Flap [82] 
Articulating Vane/Main Double-Slotted Flap 
The Articulating Vane/Main Double-Slotted flap (Figure 2.24) has the same 
configuration as the previous one, the only difference is that the vane is now made 
movable. This solution was one way of resolving the high profile drag associated 
with the fixed vane/main double-slotted flap during takeoff i. e. at small angle 
deflections. By maintaining the vane in contact with the main body of the flap 
during takeoff, and effectively making it single-slotted, a better UD can be 
achieved. 
However, the introduction of a moving vane makes the mechanism design a lot 
more complex. 
ADJUSTABLE UP STOP 
AUXILIARY TRAILING EDGE BEAM 
SPOILER 
SPAR 
-//- 
r-VANE 
FAILSAFE 
HINGE FITTING 
FAIL-SAFE HINGE BRACKET 
HINGE PIN 
(a) DC-10 Inboard Flap [82] 
Figure 2.23 - Articulating Vane/Main Double-Slotted Flap - Simple Hinge Mechanism 
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Vane 
Wing box 
Carriage 
Jack screw Track 
Track support 
(b) A310 Inboard Flap [85] 
N4 
Figure 2.24 - Articulating Vane/Main Double-Slotted Flap - Track Mechanism 
Main/Aft Double-Slotted Flap 
The Main/Aft Double-Slotted flap is also composed of two distinct parts, but 
instead of introducing a vane forward to the main body of the flap, it is now 
positioned aft of the main body of the flap, as shown in Figure 2.25. This makes 
this device even more complex than the previous ones. 
From the double-slotted flaps presented, and considering the same stowed chord 
length for the flaps, this is the one that generates more lift. 
The deflections that are typical in this type of devices are of about 600 to 65° [85]. 
e 
i...... 
TwasuM Mww 
/irr ýwwMv 
M- Amer 
(a) B767 inboard flap (Linkage Type) [67] 
Flap 
c 
Aluminum track x 
Fairing 
(b) A300 flap [67] 
Figure 2.25 - Main/Aft Double-Slotted Flap 
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2.5.6. Triple Slotted Flap 
Cran 
L\i\iýztirrti 
The triple slotted flap is a combination of the articulating vane/main and the 
main/aft double-slotted flaps. This device is composed of a vane, a main flap body, 
and a small aft flap, as shown in Figure 2.26. 
This device achieves extremely high Fowler motion, which can result in a flap 
defection of up to about 80° [85]. 
Aircraft with very high wing loadings are usually the candidates for the use of this 
type of flap. When compared with all the other flaps, this is the one that provides 
the highest sectional lift. However, the high edge losses due to tip vortex at each 
flap panel edge, and the higher nose-down pitching moment associated, reduce its 
benefits. 
With the introduction of another moving part the mechanical complexity is 
increased even more, and it has been claimed that the penalties associated with 
the complexity outweigh the aerodynamic gains [74]. It requires complicated flap 
supports and controls, making it a heavy mechanism. 
Rap track forward Forcf; ap 
(airing sequencing 
Mldf op 
carriage r- pnreflap 
track 
ý-'- Midtlap carnage 
-, 1 
/tiI-1ilTffILýRý- 
-" M7aflap 
AIt flap 
pr, shrod 
}arrm i sun. "o, arm _1, 
t 
Bel! crank - 
`ý 
Beil crank 
cam track 
Figure 2.26 - B737 Triple Slotted Flap [67], [119] 
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2.6. POWERED TRAILING EDGE HIGH LIFT DEVICES 
The limits of achievable lift for mechanical high lift devices have been reached as 
shown in Figure 2.27. 
Further improvements have been achieved by the use of powered high lift devices. 
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Figure 2.27 - Powered High-Lift Performance [87] 
Table 2.7 and Figure 2.28 present a summary of approximate CL ranges of 
powered high-lift systems used in V/STOL aircraft. 
Table 2.7 - Summary of CL ranges for powered high-lift systems [114] 
SYSTEM CLmax 
Internally Blown Flap 9 
Upper Surface Blowing 8 
Externally Blown Flap 7 
Au mentor Flap 7 
Vectored Thrust 3 
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Figure 2.28 - Powered High-Lift Performance [16] 
Powered High-lift Systems can be separated in two categories, the Power 
Augmented Boundary Layer/ Circulation Control and Powered Lift [16]. 
2.6.1. Power Augmented Boundary Layer / Circulation Control 
These types of devices achieve better lift performance by channelling small 
amounts of auxiliary power to reduce the skin friction drag and delay the flow 
separation over the airfoil, and ultimately increase the CLmax. 
Boundary layer control can be achieved in two different ways, by blowing air to 
increase the energy of the boundary layer, or by removing all or part of the 
boundary layer by suction. 
Tvb4wd 
om. r*s +eooraoft 
wasift- to 
With 8 L. C. 
Figure 2.29 - Boundary Layer Control [16] 
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a) Boundary Layer Control by Suction 
This system uses a powered system to suck the boundary layer flow from over the 
aircraft surface through closely spaced perforations. 
When tested, this system has achieved considerable reductions in take-off and 
landing distances, though it has never been built in production aircraft. This is 
mainly due to the disadvantages that it holds when compared with the blowing 
system. Figure 2.30 presents several suction BLC concepts. The main 
disadvantages of this system are [108]: 
  Complex system to develop and optimize; 
  Requires an additional pump; 
  Requires thick ducts due to the low pressure involved; 
  Perforations are difficult to manufacture. 
  Contamination due to insects, ice, dirt, etc... 
LEADING EDGE TRAILING EDGE 
SUAREA CTION ýTlfl++ 
AREA 
SUCTION 
SLOT 
SUCTION. SUCTION- 
CURVED 
SLOT 
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k e3.. ýý. 
FLAP 
SLOT vffi COMBINED 
SUCTION. AUCTION 
SLOTTED 1 f ý AND HIGH FLAP Y ý BLOWING . PRESSURE 
AIR 
Figure 2.30 - LE and TE Suction BLC Concepts [16] 
b) Boundary Layer Control by Blowing 
This boundary layer control system uses a powered system to blow high pressure 
air to the boundary layer flow also to prevent flow' separation. 
Contrary to the previous system, there are not so many disadvantages, particularly 
for jet powered aircraft, where the high pressure air can be supplied directly from 
the jet engine compressor and can be used for de-icing. Due to its relative 
simplicity and reliability it has been used in military aircraft [108]. 
Figure 2.31 presents several suction BLC concepts. 
TRAILING EDGE LEADING EDGE 
MULTISLOT BLOLOWIN G 
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Figure 2.31 - LE and TE Blowing BLC Conce pts [16] 
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2.6.2. Powered Lift Concepts 
The main characteristic of powered lift devices is that the propulsion system is an 
integrated part of the High Lift system, as can be seen in Figure 2.32. 
These high lift systems can also be separated in two different types, the main 
difference is the fact that one provides only direct lift and the other combines the 
propulsion and the circulation lift systems [108]. 
There are currently VSTOL and STOL aircraft that use these types of device and 
they can achieve maximum lift coefficients of 10 and above. Some of the known 
applications are: the C-17 Globemaster with externally blown flaps; the Antonov 
An 72/74 using over-the-wing blowing; the BAE Systems Harrier with vectored 
thrust [114]. 
LIFT-FAN OR DIRECT 
LIFT ENGINES 
4 
,. a 
VECTORED THRUST 
ýrQ 
LIFT-FAN OR DIRECT 
INTERNALLY BLOWN 
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JET FLAP 
AUGMENTOR WING 
UPPER SURFACE 
BLOWN JET FLAP 
Figure 2.32 - Powered Lift Concepts [16] 
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2.7. VARIABLE CAMBER WING CONCEPT 
The mission profile of current civil transport aircraft is well defined, and the wings 
are designed to cope with all these phases. The introduction of High-Lift devices in 
the leading and trailing edge provides the aircraft with the means to adjust and 
comply with the low speed requirements for take-off and landing. Though, when it 
comes to cruise, the wing profile is set and there are no variations, meaning that in 
specific occasions it might not be working in optimum conditions, incurring higher 
levels of drag and ultimately consuming more fuel. 
Variable camber is a concept that looks at changing the profile of the wing during 
all flight phases, improving the aerodynamic efficiency of the wing by maintaining it 
working at near optimum conditions. Figure 2.33 show the basic principles of 
Variable camber operation. 
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0 Commanding Stations. 
Variable Camber 
Manoeuvre 
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Examples for Possible n ýN Fixed Wing 
Flap/Spoiler-Arrangements 6ý 5q" for Variable Camber 0t C` 
(Track-Supported) ýy. 
Flap Setting Start of Cruise, 
1 Required 06 
('( 1 Variable 
Camber 
Mid -Cruise C, Required 05 
High 
lift 
Chordwise Camber Operation End of Cruise C, Required 04 
Figure 2.33 - Principle of Variable Camber Operation [40] 
The benefits of this concept have been analysed in numerous publications and the 
most commonly referred advantages of this system are: 
  Optimized UD ratio, reducing fuel consumption (3-5% fuel savings [3]) 
  Reduce DOC 
  Improved operational flexibility 
  Increase stretch potential within the aircraft family 
However, there are some disadvantages associated with this concept. The 
requirement for additional flight controls and additional weight associated with the 
increase in complexity will incur cost and performance penalties. So, when looking 
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to design a Variable Camber Wing System the main design objectives should be 
to reduce the systems cost and weight and improve the maintainability and 
reliability [3]. 
Cranfield Variable Camber Wing Concept 
Initially conceived by Spillman [97][98][99], it has been addressed by several other 
PhD students from the College of Aeronautics of Cranfield University. 
In 1992, Mr. Macci [53] investigated the structural and mechanical feasibility of 
introducing Variable Camber to super critical airfoil sections of different 
characteristics, as shown in Figure 2.34. The validation of the research was made 
in a modern transport aircraft wing and the results showed that it was feasible to 
apply the VC concept to the trailing edge, but further research was recommended 
for the leading edge. 
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Figure 2.34- MACCI Variable Camber flap concept [53] 
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The following year, Mr. MacKinnon [55] looked at the application of the novel 
Variable Camber Wing concept to a supercritical aerofoil and the research 
included the manufacturing of a 3D half wing wind tunnel model. The tests looked 
at local and spanwise variation of camber, but only for the trailing edge. The 
results were not totally satisfactory showing that a bigger wind tunnel model was 
required. 
Later in 1998, Mr. Edi [20] investigated the feasibility of introducing a combined 
HLFC-VCW concept in the ATRA - Advanced Transport Regional Aircraft, a 
regional aircraft family, to improve the overall efficiency, flexibility and reduce 
weight. This research showed that the combined HLFC-VCW concept is feasible 
for this class and size of aircraft. It was proved that the VCW concept could be 
optimised to increase the lift to the desired range. Although, Mr. Edi recommended 
a further multidisciplinary investigation in order to improve the potential of these 
concepts. 
The latest studied was done by Ammoo [1] in 2001 and proposed the use of an 
extended Fowler kinematic system that allows small deflections for camber 
variation during the cruise phase of the flight and still perform the flap deflections 
to meet the required characteristics for takeoff and landing, as can be seen in 
Figure 2.35. 
inlmum vuiabte camber 
Maxirun variable camber 
Flap tracks 
17.5" 7ak. -off/ 
bndkV 
3r 
Figure 2.35- Variable Camber flap [1] 
MBB Flap Carriage Support Track Concept of Variable Camber 
A project sponsored by AIRBUS that looked into the application of the VC concept 
in to the existing flap systems on the A330/340 family of aircraft. The objective 
was to create a mechanically simple solution with minimum additional structural 
weight, that wouldn't change the existing wing box configuration. 
The proposed solution consisted of a linkage system actuated by a rotary actuator 
in a flap carriage support track, as seen in Figure 2.36. Decambering is not 
possible in this solution. 
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Figure 2.36- MBB Variable Camber Concept [3] 
Daimler-Benz R&D "Adaptive Wing" Concept 
This approach by Bauer et al. [3] consists of providing the flap with a flexible 
trailing edge structure capable of adapting its shape to the actual lift and load 
requirements. The idea behind this concept is a very simple passive trailing edge 
structure with an external kinematic actuation mechanism, incorporating "smart" 
technologies to control it. The proposed concept also integrates the flexible flap 
trailing edge in an extended Fowler kinematic system, as shown in Figure 2.38. 
New flexible 
y_ o trailing edge structure ry 
Kinematic 
actuation system 
Figure 2.37 - Daimler-Benz `Adaptive Wing" Concept [31 
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DaimlerChrysler Research "Adaptive Wing" Concept 
Monner et al. [63] developed a concept were the Variable camber is achieve by 
introducing an adaptive structural system and a bump in the wing trailing edge of 
the aircraft., as seen in Figure 2.38. The trailing edge flexible structure is able to 
generate both chordwise and spanwise camber variation, improving the L/d ratio. 
The bump allows better control over the transonic shock, thus reducing the wave 
drag and contributing to the improvement the L/D ratio [3]. 
Local spoiler bump 
Spanwise differential variable carol i 
ý tbýý" w em; ; 3"ý°{a ý" 
Figure 2.38 - Flexible trailing edge structure [3] 
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2.8. MECHANISM TYPES 
The mechanisms used to operate conventional 
commonly divided in 4 groups, which are [48]: 
a) Simple Hinges. 
b) Linkage systems. 
C) Track systems. 
d) Link/Track Systems. 
trailing edge devices are 
Usually the choice mechanism is a trade-off between cruise drag, flap 
performance and weight. 
Figure 2.39 presents a list of some current applications of the above mechanisms 
in civil transport aircraft. 
Boeing McDonnell Douglas Airbus 
707 Internal track DC-Z Internal four-bar A300 External straight track 
linkage 
727 External hooked track DC-9 External hinge A310 External hooked track 
737 External hooked track DC-10 External hinge A320 link/track 
747 External hooked track MD-80 External hinge 
747SP Four-bar linkage MD-81 External hinge 
757 External hooked track Mm-i I External hinge 
mocha. ism I 
A321 link/track 
mechanism I 
A330 Link/track 
mechanism 2 
A340 Linkltrack 
mechanism 2 
767 Complex tour-bar 
linkage 
777 Simple four-bar linkage 
Figure 2.39 - Applications of Trailing Edge Flap Mechanisms [851 
2.8.1. Simple Hinge 
These mechanisms are characterized by their simplicity and light weight (Figure 
2.40). Fairings for these mechanisms can get fairly deep. In some cases they 
produce additional frontal areas due to motion not aligned with flight which leads to 
increased drag [85]. 
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2.8.2. Linkage Systems 
These types of arrangements provide a significant aft movement of slotted and 
Fowler flaps before the main rotation occurs (Figure 2.41 to Figure 2.43). Though, 
because the motion is normal to the hinge line, when high wing sweeps are 
associated with large flap travels some difficulties with fairing alignment will arise 
[60]. 
Fairing sizes for these types of mechanisms vary and mainly depend on the 
complexity of the linkage system. They can be shallow on complex 4-bar linkages, 
but fairly deep on Upside-Down/Upright 4-bar linkages [85]. 
. W1 w 
Common Aft/Front Link 
Figure 2.41 - Upright/upright, 4-Bar Linkages [85] 
T*nsloo 
aewn 
Figure 2.42 - Upside-down/upright, 4-Bar Linkages - Boeing 777 [85] 
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Figure 2.43 - Upside-down/upside-down, 4-Bar Linkages [85J 
2.8.3. Track Systems 
The flap deployment is controlled by tracks that are shaped for the required flap 
movement (Figure 2.44 and Figure 2.45). When applied to high swept wings, if 
aligned with the flight, the track will be subjected to considerably sideloads, 
making them rather heavy or bulky in order to carry the sideloads in bending. 
Fairings for these types of mechanisms are medium-sized [85]. 
Figure 2.44 - Hooked-track - Boeing 757 [85] 
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Figure 2.45 - Track Mechanism [67] 
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2.8.4. Link/Track Mechanisms 
These types of mechanisms consist of a straight track on fixed structure and a link 
arrangement (Figure 2.46 and Figure 2.47). Link/Track mechanisms provide a 
better fowler motion progression and shallower support fairings than those for 
linkages systems. 
Spoiler front flap link Flap 
Figure 2.47 - Link/track mechanisms - Airbus A330/340 [85] 
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2.10. AIRFRAME NOISE 
Nowadays aircraft generated noise is a very important issue when it comes to 
environmental protection. JAR 36 reproduces all the standards and requirements 
applicable to modern aircraft noise certification. These standards were set by the 
International Civil Aviation organization (ICAO) for environmental protection. 
It has been proven in past and recent research studies that airframe noise is one 
of the biggest contributors for the overall aircraft generated noise [28] [41] [42] [49] 
[93]. Other research studies also showed that the most important noise source, 
from the overall airframe noise, is the Trailing Edge flap tip or side-edge during the 
Approach/Landing Configuration [41] [42] [91] [93]. During this flight phase, when 
engines are operated at relatively low power settings, airframe-generated noise 
becomes very important [28]. 
The mechanism by which the flap side-edge noise is generated is strongly related 
to cross flow separation in the sharp edges, which generates strong vortices. This 
is commonly accepted as the source mechanism for the significant Flap generated 
noise [42]. 
The solution used to reduce the noise generated by the flap side-edges is the 
introduction of Tip Side-Edge Fences. These devices are aerodynamically shaped 
flat plates fixed perpendicularly to the flaps (or wing structure) and aligned with the 
free stream velocity of the aircraft [83] [91]. 
The mechanism through how the tip side-edge fences achieve noise reduction is 
not yet fully understood, but it has been proven that the use of such devices 
effectively reduces flap related noise [41] [42] [83] [91]. 
There are 2 different types of devices that can be applied in part-span flaps [91]: 
  Fence type, attached to the main wing 
Figure 2.48 - Wing mounted fences [91) 
  Winglet type, attached to the tip of the flap (Figure 2.49) 
ýý 
Figure 2.49 - Flap mounted fences [91] 
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The research studies on these types of devices also show that in addition to 
decrease the aircraft noise, there is a tendency to increase lift and decrease drag. 
Its simplicity in design and the easiness of application are also advantages in the 
use of these devices [83] [91 ]. 
2.11. CS-25 AIRWORTHINESS REQUIREMENTS 
The work presented in this research study focus on high lift devices of large 
commercial transport aircraft. The European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) 
regulates the airworthiness requirement for these types of aircraft through the 
document "CS-25 Certification Specifications for Large Aeroplanes" [128]. Listed 
below are the paragraphs of the CS-25 document that the author considers to be 
the most relevant to the structural design of High Lift Devices. 
CS-25 Amendment 4 
BOOK I- SUBPART C- STRUCTURE 
GENERAL 
CS 25.301 Loads 
CS 25.303 Factor of Safety 
CS 25.305 Strength and Deformation 
CS 25.307 Proof of Structure 
FLIGHT LOADS 
CS 25.321 General 
FLIGHT MANOEUVRE AND GUST CONDITIONS 
CS 25.335 Design Speeds 
CS 25.341 Gusts and turbulent Loads 
CS 25.345 High Lift Devices 
CONTROL SURFACES AND SYSTEM LOADS 
CS 25.457 Wing-Flaps 
BOOK I- SUBPART D- DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION 
GENERAL 
CS 25.601 General 
CS 25.603 Materials 
CS 25.607 Fasteners 
CS25.611 Accessibility provisions 
CS25.613 Material strength properties and Material Design Values 
CS25.629 Aeroelastic stability requirements 
CONTROL SURFACES 
CS 25.651 Proof of strength 
CS 25.657 Hinges 
CONTROL SYSTEMS 
CS 25.671 General 
CS 25.697 Lift and drag devices, controls 
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The design methodology for High Lift devices has not changed much in the last 
few decades, and it is most common to see Aircraft manufactures make use of 
already in use mechanism types as a quick way to reach a solution. 
This chapter will look in to the most commonly used design methodologies and 
propose requirements for a new one, together with a description of its 
development 
The most commonly accepted High-Lift design methodology is detailed by Flaig & 
Hilbig [29]. These authors divided the design of High-Lift systems in three 
successive phases: pre-development, development and pre-flight. The two initial 
phases are characterized by their highly iterative nature. In the pre-development 
phase, to find the high-lift concept that complies with the required aerodynamic 
performances, and in the development phase to improve the CLMax in landing and 
the UD in the take-off configurations. Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2 present a detailed 
description of this High-Lift device design methodology, along with the design 
considerations involved [29][66]. 
A fundamental problem associated with the design of High-lift devices is related to 
the computational tools available. Not so much nowadays due to recent 
developments in this area, but there are still issues related with the different 
software used for the design of High-Lift devices. The design of High-Lift device 
mechanism focus mainly in three areas: CAD Design, Kinematical Analysis and 
Structural Design. The mutual interaction between these areas makes the design 
very complicated, computationally intensive and time consuming. Also, the areas 
are not usually integrated, making the mechanism design iterative and often a "trial 
and error" process [101]. The development of alternative types of mechanisms 
also becomes a challenging task, requiring a great deal of human interaction and 
creativity. 
The objective of this research is to develop a new design methodology that tackles 
the main problems of the conventional design methodology and improves it by 
including areas of study not usually considered at that stage. This step-by-step 
multidisciplinary analysis focus on the pre-development phase, which is 
characterized by its highly iterative nature, and serves to design and evaluate a 
wide range of mechanism configurations and select the system that best meets 
the requirements. 
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Figure 3.1 - Conventional High Lift Device Design Methodology [29] 
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3.2. DEVELOPMENT OF A NEW TRAILING EDGE DEVICE 
MECHANISM DESIGN METHODOLOGY 
Recent progress and improvements in software and computer hardware have 
permitted a new approach to the design and optimization of High-Lift devices. 
Integrated CAD/CFD/FE systems have allowed the design process to come away 
from the "trial and error" process that was followed for many years. It has reached 
a point were the use of wind tunnel techniques has become complementary [114]. 
SYNAMEC [101], a recently concluded European Project, which included the 
participation of Cranfield University, has provided very innovative work of research 
and development in the area of mechanism type synthesis and design. This work 
has brought a new approach to the early stages of the mechanism design process. 
The main objective of the project was to develop a computer-aided design and 
engineering software system for the synthesis of aeronautical mechanisms. This 
software was the basic objective for the SYNAMEC project. The work performed 
had the participation of several Aircraft Manufactures, Software Developers and 
Research Centres from Europe and South America, with complementary roles. 
Alberto Cardona [13][14][19][32][78][13], from INTEC, Argentina, a specialist in the 
area of mechanism design, has developed an innovative computer program called 
OOFELIE for type synthesis and initial layout of planar mechanisms. This 
innovative software takes as input a set of nodes, links, joints and fixations of an 
existing configuration of a given problem and returns a family of mechanisms 
suitable to describe the desired motion. By integrating this program with SAMCEF 
FIELD (CAD software), SAMCEF MECANO (Mechanical Analysis Software) and 
BOSS Quattro (Optimization Software), the SYNAMEC System is capable of 
covering all the design stages of the mechanism design procedure, from 
mechanism type synthesis to preliminary and detailed design (see Figure 3.4). 
The availability of the SYNAMEC software and the participation of the author in its 
development led to its inclusion in the development of this new design 
methodology. The suitability of the SYNAMEC software to this research study was 
made evident when, in the scope of the European contract, the author had to 
analyse its application to aeronautical mechanisms and develop a preliminary 
sizing module. By gathering in the SYNAMEC software a CAD tool, Kinematical 
Analysis, Structural Design and Optimization made it clear that considerable gains 
could be achieved by including other areas of the Aircraft Design Process, like 
R&M and cost. After a review of the traditional design methodologies for High-Lift 
devices, the author decided to generate a new design methodology that was 
capable of generating different mechanism solutions and select the most 
appropriate mechanism for a specific set of initial requirements. 
The design methodology presented here is mainly directed at commercial 
transport aircraft with single slotted flap systems. The decision to contemplate only 
single slotted flap comes in line with the current trend by aircraft manufacturers to 
design simpler and lighter high lift devices. This has already been achieved by 
AIRBUS, where almost all their models have single slotted flaps, without any 
reduction in landing lift coefficients and making gains in Take-off and landing VD 
[85]. 
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3.2.1. Methodology Description 
The new design approach and software allows the author to propose a new 
mechanism design methodology for Wing High Lift Devices. Some of the 
disadvantages of the current design methodology are targeted for improvement, 
especially the iterative and often a "trial and error" nature of the process due to the 
inexistence of an integrated tool. This innovative design approach supports the 
designer creativity and stimulates the invention of new mechanism concepts. Also, 
new analysis and optimization methods will support a better and quicker 
evaluation and simulation of different design variants. Figure 3.3 presents a 
description of the proposed High Lift device design process and indicates 
SYNAMEC's part in it. 
The methodology is briefly described as having the following process sequence, 
but more details are shown in paragraphs 3.2.2 to 3.2.7. 
SYNAMEC Module (Synthesis & Optimization) 
Inputs are taken from High Speed Wing Design and the Aircraft Low Speed 
Requirements. Mechanism Synthesis and Optimization is performed and several 
mechanisms can be proposed. 
Initial Sizing Module 
2D load calculation on mechanism is performed using simple static principles. 
The module Calculates element loads for components of 4 types of mechanisms: 
Simple Hinge, 4-Bar, Link/Track and Hooked Track. 
Using the calculated loads and sizing methods of Appendix C, initial sizes are 
determined for the main dimensions of each component. 
Structural/Mechanical Design 
CAD modelling in the CATIA Software, using the outputs from the sizing module. 
Drag/Aerodynamic Module 
Fairing Drag and Take-Off performance calculations are performed for each 
Mechanisms type. Main parameters are taken from the previously developed CAD 
model. 
Weight Module 
Weight calculations are performed for each type of mechanism, followed by an 
estimation of the total weight of the flap system. 
Reliability & Maintainability Module 
Reliability predictions are determined for each mechanism type analysis is done 
using data from NPRD (Nonelectronic Parts Reliability Data) from the Reliability 
Analysis Center [69] 
Maintainability Prediction for each mechanism type is performed using the 
procedure from MIL-HDBK-472 - Maintainability Prediction [62]. 
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Cost Module 
Cost Analysis is performed using simple methods to compare the cost between 
the different mechanism solutions. It is based in the calculation of the Systems 
cost and the increment in Drag associated with the fairings 
Mechanism Selection 
With the results from the previous modules a selection process is used to select 
the most suitable mechanism. 
HIGH SPEED HIGH LIFT DESIGN 
WING DESIGN Low Speed Requirements 
-- ---------------------- ------------------------- HIGH UFT DESIGN 
METHODOLOGY 
SYNAMEC 
Mechanism Synthesis 
Mechanism Optimization 
INITIAL 
SIZING 
MECHANICAU 
STRUCTURAL 
DESIGN 
AERODYNAMIC AERODYNAMIC RELIABILITY & RELIABILITY 
DATABASES ASSESSMENT MAINTAINABILITY f ;ý DATABASES 
ASSESSMENT 
MATERIAL WEIGHT COST " AIRCRAFT 
DATABASES ASSESSMENT ASSESSMENT HISTORICAL 
' i DATA 
i 
EVALUATION 
i 
'-- 
PROCEDURE 
---------------------- -------- ------------------ 
MOST SUITABLE HIGH LIFT DEVICE 
MECHANISM FOR THE A/C REQUIREMENTS 
Figure 3.3 - Proposed High Lift Device Design Methodology 
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3.2.2. SYNAMEC Module 
The mechanism design process in the SYNAMEC module is performed in 2 
phases (Figure 3.4): 
Synthesis 
A mechanical simulation and optimization is performed to build a solution for the 
given problem. The information required is the geometry (known fixation points, 
rods, etc... ), objective trajectory (in the form of 3 points, usually start, middle and 
end points of the objective trajectory) and an initial and simplified kinematic 
description (hinges, angles of rotation required, etc... ). The result is a parametric 
mechanism that is able to perform the mechanical motion defined by the 
specifications, in this case, respecting the 3 trajectory points. Though, it might not 
pass through all the points of the objective trajectory. The proposed mechanism is 
composed of elements that have not been sized. 
Optimization or Detailed Design 
This step consists in the generation of the optimal dimensions (and/or point 
positions) for the already known configuration in order to allow the mechanism 
deployment to pass through all the points of the objective curve. Taking as input 
the parametric model from the previous step, rigid body behaviour is attributed to 
the mechanism elements and an optimization is performed. As stated before, the 
result is a mechanism that is able to respect all the points of the objective curve 
and is now ready for Detailed Design. 
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Figure 3.4 - Functional modules of the SYNAMEC system [101] 
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3.2.3. Initial Sizing Module 
The Initial Sizing Module has the purpose of providing the new design 
methodology with information about preliminary sizes of mechanism components 
by assuming generic configurations for the different mechanisms. This module 
performs sizing for components of four 4 generic types of Mechanisms: Simple 
Hinge (Figure 3.5), 4 Bar Linkage (Figure 3.6), Link Track (Figure 3.7) and Hooked 
Track (Figure 3.8). 
The module calculation procedure is divided in 2 stages: 
" Component Load Calculation - Calculates the loads in each mechanism 
component using simple static calculations. The inputs are the mechanism 
coordinates and applied ultimate loads. These calculations are performed 
using a Visual Basic software application developed by the author. 
Component Initial Sizing - Calculates the mechanism component sizes. 
These calculations are done manually using the procedure and methods 
presented in Appendix C. 
Presented in the following pages are the different generic mechanisms and 
components considered in this research study. 
As it can be seen in Figures 3.5 to 3.8, each mechanism has a predetermined 
configuration with a specific number of components and a single applied load at a 
specific point of the flap airfoil chord. This point is the flap airfoil centre of pressure 
at the cruise configuration and it is fixed throughout all the phases of the flap 
deployment. In reality, as the flap is being deployed, and the centre of pressure of 
the airfoil changes position, an additional moment should be added to the applied 
load at the attachment point (Point 5). The author decided not to use this moment 
in this first iteration of the component load calculation process for two reasons: 
1) the moments generated with the single attachment configuration should be 
much smaller than the moments associated with mechanisms that have the flap 
attached in two positions. This is due to the fact that the centre of pressure does 
not move significantly from the initial attachment position, and hence a small 
moment arm; 2) to decrease the number of variables and to make the component 
load calculation process simpler and achievable in the time frame available. 
The author would like to point out that in normal circumstances this moment has a 
significant importance in the sizing of the high lift device mechanism components 
and flap structure itself, and should not be neglected. If the author had included 
this moment in the sizing calculations it would have increased the loads in the 
mechanism components and ultimately the mechanism weight. 
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a. 1) Simple Hinge Mechanism Generic Configuration 
PT2 at 
Figure 3.5 - Simple Hinge Mechanism Generic Configuration 
a. 2) 4 Bar Mechanism Generic Configuration 
STRUCTURAL ATTACMENT, 
NO ROTATION AT THIS POINT 
Pm. 
Figure 3.6 -4 Bar Mechanism Generic Configuration 
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a. 3) Link/Track Mechanism Generic Configuration 
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a. 4) Hooked Track Mechanism Generic Configuration 
Ph (X8, Ye) 
Figure 3.8 - Hooked Track Mechanism Generic Configuration 
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b) Generic Mechanism Components 
Each of the previous mechanisms was decomposed, and generic components 
defined, such as Links, Hinges, Support Struts, Flap Fittings, and Tracks Struts. 
To each of the previous elements, a specific sizing method can be created. 
RS 
Figure 3.9 - Generic Component - Hinge 
R4 
R3/ 
ýDl 
D2 
Links 
Figure 3.10 - Generic Component - Link 
RS 
tz 
Support struts 
Figure 3.11 - Generic Component - Support Strut 
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Figure 3.12 - Generic Component - Flap Fitting 
RS 
RS 
Figure 3.13 - Generic Component - Track Struts (RS - Rear Spar) 
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Figure 3.14 - Generic Component - Roller Carriage (Link/Track Mechanism) 
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c) Program Description 
The VB application receives as inputs the mechanism coordinates and applied 
ultimate load, and using standard static calculations, determines the loads and 
dimensions for each component. As a key note, for mechanism component sizing 
all applied loads should be Ultimate loads. Figure 3.15 presents the original idea 
flow chart for the Initial sizing Module. Due to time constraints, the Visual Basic 
application was only developed to perform the calculation of the component loads. 
The initial sizing and weight estimation are performed manually. 
Figure 3.15 - Program Flow Chart 
The equations used in the Visual Basic application are function of the mechanism 
initial points. Once established, the Static equations are solved using MathCAD's 
Symbolically Calculation functionality, and a set of equations are obtain that are 
function of the initial mechanism points. The process of obtaining the element 
loads of the different mechanisms is presented in Appendix C, and the program 
code for the Visual Basic Application is presented in Appendix D. 
The following figures present an example of the programs user interfaces. 
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Main Menu 
In this menu the user will select the type of mechanism required for analysis. 
INITIAL SIZING 
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Figure 3.16 - Main Menu 
Data Input Menu (similar for every mechanism) 
In this menu the user will introduce input data. 
INPUT DATA 
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Figure 3.17 - Data Input Menu 
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Load Results Menu (similar for every mechanism) 
This menu presents the components loads for the mechanism. 
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3.2.4. Weight Module 
The weight has long been a concern in aircraft design, since it has a great impact 
in the performance capabilities of an aircraft. As an important part of the aircraft, 
the High-Lift devices have also been a target for weight improvements, making it 
an important issue from the initial stages of the aircraft design process. 
This module was developed with the objective of providing the designer with 
preliminary information regarding the weight of the different High-Lift device 
mechanisms studied. The calculations performed in this module are based in 
empirical equations based on historical data and provide an estimation of the total 
weight of a trailing edge High-Lift system. This approach was developed by 
Pepper [71] and produces `fast, robust and fairly accurate predictions" of the 
trailing edge High-Lift systems. This estimation process should only be used in the 
initial stages of the Aircraft Design. 
Pepper [71] divided the weight of a High-Lift system in 4 parts: Flap Panels, 
Supports & Linkages; Actuation systems and Fairings. The weight distribution for 
the 4 different parts of flap systems is presented in 
Table 3.1. These values are for a three different types of mechanisms and for a 
representative Single Slotted flap. 
Table 3.1 -Weight Distribution in a Single Slotted Flap [71] 
External hinge 
Supports Link/Track Hooked Track 
Supports & Linkages 22% 24% 34% 
Actuation Systems 19% 32% 25% 
Flap Panels 54% 43% 30% 
Fairings 5% 1% 11% 
As an example, if the estimated weight of a Link/Track mechanism at one hinge 
position is 60Kg, and assuming that the aircraft has outboard and inboard flaps, 
there would be a total of 8 mechanisms with a total of 480 Kg. Since the Supports 
& Linkages represent 24% of the total High-Lift System with a Link/track 
mechanism, the total system weight would be (480/24)x100 =2000Kg. 
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3.2.5. Lift and Fairing Drag Module 
This module analyses the aerodynamic performance at the take-off configuration 
and estimates the increments in drag associated with the fairings of the different 
types of Trailing Edge High Lift devices. The analysis performed in this module is 
confined to a theoretical basis as there wasn't scope for the generation of a test 
prototype. The procedure used the methods provided by ESDU datasheets. 
Available from the SYNAMEC Module, the Initial Sizing and Structural/Mechanical 
Design stages are the depth and width of the flap mechanism, along with the 
trajectory configuration, making it possible to estimate fairings dimensions and 
have access to the gap and overlap for the different flight stages. 
a) Associated Fairing Drag 
Using the procedure presented in ESDU 79015 - UNDERCARRIAGE DRAG 
PREDICTION METHODS, it is possible to estimate the drag for the fairings of 
each mechanism. The increment in drag arising from a streamline structure like a 
fairing depends largely on its Frontal area, the thickness/chord ratio and the 
Reynolds number. 
The drag coefficient for cases where 5.75s IogloRess< 7.5 is given by the following 
expression: 
CDss =0.00495- 1+2- 
tss 
+60- 
(ts )4] 
[Eq. 5.4, ESDU 79015] 
iss lCss 
where: 
Coss - Drag Coefficient of streamline strut 
t55 - Maximum thickness of streamline structure 
Cs, - Chord of streamline strut normal to its axis 
The increment in drag arising from the streamline structure is given by: 
Dssi 
_ CD , 
Sf 
q-S SS S 
where: 
[Eq. 5.7, ESDU 79015] 
Cass - Drag coefficient for isolated component free from interference 
Sf - Frontal Area of Fairing [m2] 
S- Aircraft Reference Area (Wing Gross Area) [m2] 
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Figure 3.19 - Fairing Drag 
The typical drag coefficient of wide body transport aircraft is in the region of 0.02 
[126]. Taking that the frontal area of the aircraft fairings is in the region of 1% of 
the wing reference area, the author assumed that the drag of fairings structures 
was about 1% of the Aircraft total drag coefficient. Hence, for an aircraft with 3 
fairings per wing, the drag coefficient of a single fairing is in the order of 3.0E-5. 
b) Aerodynamic Performance in the Take-Off Configuration 
During the optimization stage, every mechanism is optimized to guarantee the 
aerodynamic performance for landing, i. e. they achieve the Fowler motion and gap 
requirements. Though, for the take-off configuration, the values for Fowler motion 
and gap vary for each type of mechanism. To access the take-off performance of 
each mechanism ESDU 94030 (for aerofoil) and ESDU 91014 (for wing) are used 
to obtain the increment in maximum lift coefficient due to the deployment of the 
single-slotted fowler flap for each mechanism type. 
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The final results are a set of ACLmax values for the different types of flap 
mechanisms at the take-off configuration. These values represent only a part of 
the total wing LCLmax.. 
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Figure 3.20 - Trailing Edge Flap Nomenclature [86] 
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3.2.6. Reliability & Maintainability Module 
The main objective of this module is to provide information about the reliability and 
maintainability of the different mechanisms analysed, helping the designer in the 
selection process of the best mechanism, from within a group of viable solutions. 
The processes on how this information is obtained are presented in the following 
paragraphs. 
Reliability 
Reliability has become one of the most important issues in the aircraft Industry. 
Aircraft operators have recognized its importance and its impact in the Direct 
Operating Costs. The costs involved with improving the reliability of an in-service 
aircraft are very high. Improvements and corrections are usually done to make in- 
service aircraft more reliable, but at a very high cost and only up to a limited 
extent. However, it would be much more cost effective to include reliability analysis 
at an early stage in the design process. By doing so, potential failures and 
weakness can be identified and corrected at a much lower cost. 
This module performs just that, applies reliability estimation in the initial stages of 
the design of High Lift device mechanisms. It estimates the reliability of different 
mechanisms concepts, providing the designer with comparison values to help in 
the selection process of the most appropriate mechanisms. 
This module uses the 'Part Count' Reliability Prediction [118] and NPRD-95 
(Nonelectronic Part Reliability Data) [69] to analyse the different mechanisms in 
terms of number of parts, and mechanical connections, and assigns a reliability 
value to the overall mechanism. The NPRD-95 contains data for more than 11000 
parts and provides failure rates for a wide variety of component types including 
mechanical, electromechanical, and discrete electronic parts and assemblies The 
NPRD reflects field experience in military and commercial applications. Table 3.2 
presents a sample reliability result for the Simple Hinge mechanism flap. 
Maintainability 
Maintainability is also an important issue in aircraft design. The consequences of 
not considering it from the outset of the design of the aircraft can be very serious 
and costly. Some of those consequences are [Mansour]: 
" Inability to perform maintainability efficiently 
" Excessive removal and replacement times 
" Inadequate spares holding 
" Excessive spare costs 
" Low aircraft availability 
This module was developed with the main objective of quantifying the 
maintainability for High-Lift Trailing edge systems. The author used as value of 
measure the most important measurable parameter on the design for 
maintainability, the Mean Time to Repair (MTTR). 
To determine the MTTR for the different type of mechanisms the author used a 
maintainability prediction procedure created by the US department of defence 
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called MIL-HDBK-472. This procedure is very old but its use over the years in 
many different areas has proved to offer rational results. 
The MTTR is assumed to be a function of specific design parameters directly 
related with: 
  Physical Configuration of the system - Check List A 
  Facilities available for maintenance - Check List B 
  Degree of Maintenance skill required by the personal Check List -C 
The designer has to go through these check lists and score each one of them in 
different categories for each maintenance task. The last step on the calculation of 
the MTTR is to insert the total check list scores for the analysed maintenance 
tasks in the equation below. 
MTTR = 10(3.54651-0.02512-A-0.03055-B-0.01 
093C) 
A, B and C are the sum of the scores of each maintenance task on Check List A, B 
and C, respectively. 
An example is presented in Table 3.3. The application of this procedure requires 
adequate knowledge of the system design and operation. 
Table 3.2 - Simple Hinge Flap Reliability Result 
SIMPLE HINGE 
Elements 
QT Failure Rate/Element 
(10e6h) 
Sub-System 
Failure Rate 
(10e-6h) 
HINGE FITTING 1 0.02 0.02 
FLAP FITTING 1 0.02 0.02 
SUPPORT FITTING 1 0.02 0.02 
LINEAR ACTUATOR 1 35.41 35.41 
FWD FAIRING 1 0.20 0.20 
AFT FAIRING 1 0.20 0.20 
Mechanism Connections 
F SUPPORT FITTING / WING STRUCTURE 1 0.02 0.02 
F HINGE FITTING / FLAP FITTING 1 0.02 0.02 
F LINEAR ACTUATOR / HINGE FITTING 1 0.02 0.02 
F FLAP FITTING / FLAP 1 0.02 0.02 
F FWD FAIRING /WING STRUCTURE 1 0.02 0.02 
F AFT FAIRING / FLAP 1 0.02 0.02 
R SUPPORT FITTING / HINGE FITTING 1 1.00 1.00 
R SUPPORT FITTING / LINEAR ACTUATOR 1 1.00 1.00 
R SUPPORT FITTING/ AFT FAIRING 1 1.00 1.00 
Total Nr. Parts 6 
Assembly 
Failure Rate 
38.99 
Total Nr. Connections 9 
Table 3.3 - Simple Hinge Flap Maintainability Result [82] 
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3.2.8. Simple Cost Estimation 
It is very difficult to determine the impact of the high-lift system in the total cost of a 
transport aircraft because it is a complex function of the cost to develop, build, 
purchase, operate, maintain and dispose of the airplane [71). Though, simple cost 
estimation procedures could be used to compare different design solutions and 
determine which is the most cost effective. This module looks into the costs of the 
total High-Lift system, as function of the weight and system part count, and the 
cost of increased drag arising from the different fairing structures of the 
mechanisms studied. These simple cost estimation procedures are described 
below. 
a) High-Lift Device System Cost 
Pepper [71], also proposed the following method for cost evaluation of High-Lift 
systems. This method is based on Weight and the part count of the different 
mechanisms of High-Lift devices. 
Cost = a, "WW. PC" [US Dollar] 
(1.8881 Trailing Edge Device 
aý j11.7339 Leading Edge Device 
xý = 0.7 
a, - Accounts for hourly labour costs and type of material. 
PC - Part Count of a system. Part count of a Trailing Edge flap is given by the 
sum of the parts of the flap panel, support, support fairing and actuation. 
W- Total weight of High-Lift system [lb] 
Values for the part count of trailing edge devices are given in the following tables. 
Table 5 Part Count of Trailing-Edge Flaps 
with Honked Track Supports 
Single. 
Slooed 
Fixed 
Vane/Main 
Articulating 
Vanc/Mann 
Main/Aft Tripie- 
Slotted 
Flap Panel 740 820 1400 1620 
Support 
M21 
210 230 230 260 
fairing 350 360 770 380 S00 
Actuanon 450 450 450 450 450 
Total 1610 1770 1810 2460 2830 
Table 7 Put Count of Trailing-Edge Flaps with 
Pxtcrnal Hinge Supports 
Scngio- 
Wiled 
Fused 
Vane/M*in 
AnicWwng 
Van&Main 
MaWAII 
Flap Psnwl 590 740 810 1380 
Snppwt 200 200 220 220 
Fautng 200 205 210 220 
A, Iwtion 200 200 210 200 
Total 1190 1345 1440 2020 
Table 6 Part Count of Trailing-Edge Flaps 
with Linklfrack Supports 
Smgio 
Skxtcd 
Fused 
Vanc/Main 
An(culaung 
Vanc/Main 
S1aWAfi Tnpla 
Slotted 
H lap Panel 600 750 520 1400 11,20 
Suppon 350 150 164 164 38S 
(amng : 00 100 105 110 3 55 
Ac1u01100 300 000 300 300 300 
Total 1150 1300 1389 1974 2250 
Figure 3.21 - Part count for Trailing Edge Devices [71] 
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b) Cost associated with Fairing Drag 
Aircraft efficiency is an important factor for aircraft manufacturers and airline 
operator, as it relates directly sale price and profit margins. There are several 
ways of improving aircraft efficiency with the final objective of reducing the direct 
operating costs. Gilyard [37] stated that a drag reduction of only 1% translates into 
an equivalent saving in fuel usage and fuel costs. This would bring savings of 
around £400,000 in the life of a short range category, as shown in the calculations 
below. 
For short range aircraft, like the AIRBUS A320 or BOEING 737, considering: 
20 years life, 2500 hours/year at 400 nm/hour = 20,000,000 nm 
Actual fuel value = £1.00/US gallon 
Fuel consumption = 2.00 US gallon/nm (average Aircraft range/Max fuel capacity 
for the AIRBUS A320 family) 
Total fuel cost over the life of the aircraft would be £40,000,000 
1% Fuel saving = £400,000 saving over the life of the aircraft. 
Knowing that the typical drag coefficient of wide body transport aircraft is in the 
region of 0.02 [126], it can be stated that an increase of 0.2E-3 in drag coefficient 
could bring additional costs of about £400,000 over the life of the aircraft. 
Estimating the increment in drag associated with the fairing structures of the 
different mechanism allowed the author to determine the cost penalty arising from 
the difference in drag between the mechanisms. 
3.2.9. Mechanism Selection Criteria 
A Simple Decision-Making technique, proposed by Fielding [25], was used to help 
in the selection of the most appropriate mechanism. Pre-selected attributes are 
gathered and collected in a matrix where points are attributed to each mechanism 
depending on their performance in each category. The best mechanisms are the 
ones that achieve the highest score. The attributes to be scored are: 
  Weight (lowest weight will receive maximum score) 
  Aerodynamic Performance (highest OCLmax will receive maximum score) 
  Drag (lowest Drag will receive maximum score) 
  Reliability (highest Reliability will receive maximum score) 
  Maintainability (highest MTTR will receive maximum score) 
  System Cost (lowest associated cost will receive maximum score) 
  Fuel Cost Reduction (Highest decrease in cost will receive maximum score) 
The highest result in each attribute is scored with a maximum score of 10.0 and 
the remaining results are factored based on this maximum rating. For example, if a 
Simple Hinge mechanism has a weight of 50kg and a Link/Track Mechanism a 
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weight of 100Kg, the Simple Hinge weight attribute would have a score of 10.0 and 
the Link/Track weight attribute a score of 10 x (50/100) = 5. 
All scores are finally added for each mechanism to provide the designer with an 
overall classification of the different mechanisms analysed. 
Trailing Edge High-Lift System Weight (KgJ Aerodynamic Performance ACu 
Score Score 
Mechanism 1 Mechanism 1 
Mechanism 2 Mechanism 2 
Mechanism 3 Mechanism 3 
Fairing Drag Coefficient Reliabili 
Score Score 
Mechanism 1 Mechanism 1 
Mechanism 2 Mechanism 2 
Mechanism 3 Mechanism 3 
Maintainability (MTTR) Cost Associated with Fairing Drag 
Score Score 
Mechanism 1 Mechanism 1 
Mechanism 2 Mechanism 2 
Mechanism 3 Mechanism 3 
Trailing Edge High-Lift System Cost £ 
Score 
Mechanism 1 
Mechanism 2 
Mechanism 3 
OVERALL SCORES 
Mechanism I 
Mechanism 2 
Mechanism 3 
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4.1. INTRODUCTION 
There was no experimental work or testing involved in this research project, which 
is the way validation is normally done in research studies. This chapter presents 
alternative validation results for the main modules of the new methodology. A brief 
description of the validation process for each of the main modules is presented 
below, with details in Paras. 4.2 to 4.7. 
SYNAMEC Module 
The objective of the validation was to check if the SYNAMEC tool was capable of 
generating different types of mechanisms and optimize them to fulfil the initial 
requirements. This test was performed in the scope of the SYNAMEC project and 
had the collaboration of ALENIA, which provided the data required. 
Initial Sizing Module 
There was no data available from Aircraft manufactures to help in the validation of 
this module. The author considered this module a fundamental part of the 
proposed methodology and decided to make a 2D Comparison with an existing 
trailing edge device of a commercial aircraft. A Link/Track mechanism was sized 
and a comparison made with the same type of mechanism in the A320 Aircraft. 
Reliability & Maintainability Module 
Due to the lack of specific reliability and maintainability information regarding high- 
lift devices of commercial transport, the validation for this Module was performed 
using the results from the NASA Contractor Report 196709, by Peter K. C. Rudolph 
[86]. This author is an established Engineering Consultant that has worked for 
Boeing and has several publications and patents on High-lift devices. A list of his 
most relevant work is presented below: 
Publications: 
  "Aero-Mechanical Design of High-Lift Systems", Aircraft Engineering and 
Aerospace Technology Journal, Vol. 71. Nr. 5,1999. pp. 436-443. Other authors: 
VAN DAM, C., SHAW, S., VANDER, J., KINNEY, D. [105] 
  "High-Lift Systems on Commercial Subsonic Airliners", NASA CR 4746, 
1996. [85] 
  "Mechanical design of high lift systems for high aspect ratio swept wings", 
NASA CR 196709,1998. [86] 
Patents: 
  "Vortex leading edge flap assembly for supersonic airplanes" - 
US Patent 5681013 
  "Supersonic airplane with subsonic boost engine means and method of 
operating the same" - US Patent 5529263 
  "Hinge fairings for control surfaces" - US Patent 5388788 
  "High taper wing tip extension" - US Patent 5039032 
The publication "Mechanical design of high lift systems for high aspect ratio 
swept wings" [86] provides useful information for a range of flap mechanisms that 
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can be used for comparison with the results of the author-proposed design 
methodology. Mr. Rudolph compares a variety of mechanisms using common flap 
geometry and draws a set of conclusions regarding weight, reliability and 
maintainability for each type of mechanism. Because the work presented in this 
study makes use of some of the mechanisms studied in Rudolph's work, the 
author decided to the apply the proposed design methodology to the same 
mechanisms in the Rudolph's study and compare the results obtained. As in Mr. 
Rudolph's study, exact or realistic values of the mechanism the mechanisms 
reliability and maintainability were not achieved. The calculations performed by the 
author only allow the comparison of the different mechanisms between 
themselves. 
Also, Mr. Rudolph's study was based in a wing planform configuration similar to 
the A320 aircraft, as was also the ATRA100, which is used as the basis for this 
author's research. All data relevant for the validation of the Reliability & 
Maintainability and Lift /Drag Modules is gathered in Appendix E. 
Lift and Drag Module 
The unavailability of aerodynamic data related with High Lift devices and the fact 
that CFD was not in the scope of the author's study, makes it almost impossible to 
validate the Lift and Fairing Drag Module. This module might provide results far 
from reality, but it will allow the author to compare and classify the different 
mechanisms between themselves. 
In relation to fairing drag, the author will compare the results obtained from the 
analysis of the Rudolph's work and check if the fairing drag calculated using the 
procedure proposed by the new design methodology is in the same order of 
magnitude as the drag associated to fairings of current commercial transport 
Aircraft. The typical drag of a Wide body transport aircraft is in the region of 0.02 
[126], and assuming that the drag of fairings is around 1% of the A/C drag, the 
typical drag coefficient for a single fairing in an aircraft with 3 fairings per wing is in 
the order of 3.00 E-5. 
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4.2. SYNAMEC MODULE 
In the scope of the SYNAMEC project, the author performed a test case in 
conjunction with ALENIA with the objective of generating mechanism solutions for 
a specific application. This test case concerned a Flap mechanism for a 70 seat 
commercial aircraft, and all the relevant data was provided by ALENIA. The data 
provided was a 3D CAD model with all the Flap deployment positions for Takeoff 
and Landing, including the required trajectories. Due to the fact that the 
SYNAMEC system type synthesis module only works with 2-Dimensional 
mechanisms, the test case was performed at one specific wing position 
corresponding to the Inboard Flap/Inboard Support. 
4.2.1. Synthesis 
The test cases performed covered only the first phase of the design process 
provided by the SYNAMEC System, the Mechanism Synthesis. 
From the point of view of the SYNAMEC Systems end user, the Mechanism 
Synthesis process is composed of 2 main stages, the Synthesis and Optimization. 
Stage 1- TYPE SYNTHESIS 
The Type Synthesis phase is where a mechanism solution is built. The basic 
information required for the type synthesis is the following (Figure 4.1): 
1 Ground Hinge with a Prescribed Rotation 
1 Rod, connected to the Ground Hinge 
1 Fixation Point 
"1 Trajectory Point with 3 Prescribed Displacements (from the objective 
curve, usually start, middle and end) 
The final result of this phase is a basic mechanism that is able to perform a 
mechanical movement that passes through the 3 points of the predefined objective 
curve, but it may not pass through all the points of the curve. 
This basic mechanism is then read back into the SAMCEF Field environment and 
prepared in accordance with the requirements for a MECANO analysis. This 
means giving component properties (rod, volume, etc... ), defining meshes and 
analysis parameters. Once this has been done the mechanism analysis is 
performed and if the mechanism has a working configuration then it is ready for 
the next phase. 
Summarizing, the Type Synthesis phase can be described as the following 
sequence of actions in the SYNAMEC tool: 
a) Preparation of SAMCEF Field file for OOFELIE 
b) Perform Synthesis Analysis with OOFELIE 
C) Read OOFELIE results into SAMCEF Field 
d) Preparation of data for Mechanical analysis with MECANO 
e) Perform mechanical analysis with MECANO 
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The objective of the test cases, performed in the scope of the SYNAMEC contract, 
was to investigate the capability of the SYNAMEC system to provide solutions that 
could be compared to flap mechanism concepts already used in commercial 
aircraft. Due to the numerous types of solutions available for Flap mechanisms, 
two 4-Bar mechanism concepts were chosen to perform the tests and verify if the 
system was able to provide similar solutions. 
These concepts selected are presented below in Figure 4.2. 
ý%-T-__ ;r ý-- .- 
ý. -- 
Concept 1 (Boeing 777 Type) Concept 2 (Boeing 747SP Type) 
Figure 4.2 - 4-Bar Mechanism concepts 
For the first type synthesis applications the rod and second fixing point were 
positioned in similar orientations and positions, in relation to the airfoil, as the ones 
from the initial concepts. 
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a) FLAP CONCEPT 1 
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Figure 4.4 - Output Mechanism from Type Synthesis 
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b) FLAP CONCEPT 2 
This phase did not present any major problems. Though, it must be noted that the 
shape of the mechanism is very sensitive to the prescribed rotations on the ground 
hinge and the position of the second Fixation point. Small variations on those 
values may lead to mechanism not proportional to the component sizes involved. 
Another point to note in the case of the Flap test is that the mechanism returned 
by the type synthesis process had to be changed in order to better represent the 
real case. This change is only made to the trajectory point and doesn't influence 
the rest of the mechanism. This can be seen in Figure 4.7, where the trajectory 
point of the mechanism (defined from the objective curve) was changed to a point 
on the Flap structure (which may represent a spar or other fixation structure). 
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4.2.2. Optimization 
Stage 2 deals with the Optimization of the mechanism generated by the Synthesis 
phase. The mechanism dimensions and point positions are optimized so that the 
flap LE and TE points coincide with the objective points at cruise and landing. The 
objective of this validation procedure is to show that the SYNAMEC software is 
capable of optimizing a mechanism configuration The SAMCEF MECANO and 
BOSS Quattro packages of the SYNAMEC software are used for the Optimization. 
The steps used for the SYNAMEC optimization are as follows: 
a) Load SAMCEF Field Model and variables 
b) Create Bank File to generate input file for MECANO analysis 
C) Run MECANO to generate Results and Sensitivities 
d) Perform OPTIMIZATION using BOSS Quattro and MECANO 
e) Generate SAMCEF Field updated File 
For this validation test, the flap trailing and leading edge trajectory were set as 
objective curves and the flap Leading edge and trailing edge points as the control 
points for mechanism trajectory verification. At each iteration, the distance 
between these points and the respective trajectory curves is measured and, if the 
distance is increasing or decreasing, adjustments are performed to the mechanism 
points. 
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Figure 4.8 - Optimization Result 
Figure 4.8 presents the result graph for the mechanism optimization, where we 
can see the convergence of the distance of the flap leading and trailing edge 
points to the objective curve. 
Although the final result wasn't a total coincidence of the control points to the 
trajectory curves, this shows that the mechanism was optimized. 
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4.3. INITIAL SIZING MODULE 
4.3.1 Introduction 
To validate the sizing module the author used data from the ATRA1 00 aircraft from 
Edi [20] and Ammoo's [1] previous work to size a Link/Track mechanism. The 
objective of this exercise was to compare the sized mechanism with the 
mechanism of an existing aircraft in the same category. The aircraft selected for 
comparison was the AIRBUS A320. The main characteristics of the ATRA100 and 
the A320 are presented below in Table 4.1. 
Table 4.1 - AIRBUS A320 and ATRA 100 Data 
ATRA 100 AIRBUS A320 
Nr. Passengers 108 150 
Range, (nm/Km] 2250 / 4170 2950 / 5470 
Speed, Mach 
Landing 0.2 
Take Off 0.2 
Cruise 0.8 0.82 
Lift Coefficient, CL 
Landing (Max) 2.9 
Take Off (Max) 2.2 
Cruise 0.51 
Wing (A320 Type) 
Aspect Ratio, A 9.5 9.4 
Taper Ratio, I 0.274 
0.25 Sweepback, A0.25 25° 25° 
Span, b [m / ft] 32.4/9.9 34.1/10.4 
Area, S [m2 / ft2] 110.2 /1186.3 122.4/1318 
Inboard Flap Area, SF; [m2 / ft2] 5.25/56.5 4.54/48.9 
Outboard Flap Area, SFO [m2 / ft2] 6.75/72.7 5.96/64.2 
Total Flap Area, SFo [m2 / ft2] 12 / 129.2 10.5/113 
Design Mass 
Max. Landing Weight, WL [Kg / Lb] 50635 / 111631 64000 / 141096 
Max. Take Off Weight, WTO [Kg / Lb] 56260 / 124032 77000 / 169756 
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Max. Zero Fuel Weight, WZF [Kg / Lb] 40738 / 89812 61000 / 134482 
Operational Empty Weight, WOE [Kg / Lb] 30425 / 67076 41800 / 92153 
Wing Loading, WIS 
Take Off, (WTO/S) [Kg/m2 / Lb/ft2] 511/ 105 629 / 129 
Landing, (WL/S) [Kg/m2 / Lb/ft2] 459.4 / 94 522.9 / 107 
Runway Distances, S 
Take Off, (STO) [m / ft] 1981 / 6500 2294 / 7526 
Landing, (SL) [m / ft] 1475 / 4840 1442 / 4730 
Thrust to Weight Ratio, T/W 
Thrust to Weight Ratio, (TNV) 0.29 0.295 
The loads in the A320 are bigger than the loads in the ATRA 100, due to bigger 
wing area and flap area. To account for this the author scaled the loads from the 
ATRA to be comparable to the AIRBUS A320 loads. The process used to 
determine scaling factors for the loads consisted of working back from both aircraft 
known landing and take-off distances to calculate the increments in Lift due to Flap 
deployment for Take-off and Landing for both Aircraft. This is done using empirical 
relationships presented in ref. [25]. 
The complete calculations are presented in Appendix B and the final results in 
Table 4.2. 
Table 4.2 - Estimated AIRBUS A320 and ATRA 100 Flap Loads 
ATRA A320 Difference from to A320 to ATRA 
Take-Off 53807 N 58082 N + 8.0% 
Landing 73521 N 81240 N +10.5% 
Difference from to A320 to ATRA in Flap Area = +12.5% 
Difference from to A320 to ATRA in Wing Area = +10% 
Having in consideration the previous results the author has decided to scale the 
loads in the ATRA flap use a fixed value of 10%. Also, the ATRA wing, flap chords 
and airfoils were scaled to coincide with the AIRBUS A320 airfoil dimensions at 
the wing station where the mechanism was to be designed. The flap ultimate loads 
provided by Ammoo [1] for the ATRA will be increased 10% for the Sizing 
validation. 
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4.3.2 ATRA Link/Track Mechanism Sizing 
The sizing validation will be performed for the mechanism at hinge position 2 of 
the inboard Flap (b/2 = 4563mm), as shown in Figure 4.9. 
INI 
MtlGF. 
\\`\\ 
The total loads on the flap and the reaction at the hinge were determined and are 
presented in Appendix B. The values for the hinge loads for the different flight 
conditions are presented in Table 4.3. 
Table 4.3 - Scaled ATRA 100 Hinge Loads 
Reaction @ 
Hinge 2 [N] 
Ult 
Cruise 12740 
Take-Off 34200 
Landing 32780 
The mechanism points to be considered for the calculation of the component loads 
for each flight condition is presented in 
Table 4.4. The required input data for the calculation of the component loads using 
the visual basic application developed by the author are shown in Figure 4.10. 
MWIM 
nv5l 
Figure 4.10 - Diagram of Link/Track mechanism 
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Table 4.4 - Link/Track Mechanism Points 
Cruise Take-Off Landing 
x y x Y X Y 
PT1 [mm] 17055.40 2978.13 17055.40 2978.13 17055.40 2978.13 
PT2 [mm] 16885.85 2635.55 17361.66 2749.41 17437.30 2994.26 
PT3 [mm] 17588.10 2837.40 18092.00 2727.17 18115.38 2722.05 
PT4 [mm] 17417.30 2777.37 17417.30 2777.37 17417.30 2777.37 
PT5 [mm] 18191.83 2607.94 18191.83 2607.94 18191.83 2607.94 
PT6 [mm] 17490.91 2761.27 17994.21 2651.17 18017.60 2646.05 
PT7 [mm] 17645.81 2727.38 18149.12 2617.28 18172.50 2612.17 
PT8 [mm] 16955.40 3174.21 18159.15 22809.22 18206.67 2775.99 
The component loads obtained by the Visual Basic application are presented in 
Table 4.5. 
Table 4.5 -Linklfrack Mechanism Component Loads 
Cruise Take-Off Landing 
R1 (N] 2518 2513 15067 
R1X [N] -2517 -2318 -11984 
R1 Y [N] 73 970 9131 
F2[N] 2518 2513 15067 
F2X [N] -2517 970 -11984 
F2Y [N] 73 -2318 9131 
F3[N] 11779 33113 37256 
F3X [N] 2517 7076 7962 
FY3[N] 11507 32348 36395 
F6 [N] 5935 16561 26956 
F6X[N] 1268 3539 5761 
F6Y[N] 5797 16178 26334 
F7[N] 5845 16552 10299 
F7X[N] 1249 3537 2201 
F7Y[N] 5710 16170 10061 
MI [N. m] -875 -488 -4724 
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Using the procedures and equations from appendix C, the final dimensions for 
each mechanism component were calculated and are presented in Table 4.6. 
Table 4.6 - ATRA Link/Track Mechanism component sizes 
Hý 
PT2 PT1 (17055.40 ; 2978.13) 
PT2 (16955.40; 3174.21) 
PT3 (16955.40 ; 2862.20) 
d1=36 mm 
PT14 r2 = 72 mm d, ýý, 
t= 18 mm 
PT3 
Drive Link d, =36 mm 
` r2=72 mm 
d3=18mm 
r4=36 mm 
ýcb t= 18 mm 
Flap Fitting PT1 (17055.40 ; 2978.13) 
PT+ PT2 PT2 (16955.40; 3174.21) 
d, =18 mm 
r2=36 mm 
d3 = 15 mm 
la r4= 30 mm f2 
t= 18 mm 
Roller Carriage 
d, =15mm 
ti 
r2=30mm 
di r2 t, =7.5mm 
d3 10 mm 
r4 20 mm 
t2 =5 mm 
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Rollers 
d; =10 mm 
do w do=20 mm 
w=10 mm 
d. 
Support Track PT1 (17055.40,2978.13) 
RS PT2 (16955.40,3174.21) 
Frl 
PT3 (18191.83,2607.44) 
d Track Width: 
d=20 mm 
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4.3.3 ATRA / AIRBUS A320 Mechanism Comparison 
The component sizes estimated in the previous paragraph were used to create a 
3D CATIA model of the Link/Track mechanism. The 3D CAD model allows the 
author to make some comparisons with the AIRBUS A320 Link/Track Flap 
Mechanism. Although it is not possible to compare both mechanisms in detailed 
terms due to the lack of available information about the AIRBUS Link/Track 
mechanism, it can be seen from the visual comparison between Figure 4.11, the 
ATRA Link/Track mechanism, and Figure 4.12, the AIRBUS A320 Link/Track 
Mechanism, that the mechanism sized using the Initial Sizing procedure isn't very 
far from the final optimized AIRBUS link track mechanism, which in some ways 
validates the sizing procedure used by the author in the proposed design 
methodology. 
Figure 4.11 - ATRA Link/Track Mechanism 
Figure 4.12 - AIRBUS A320 Link/Track Mechanism 
Looking at the two mechanisms, we can see that there are some size similarities. 
By direct measurement it can be assumed that the length, depth and angle of the 
support track have the same order of measure. The biggest differences come 
from the Links and Hinge. Both AIRBUS links are 25% smaller than the ATRA 
ones and the hinge is much bigger. This is certainly due to the 2D nature of the 
ATRA mechanism design. There is also the fact that the flap trajectories are 
different. 
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4.4. RELIABILITY & MAINTAINABILITY MODULES 
4.4.1 Reliability 
The validation of the Reliability module consisted in comparing the results of the 
application of the reliability module to the mechanisms studied in Mr. Rudolph's 
work [86] with the results obtained by Mr. Rudolph himself. The author based the 
reliability estimation on the Mechanism drawings presented in Appendix E, Figure 
El to E7, taken from Ref. [86]. 
Table 4.7 presents the final results and comparison to Mr. Rudolph's classification 
of the different mechanisms. The complete reliability estimation tables are in 
Appendix F. 
Table 4.7 - Reliability Results 
MECHANISM TYPE 
RELIABILITY 
RESULT Author 
Rudolph 
(861 
SIMPLE HINGE FLAP [Fig. El, Appendix E] 38.99 Ist , ist 
BOEING TYPE LINK/TRACK MECHANISM [Fig. E7, Appendix E] 98.4 2nd 5th 
BOEING 747 TYPE 4-BAR LINKAGE [Fig. E3, Appendix E] 99.35 3rd 2nd 
AIRBUS A320 TYPE LINK/TRACK MECHANISM (End Supported) 100.04 4th 4th 
[Fig. E6, Appendix E] 
BOEING 777 TYPE UPSIDE DOWN / UPRIGHT 4-BAR LINKAGE 100.37 5th 3rd 
[Fig. E2, Appendix E] 
AIRBUS A330/340 TYPE LINK/TRACK MECHANISM [Fig. E4, Appendix El 104.17 6th 7th 
AIRBUS A320 TYPE LINK/TRACK MECHANISM [Fig. E5, Appendix E] 106.13 7th 6th 
The 3rd column represents the classification of the different mechanism based on 
the reliability estimation performed by the author, and the 4th Column represents 
the classification given by Mr. Rudolph after his analysis of the different 
mechanisms. The author has a match in 2 mechanisms and proximity match in 3 
mechanisms. Two of the mechanisms have a difference bigger than 2 places. 
These results show that the procedure chosen by the author requires refining but, 
produces results which, as an initial estimation, can be taken as valid. 
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4.4.2 Maintainability 
Similarly to the Reliability module, the validation of this module consisted in 
comparing the results of Mr. Rudolph's Study [86] with the results obtained by the 
authors Maintainability Module. The author based the maintainability estimation on 
the Mechanism drawings gathered in appendix E, Figure El to E7, taken from Ref. 
[86]. Table 4.8 presents the final results and comparison to Mr. Rudolph's 
classification of the different mechanisms devices. The complete maintainability 
estimation tables are in Appendix F. 
Table 4.8 - Maintainability Results 
MAINTAINABILITY 
MECHANISM TYPE RESULT Author Rudolph 
[MTTRJ (hrs) 
SIMPLE HINGE FLAP 17.7 St 
[Fig. El, Appendix E] 
BOEING TYPE LINK/TRACK MECHANISM 18.9 2nd 5th [Fig. E7, Appendix E] 
BOEING 747 TYPE 4-BAR LINKAGE 19.2 3rd 2nd 
[Fig. E3, Appendix E] 
AIRBUS A320 TYPE LINK/TRACK MECHANISM (End Supported) 22.4 4th 4th 
[Fig. E6, Appendix E] 
BOEING 777 TYPE UPSIDE DOWN / UPRIGHT 4-BAR LINKAGE 25.1 5th 3rd 
[Fig. E2, Appendix E] 
AIRBUS A320 TYPE LINK/TRACK MECHANISM 31.7 6th 6th [Fig. E5, Appendix E] 
AIRBUS A330/340 TYPE LINK/TRACK MECHANISM 35.6 7th 7th 
[Fig. E4, Appendix E] 
Once again, the 3Id column represents the classification of the different 
mechanism based on the author's calculations, and the 4th Column the 
classification given by Mr. Rudolph after his analysis of the different mechanisms. 
In this case, there were closer matches than in the Reliability module. These 
results also show that the procedure chosen by the author produces results which, 
as an initial estimation, can also be taken as valid. 
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4.5. LIFT AND FAIRING DRAG MODULE 
As mentioned previously, the validation of this module was not performed due to 
the lack of available aerodynamic data. Though, a check was made to verify if the 
results obtained in the Fairing drag module were in the same order of magnitude 
as the Drag coefficient associated with the fairings of current commercial transport 
aircraft, which is around 3.0E-5. As before, this was done applying the estimation 
procedure to the mechanisms studied in Mr. Rudolph's work. 
The data presented below are the fairing dimensions for the several different types 
of trailing edge device mechanisms retrieved from Figure E10 in Appendix E. 
Table 4.9 - Flap Support Fairing Sizes [86] 
MECHANISM TYPE Fairing length 
I Fairing Depth I Fairing Width ("") 
Max. Fowler Motion Max. Fowler Motion 
SIMPLE HINGE FLAP 2.93 1.74 "3 [Fig. El, Appendix E] 
BOEING 777 4-BAR LINKAGE 3.6 0.95 4 [Fig. E2, Appendix E] 
AIRBUS A320 TYPE 
LINK/TRACK MECHANISM 4.2 0.76 3.5 
[Fig. E5, Appendix El 
AIRBUS A3301340 TYPE 
LINKITRACK MECHANISM 4.33 0.83 3 
[Fig. E4, Appendix E] 
BOING 747 TYPE 4-BAR 2.5 (Outboard) 
LINKAGE 3.68 0.62 1.5 (Middle) 
[Fig. E3, Appendix E] 
AIRBUS A320 TYPE 
LINK/TRACK MECHANISM 26 3 0.55 
2.5 (Outboard) 
(END SUPPORTED) . 1.5 (Middle) 
[Fig. E6, Appendix E 
BOEING TYPE LINK/TRACK 2.5 (Outboard) 
MECHANISM 3.06 0.53 1.5 (Middle) 
(Fig. E7, Appendix El 
Max. Fowler Motion =17.4% C. [86] 
(") Counted in Number of Side by Side Structural Members [86] 
The author assumed that the ATRA had a single outboard flap and that the Hinge 
positions 3 and 4 were at 25% and 75% of the flap length. The calculations were 
based on the wing chord of the ATRA aircraft at hinge positions 3 (b/2 = 7.265m) 
and (b/2 = 10.998m) and assumed a structural element width of 0.1 m. 
Wing Chord Cw at (b/2 = 7.265m) = 3.260m 
Wing Chord Cw at (b/2 = 10.998m) = 2.604m 
The results from the author's analysis are presented in Table 4.10. 
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Table 4.10 -Fairing Drag Results 
M 
Fairing Length Fairing Depth Fairing Width VC CD 
Dgei 
ECHANISM (m) (m) (m) SS qS TYPE 
Hinge 3 Hinge 4 Hinge 3 Hinge 4 Hinge 3 Hinge 4 Hinge 3 Hinge 4 Hinge 3 Hinge 4 Total 
SIMPLE HINGE 
Appendix 
FLAP 
[Fig. E1, AppeMix EJ 1.66 0.84 0.99 0.50 0.30 0.30 0.18 0.40 0.007 0.016 3.50E-05 
BOEING 7774-BAR 
LINKAGE 2.04 1.03 0.54 0.27 0.40 0.40 0.20 0.43 0.007 0.020 2.85E-05 [Fig E2, Appendix E] 
AIRBUS A320 TYPE 
ME SM 
MECHANISM 2.38 1.20 0.43 0.22 0.35 0.35 0.15 0.32 0.007 0.011 1.45E-05 
[Fig. E5, Appendix E) 
AIRBUS A3301340 TYPE 
MEHANISM 
MECHANISM 2.46 1.24 0.47 0.24 0.30 0.30 0.12 0.27 0.006 0.009 1.20E-05 
[Fig E4, Appendix E7 
BOING 747 TYPE 4-BAR 
LINKAGE 2.09 1.05 0.35 0.18 0.15 0.25 0.07 0.26 0.006 0.009 5.38E-06 [Fig E3. Appendix El 
AIRBUS A320 TYPE 
UNKITRACK 
MECHANISM (END 1.85 0.93 0.31 0.16 0.15 0.25 0.08 0.30 0.006 0.010 5.17E-06 SUPPORTED) 
[Fig E6. Appendix El 
BOEING TYPE 
LINKITRACK 
MECHANISM M 1.74 0.88 0.30 0.15 0.15 0.25 0.09 0.32 0.006 0.011 5.24E-06 
[Fig E7, Appendix El 
tic - Thickness to Chord Ratio of Fairing (Fairing Width / Fairing Length) 
Cos, - Drag Coefficient of streamline strut 
DSS' 
-Increment in drag arising from the streamline structure q"S 
The results presented in Table 4.10 show that the estimated drag is indeed in the 
same order of magnitude of 3.0E-5. 
Drag coefficient associated with the fairings of current commercial transport 
aircraft, which is around 3.0E-5. 
The typical drag of Wide body transport aircraft is in the region of 0.02 [126]. 
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CHAPTER 5 
CASE STUDY AND RESULTS 
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5.1. INTRODUCTION 
This chapter describes the application of the new design methodology presented 
in chapter four and is based on work previously done by Edi [20] and Ammoo [1] 
on the ATRA - Advanced Transport Regional Aircraft. 
The main objective of this case study is to apply the design methodology 
presented in Chapter 3 and determine what is the most appropriate mechanism for 
the ATRA flap system. 
The ATRA or 'Advanced Transport Regional Aircraft" was a Cranfield University 
project design, initially studied by Edi [20] and later by Ammoo [1], with the main 
objective of studying the application of variable camber wing concepts and hybrid 
laminar flow control technologies. There were three derivatives of different 
passenger capacity for the ATRA but they all shared the same wing platform. 
These are the ATRA-80, ATRA-100 and ATRA-130 (Figure 5.1). For this case 
study the author used the same wing geometry and flap configurations as in the 
work performed by Ammoo [1]. 
ATRA-130 
ATRA-100 
ATRA-80 
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Figure 5.1 -ATRA Family [20] 
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5.2. MAIN ATRA PARAMETERS 
The ATRA main parameters required for this case study were retrieved from Edi's 
[20] and Ammoo's [1] work and are collected in Appendix A. The most relevant 
parameters are presented below. 
a) Wing Planform Parameters 
  '/4 Chord Sweep 25° 
  Taper Ratio 0.274 
  Aspect Ratio 9.5 
  Wing Area 110.21 m2 
  Inboard Section Span 4273 mm 
  Outboard Section Span 10192 mm 
  Wing Front Spar @ 15% of Cw 
  Wing Rear Spar @ 60% of Cw 
  Spoiler end @ 85% of Cw 
  Flap Front Spar 15 % of CF 
  Flap Rear Spar 55% of CF 
ýý 
o, i -- 
ý--- 
b) Flap Segmentation [1] 
As a starting point for this case study, the author maintained the same flap 
segmentation proposed by Ammoo [1], which was that the ATRA would have 2 
inboard flaps and 3 outboard flaps, as shown in Figure 5.2. 
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Figure 5.2 - ATRA wing planform [20] 
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c) Flap Type and Variable Camber Definition 
The ATRA uses a single slotted flap. This type of flap was selected by Edi [20] 
with the aim of mechanical simplicity. The selection of this type of flap is also 
supported by the fact that it is currently considered to be one of the "biggest weight 
and cost savers in the area of High-lift devices" [90]. 
The maximum flap deflection for variable camber during cruising flight, as defined 
in Edi's [20] report, is ± 50. The baseline and deployment data for this case study 
Variable Camber flap is presented in Figure 5.3 and Table 5.1. 
R. S. (6C%C) /ILS 
VAR LE 
CAt4J1D RCR 
F. S. (I=) 
\\ 
LWT 
SINGLE SLOTTED \ 
FOWL ER FLAP L1FFT 
ai(Ydi (C) - 214.3 
192.9 ý 
(0.9 C) I 
R. S. (60%C) \ 
SPO 
/)LER I 
i 
F. S. (15=1 / EX 
a 
N 
Nn 
. ce ,ö 
(0.79 C) 
1- NDWAL POSITION 
2- 1VST POSITIVE DEFLECTION 
3- 1UST PEG4T1VE DEFLECTION 
-j VARIABLE 
J cwIDER 
IGH 
Lip'T 
ge 62 
G, 
s 
ýo" 
Figure 5.3 - HLFC-VC Section Baseline Configuration [20] 
Table 5.1 - VC Flap deployment requirements [11 
GAP FOWLER MOTION 
-5° 0 2.5 % Cw 
00 0 0 
+5° 0 2.5%Cw 
\ 
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d) Low Speed Requirements 
The requirements for take-off and landing were defined on Ammoo's [1] report and 
are presented in Table 5.2. 
Table 5.2 - Low speed flap deployment requirements [1] 
GAP FOWLER MOTION 
Take-Off +15° 2.5 % Cw 13.5 % Cw 
Landing +35° 1.3%Cw 17.5%Cw 
5.3. WING CAD DESIGN 
A 3D CATIA model of the wing and the flap surfaces was created to allow the 
author to retrieve the necessary information for the different modules of the design 
methodology. The CAD models of the Wing and Flap were created using data 
retrieved from the Ammoo work. All the relevant data for the generation of these 
CAD models is also presented in Appendix A. 
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The mechanism types that are used in the case study are the Simple Hinge 
Mechanism, the 4 Bar Mechanism and the Link/Track mechanism. 
The mechanism synthesis for the case study was performed in 2 different ways. 
The synthesis of the 4 -Bar mechanism was performed by the SYNAMEC software 
and the result is presented in Figure 5.5. The results were similar to the ones 
presented in Chapter 4, section 2. 
Due to the limitation of the SYNAMEC Software to perform synthesis of 
mechanisms other than the 4 Bar Mechanism, the synthesis of the Simple Hinge 
and Link Track mechanisms was done manually. The mechanism main points 
were estimated and scaled to the dimensions of the ATRA flap size, from the 
same type of existing mechanisms, to obtain the configuration shown in Figure 5.6 
and Figure 5.7. 
Figure 5.5 - 2-D Synthesis Requirements and Result for 4-Bar Mechanism 
Figure 5.6 - Manual 2-D Synthesis Result for Simple Hinge Mechanism 
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Figure 5.7 - Manual 2-D Synthesis Result for Link/Track Mechanism 
5.5. OPTIMIZATION 
The optimization process is the most time consuming, when compared with the 
remaining modules of the Design Methodology. Due to this lengthy process the 
optimization was only performed for the 4-Bar and the Link/ Track Mechanisms 
using SYNAMEC. 
Due to the simplicity of the Simple Hinge Mechanism, the optimization was done 
manually. Figure 5.8 depicts the flap configurations for all flight stages along with 
the objective curves for flap deployment. 
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a) Optimization of 4-Bar Mechanism 
The optimization of the 4-Bar Mechanism was the first to be performed. At the 
time, the author wasn't still completely familiarized with the SYNAMEC software 
and started by defining only 2 objectives: guarantee that the leading and trailing 
edge points of the flap matched the correspondent points of the flap at the landing 
configuration, within a tolerance of less than 5 mm. Figure 5.10 presents the input 
data required. 
Variables: 
Name Lower Initial value 
Upper 
bound bound 
xi 17100 17150 17300 
Z1 2900 3000 3100 
X2 16800 16950 17100 
Z2 2580 2680 2780 
X3 17350 17500 17650 
Z3 2600 2700 2800 
X4 17350 17500 17650 
Z4 2300 2400 2500 
Functions: 
Name Objective 
Initial Target 
value value 
DISTANCE TE PT Minimize 647.034 1 
DISTANCE LE PT Minimize 271.203 1 
Figure 5.9 - Optimization Inputs for 4 Bar Mechanism 
The SYNAMEC software iteratively changes the values of the variables within the 
set boundaries until objectives are met. After 39 iterations the optimization 
converged and presented the following results. 
Target 
Variation 
value 
1 -99% 
1 -98% 
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Convergence of Objective Curves: 
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5Di1 
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20D 
100 
0 
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100 
Jl 
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0 
Iterations 
i3--u DISTANCE TE PT 
Cran field 
35 40 45 
5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 
Iterations 
z DISTANCE LE PT 
Figure 5.10 - Optimization Results for 4-Bar Mechanism 
The complete set of results is presented in Appendix G. 
b) Optimization of Link/Track Mechanism 
The optimization of the Link Track was performed similarly as the 4-Bar 
mechanism, but with further more constraints. Along with the Trailing and Leading 
Edge points distance objective, the author included two constraints 
(DISTANCE 
_LE 
and DISTANCE_TE) to guarantee a proximity to the ideal 
trajectory curve and a distance constraint to the end of the Support Beam to 
guarantee that the slider component wouldn't come out of the track. Figure 5.11 
presents the input data required. 
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Variables: 
Name Lower Initial Upper 
bound value bound 
xi 16900 17096 17300 
Z1 2850 2950 3050 
X2 16800 16889 17100 
Z2 2580 2680 2780 
X7 17300 17504 17700 
X8 18050 18252 18450 
Z8 2380 2484 2680 
a 0.8 0.85 0.9 
b 0.15 0.19 0.25 
c 0.55 0.6 0.65 
Z7 2600 2705 2800 
Functions: 
Initial Target Name Objective 
value 
Variation 
value 
FINAL TE POSITION Minimize 113.566 0 -99% 
FINAL LE POSITION Minimize 72.8256 0 -98% 
Constraints: 
Name Lower Initial value 
Upper 
bound bound 
FINAL TRACK POSITION 50 78.8161 
DISTANCE LE ***** 0... 62.2918 100 
DISTANCE JE ***** 0... 89.0834 100 
Figure 5.11 - Optimization Inputs for Link/Track Mechanism 
After 39 iterations the optimization converged and returned the following results. 
Functions: 
Initial Iteration Target 
Name Objective 
value 35 value 
Variation 
FINAL TE POSITION Minimize 113.566 0.705226 0 -99% 
FINAL LE POSITION Minimize 72.8256 0.978238 0 -98% 
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Constraints: 
Cran field 1 , J, I. HSI, i 
Name Lower Initial value Iteration 35 
Upper 
bound bound 
FINAL TRACK POSITION 50 78.8161 252.085 
DISTANCE LE ***'`'' 0 
... 
62.2918 6.3583e-08... 100 38.8136 
DISTANCE TE 0 
. 
89.0834 2.19636e-07... 100 
.. 88.8839 
400 
200 
05 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 
iterations 
a---c FINAL-TE-PiDSITION 
300 
200 
100 1 
05 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 
Iterations 
(3-----13 FINAL-LE-POSITION 
400- 
/9 6$fl 200 
Eye-ia 
05 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 
Iterations 
a ---e FINAL TFAC] POSITION 
Figure 5.12 - Optimization Results for Link/Track Mechanism 
The complete results from all the trials are presented in Appendix G. 
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5.6. INITIAL SIZING 
The next step on the design methodology is the Initial Sizing of the mechanisms 
components. This step is performed in 3 stages: 
a) Calculation of Flap loads at Mechanism Positions 
b) Calculation of Component Loads (using Visual Basic Application) 
c) Initial Sizing of Components 
The Calculation of the Flap Loads is performed assuming the flap as a beam 
simply supported with a uniform load, as shown in Figure 5.14. The uniform load 
is calculated from the Flap Loading profiles from Appendix A. The Flap loading 
profile for the Landing case is presented in Figure 5.13. 
All components were assumed to be made out of Steel from the 4000 series and 
materials properties were taken from Ref. [121]. 
The most relevant properties are: 
ft = 1240 MPa 
fs = 770 MPa 
E= 200x109 N/m2 
p= 7860 Kg/m3 
a) Calculation of Flap Load at Mechanism Position 
For each flap configuration, the author integrated the load curve equation to 
determine the total load on the flap. This load is then converted into a uniform load 
by dividing it by the flap length. All flap loading profiles are presented in Appendix 
A. 
12.000 - 
10,000, 
8.000 4 
z 
1 6,000 
4.000 
2,000 
klaps loading profile . landing .% 
L. - -63.095x2 + 591.2x + 8055.8m [N/ml 
468 10 12 
Span, m 
Figure 5.13 - Load per Unit Width (Ultimate) - Landing Case [1] 
The calculation of the total loads on the flaps for each flap configuration is 
presented below. 
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Cruise Case: 
12.668 
JLdx = 22150 [N] 
5.987 
Take-Off Case: 
12 668 
JLdx = 57970 [N] 
5.987 
Landing Case: 
12.668 
JLdx = 52420 [N] 
5.987 
L= -36.063 " x2 + 435.22. x+ 2527.2 [N/m] 
L =-106.97"x2 +1265.1" x+6581.3 [N/m] 
L= -63.095. x2 + 591.2. x+ 8055.8 [N/m] 
The author considered 2 equidistant hinge positions for the three outer flaps at 
b/2=8214 mm b/2 = 10991 mm. The loads at each hinge were calculated using the 
following procedure depicted in Figure 5.14. 
LOADING REACTION AND SHEAR 
}ms s-ýº Lý 
IC'X, 
It 
C Ai? RA LOAD 
i xa Oý 
V11(- K"0 
RA .. Rjw{"- 
` 
Vr, " 
VA 
SHEAR 
VR " -w 
(x 
-4) 
-MA 
ý.. MOMENT 
Figure 5.14 - Beam Simply Supported with Uniform Load [56J 
a=2.227 m 
L=2.227 m 
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Cruise 
w= 22150 / (12.668-5.987) = 3315 N/m 
RA=RB=w"(a+2) >RA=RB=11075N 
Take-Off 
l 
w= 8677 N/m 
RA= RB=28985 N 
Landing 
w= 7846 N/m 
RA= RB= 26210 N 
Table 5.3 - Flap Load at Mechanism Position 
PN 
Cruise 11075 
Take-Off 28985 
Landing 26210 
b) Simple Hinge Mechanism Component Loads 
b. 1) Simple Hinge Mechanism 
To determine the loads in each of the components of the Simple Hinge 
mechanism the author used the Visual basic application. Figure 5.15 shows the 
inputs required and what results are obtained from the Visual basic application. 
The process is equal for all mechanisms. 
PT2 O(Z 
C Y-. W 
'Tlt 
IT 
ru m 
Figure 5.15 - Simple Hinge Mechanism VB input data and Results 
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Table 5.4 - Simple Hinge Mechanism points 
POINTS CRUISE TAKE-OFF LANDING 
X y x Y X Y 
1 17093.21 2956.34 17093.21 2956.34 17093.21 2956.34 
2 16910.83 2650.00 17205.80 2618.07 17449.36 2940.05 
3 17358.79 2884.90 17598.56 2936.78 17953.34 2897.08 
4 17674.18 2007.38 17674.18 2007.38 17674.18 2007.38 
5 17627.55 2935.92 17869.536 2916.26 18204.99 2782.29 
The results from the Visual Basic program for the Simple Hinge Mechanism Case 
are presented in Table 5.5. 
Table 5.5 - Simple Hinge Mechanism Component Loads 
Cruise Take-Off Landing 
R1 [N] 560 1753 278 
R1X[N] 495 1361 277 
R1Y [N] 260 1105 -24 
F2[N] 560 1753 278 
F2X[N] 495 1361 277 
F2Y [N] 260 1105 24 
F3[N] 560 1753 278 
F3X[N] 495 1361 277 
FY3 [N] -260 1105 24 
R4 IN] 10827 27586 26082 
R4X[N] -495 6141 14762 
R4Y[N] 10815 26893 21502 
M1 [N. m] 104.3 584.9 -3.9 
b2) 4-Bar Mechanism 
mpm 
 x rx 
w 
nr nx 
nv 
grýnr 
rsý 
 a 
w 
iar 
Figure 5.16 -4 Bar Mechanism VB input data and Results 
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Table 5.6 - 4-Bar Mechanism points 
POINTS CRUISE TAKE-OFF LANDING Xmm Ymm Xmm Ymm Xmm Ymm 
1 17103.50 3026.27 17103.50 3026.27 17103.50 3026.27 
2 16965.00 2644.16 17462.19 2835.14 17503.82 2956.00 
3 17350.00 2691.727 17841.67 2754.65 17836.65 2756.73 
4 17650.00 2300.00 17650.00 2300.00 17650.00 2300.00 
5 17627.55 2935.92 18183.65 2895.08 18204.99 2782.29 
The results from the Visual Basic program for the 4-Bar Mechanism Case are 
presented in Table 5.7. 
Table 5.7 - 4-Bar Mechanism Component Loads 
Cruise Take-Off Landing 
RI [N] 10608 23014 20837 
R1X[N] 7953 -11273 -3448 
R1Y [N] -7019 -20063 -20550 
F2[N] 10608 23014 20837 
F2X [N] 7953 -11273 -3448 
F2Y[N] 7019 20063 20550 
F3[N] 19765 51598 45915 
F3X[N] -7953 18775 18487 
FY3 [N] -18094 -48061 -42028 
R4[N] 19765 51598 45915 
R4X[N] -7953 18775 18487 
R4Y [N] -18094 -48061 -42028 
M1[N. m] 1691 -8675 -9068 
b3) Link/Track Mechanism 
Below are the required input data for the calculation of the loads in the Link/Track 
Mechanism. 
Table 5.8 - Link/Track Mechanism points 
POIN S CRUISE TAKE-OFF 
LANDING 
T X [mm] Y [mm] X [mm] Y [mm] X [mm] Y [mm] 
1 17055.40 2978.13 17055.40 2978.13 17055.40 2978.13 
2 16886.50 2635.55 17361.66 2749.41 17437.30 2994.26 
3 17588.10 2837.40 18092.00 2727.17 18115.38 2722.05 
4 17417.30 2777.37 17417.30 2777.37 17417.30 2777.37 
5 18191.83 2607.94 18191.83 2607.94 18191.83 2607.94 
6 17490.91 2761.27 17994.21 2651.17 18017.60 2646.05 
7 17645.81 2727.38 18149.12 2617.28 18172.50 2612.17 
8 17627.55 2935.92 18159.15 2809.22 18206.67 2775.99 
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fly. 
-V. 
Figure 5.17 - Link/Track Mechanism VB input data and Results 
The results from the Visual Basic program for the Link/Track Mechanism Case are 
presented in Table 5.9. 
Table 5.9 - Link/Track Mechanism Loads 
Cruise Take-Off Landing 
R1 [N] 2518 2513 15067 
R1X [N] -2517 -2318 -11984 
R1Y [N] 73 970 9131 
F2[N] 2518 2513 15067 
F2X[N] -2517 970 -11984 
F2Y [N] 73 -2318 9131 
F3 [NJ 11779 33113 37256 
F3X[N] 2517 7076 7962 
FY3[N] 11507 32348 36395 
F6 [N] 5935 16561 26956 
F6X[N] 1268 3539 5761 
F6Y[N] 5797 16178 26334 
F7[N] 5845 16552 10299 
F7X[NJ 1249 3537 2201 
F7Y[N] 5710 16170 10061 
MI [N. m] -875 -488 -4724 
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c) Mechanism Components Initial Sizing 
cl) Simple Hinge Mechanism 
HINGE 
PT1 = (17093.2 ; 2956.3) [mm] PT2 
PT2 = (16955.4 ; 3174.2) [mm] 
PT3 = (16955.4 ; 2862.2) [mm] 
a d, =18mm 
r2 36 mm 
` 
- t= 9 mm 
PT1 , di 
Volume = 3.06E-4 m3 
Weight = 2.4 Kg PT3 
DRIVE LINK d, = 18 mm 
r2 36 mm 
d3=9mm 
r4=18mm 
L= 356.5 mm 
t=9mm 
Volume = 2.55E-4 m3 
Weight = 2.0 Kg 
FWD LINK d, =9mm 
t r2=18mm 
d3=9mm 
r4=18mm 
--- ,, L= 505.8 mm 
t=9mm 
Volume = 2.17E-4 m3 
Weight = 1.7 Kg 
FLAP FITTING PT1 = (17386.42 ; 2933.51) [mm] 
Pr, 
Pr2 PT2 = (17783.77 ; 2988.18) [mm] 
/ d1=9mm 
r2=18mm 
ý/ d3 10 mm 
r4= 20 mm 
t=9mm 
Volume = 2.32E-4 m3 
Weight = 18.2 Kg 
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SUPPORT BEAM 
RS 
PT1 PT2' 
t 
r2 
di 
PTI = (16955.4; 2862.20) [mm] 
PT2 = (16564.93: 2843.38) [mm] 
d, = 10 mm 
rZ=20mm 
t= 10 mm 
Volume = 4.52E-3 m3 
Weight = 35.5 Kg 
c2) 4-Bar Mechanism 
HINGE 
PT1 = (17103.5; 3026.27) [mm] 
PTZ PT2 = (16955.4 ; 3174.2) [mm] 
PT3 = (16955.4 ; 2862.2) [mm] 
rz d, =45 mm 
I r2=90 mm 
t= 22.5 mm PT1 
Volume = 1.81E-3 m3 
Weight = 14.2 Kg 
PT3 
DRIVE LINK d, = 45 mm 
r2 90 mm 
d3 22.5 mm 
r4 45 mm 
- --- L 406.4 mm 
ch lb t= 22.5 mm 
Volume = 0.001 m3 
Weight = 8.5 Kg 
FLAP FITTING PTI = (17357.3 ; 2926.26) [mm] 
PT2 = (17815.18 ; 2984) [mm] 
PT, PM cl, = 22.5 mm 
r = 45 mm 2 
d3 = 12 mm 
Cb r, 
24 mm ý 
Volumes 1.87E-3 m3 
Weight = 14.7 Kg 
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AFT LINK d, = 12 mm 
r224 mm 
d3 = 22.5 mm 
r4= 45 mm 
a ,, 
L 493.4 mm 
t= 22.5 mm 
Volume = 5.86E-4 m3 
Weight = 4.6 Kg 
SUPPORT STRUT PTI = (16561.81; 2862.2) [mm] 
Rs PT2 = 1(6955.40 ; 2862.2) [mm] 
d, =12mm 
PT1 PT2' 
r2 =24 mm 
,2 t= 11.25 mm 
Volume = 1.58E-3 m3 
di Weight = 12.4 Kg 
c3) Link/Track Mechanism 
HINGE PTI = (17055.4; 1978.13) [mm] 
PT2 PT2 = (16955.4 ; 3174.2) [mm] 
PT3 = (16955.4 ; 2862.2) [mm] 
rz d, = 35 mm 
r2 = 70 mm 
PT, di t= 17.5mm 
Volume = 5.61 E-4 m3 
PT3 
Weight = 4.4 Kg 
DRIVE LINK d, = 35 mm 
r270 mm 
d3 = 17.5 mm 
--- r4 35 mm 
L= 382.2 mm 
t= 17.5 mm 
Volume = 5.99E-4 m3 
Weight = 4.7 Kg 
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FLAP FITTING PT1 = (17387.70 ; 2933.67) [mm] 
,M PT2 = (17785.16 ; 2987.92) [mm] 
5 mm d =17 , . 
r2= 35 mm 
d3=15mm 
J ", r4=30 mm 
t=17.5mm 
Volume = 1.31 E-3 m3 
Weight= 10.3 Kg 
ROLLER CARRIAGE d, = 15 mm 
r2=30 mm 
'' n d3=10mm 
r4 20 mm 
7 4T 4-- 1 t, =7.5mm , J ýý 
a t2=5mm 
Width = 85 mm 
Volume = 3.82E-4 m3 
Weight =3 Kg 
ROLLERS d, = 10 mm 
do `" d0=20mm 
dý 
w= 10 mm 
SUPPORT TRACK PT1 = (16955.4 ; 2862.2) [mm] 
RS PT2 = (16515.8 ; 2838.7) [mm] 
PT, 
1 PT2 dr=20 mm 
Width = 50 mm 
Volume = 5.83E-4 m3 
Weight = 45.8 Kg 
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5.7. MECHANISM CAD MODEL 
The initial sizing of the mechanism components allows the author to generate 3D 
CATIA models of each mechanism. The following figures present a side view of all 
three mechanisms analysed, in the Cruise, Take-Off and Landing configurations 
Figure 5.18 - CATIA model of Simple Hinge Mechanism 
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Figure 5.19 - CATIA model 4-Bar Mechanism 
Cran field 
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Figure 5.20 - CATIA model of Link/Track Mechanism 
Cran field 
UNIVERSITY 
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5.8. MECHANISM WEIGHT 
Cranfield 
l, l, Lß: 5l I1 
With the information available from the previous calculations and from the 3D 
CATIA models, it was possible to retrieve the volume of each component using the 
CATIA "Analyse" functionality. The results are presented in Table 5.10 to Table 
5.13. 
HINGE 3.06E-4 2.4 
DRIVE LINK 2.55E-4 2.0 
FWD LINK 2.17E-4 1.7 
HINGE FITTING 2.32E-4 18.2 
SUPPORT STRUCTURE 4.52E-4 35.5 
TOTAL [Kg] 59.7 
Table 5.11 - 4-Bar Linkage Mechanism Weight Results 
4-BAR MECHANISM 
Elements Volume [m3] Mass [Kg] 
HINGE 1.81 E-3 14.2 
DRIVE LINK 0.001 8.5 
FLAP FITTING 1.87 E-3 14.7 
AFT LINK 5.86 E-4 4.6 
SUPPORT STRUCTURE 1.58 E-3 
TOTAL [Kg] 
12.4 
54.4 
Table 5.12 - Link/Track Mechanism Weight Results 
LINK/TRACK MECHANISM 
Elements Volume [m3] Mass [Kg] 
ACTUATOR HINGE 5.61 E-4 4.4 
DRIVE LINK 5.99E-4 4.7 
FLAP FITTING 1.31 E-3 10.3 
ROLLER CARRIAGE 3.82E-4 3 
ROLLER 
- 0.5 
SUPPORT BEAM WITH TRACK 5.83E-4 
TOTAL [Kg] 
45.8 
68.7 
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Table 5.13 - Trailing Edge High-Lift System Weight Results 
Cran field UKIVCRSITY 
Mechanism type 
Weight of a Single 
Support & Linkage 
Total weight of 
Support & Linkage Total weight of High-Lift system 
% of Total Aircraft 
Weight Structures 
[Kg] 
Structures 
[Kg] [Kg] (ATRA AUM) 
Simple Hinge 59.7 477.6 2173 2.8% 
4-Bar Linkage 54.5 435.2 1978 2.6% 
Link/Track 68.7 549.6 2290 3.0% 
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- The 3D CATIA models also allow the author to retrieve the data necessary for the 
assessment of the aerodynamic performance in Landing configuration and Fairing 
drag of the different mechanisms. 
a) Fairing Drag 
The data retrieved from the CATIA model for each mechanisms and the results 
from the calculation of the increment in drag coefficient arising from the fairing 
(°5t) are presented in Table 5.14. These results are for one fairing only. q"s 
Table 5.14 - Fairing Drag analysis results 
MECHANISM TYPE 
Fairing 
Length 
(ml 
Fairing 
Depth 
(ml 
Fairing 
Width 
(ml 
t/C CDss 
D gS 
4"S 
SIMPLE HINGE MECHANISM 1.48 0.93 0.3 0.20 7.46E-3 1.9E-5 
4-BAR MECHANISM 1.56 0.61 0.35 0.22 7.92E-3 1.5E-5 
UNKITRACK MECHANISM 2.07 0.38 0.4 0.19 7.28E-3 1. OE-5 
b) Aerodynamic Performance in Take-Off Configuration 
As before, all the relevant data required for the calculation of the ACLMaX for the 
Landing configuration was taken from the 3D CATIA models. 
Table 5.15 - Gap and Overlap for Calculations 
MECHANISM TYPE FovA'mm) Motion Gap (mm) Overlap (mm) 
SIMPLE HINGE 251.6 4.6 399.2 
MECHANISM 
4-BAR MECHANISM 572.3 13.1 78.5 
LINKITRACK 645.5 98.1 105.3 MECHANISM 
The relevant parameters for the calculation of ACLMaX of the ATRA airfoil at the 
Wing Station b/2 = 8.214m and for all the mechanism are presented in Table 5.16. 
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Table 5.16 - ATRA Wing and Flap Parameters 
SIMPLE HINGE 
MECHANISM 4-BAR MECHANISM 
LINK/TRACK 
MECHANISM 
Airfoil 
t/c 0.1085 
C [mm] 3260.26 
Z1.25/c 0.0192 
X, /c 0.422 
c'/c 1.109 1.206 1.205 
(a1)0 [1] 6.18075 
(CL. mB)d [1] 4.22 
Flap 
alle 150 
Ct1 [mm] 1140 
AC,, [mm] -374.3 -57.3 -59.5 
C, J' [mm] 765.7 1082.7 1080.5 
X, $ [mm] 2849.5 
C' [mm] 3615.2 3932.2 3930 
c11' /c' 0.212 0.275 0.275 
The results of the calculation of increment in lift in the landing configuration are 
presented in Table 5.17. These results are for the outboard flap at one wing span 
position only. To obtain the total ACLm,, of the wing with the specific flap, the 
above process would have to be repeated on other representative positions of the 
wing. 
Table 5.17 - Take-Off Performance Results 
MECHANISM TYPE ACLmax 
SIMPLE HINGE MECHANISM 0.14 
4-BAR MECHANISM 0.11 
LINKITRACK MECHANISM 0.09 
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5.10. RELIABILITY & MAINTAINABILITY 
Cran field 
As defined in the Design Methodology, each mechanism was assessed in terms of 
number of components and mechanical connections to ultimately determine its 
Reliability and Maintainability. 
The final results for the Reliability and Maintainability of all mechanism analysed 
are presented in Table 5.18 to Table 5.23. 
a) Reliability 
Table 5.18 - Simple Hinge Mechanism Reliability Result 
SIMPLE HINGE MECHANISM 
Elements QTY 
Failure 
Rate/Element 
(10e6h) 
Sub-System 
Failure Rate 
(10e-6h) 
ACTUATOR HINGE 1 0.02 0.02 
DRIVE LINK 1 9.26 9.26 
FWD LINK 1 0.02 0.02 
HINGE FITTING 1 0.02 0.02 
SUPPORT FITTING 1 0.02 0.02 
ROTARY ACTUATOR 1 87.94 87.94 
Mechanism Connections 
F ACTUATOR HINGE / ROTARY ACTUATOR 1 0.02 0.02 
F ACTUATOR HINGE /WING STRUCTURE 1 0.02 0.02 
F SUPPORT FITTING / WING STRUCTURE 1 0.02 0.02 
F HINGE FITTING / FLAP 1 0.02 0.02 
R ACTUATOR HINGE / DRIVE LINK 1 1.00 1.00 
R DRIVE LINK/ FWD LINK 1 1.00 1.00 
R FWD LINK / HINGE FITTING 1 1.00 1.00 
Total Nr. Parts 6 
Total Nr. Connections 
Assembly 
Failure Rate 100.36 
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Table 5.19 - 4-Bar Linkage Mechanism Reliability Result 
Cran field 
4-BAR MECHANISM 
Elements QTY 
Failure 
Rate/Element 
(10e6 hr) 
Sub-System 
Failure Rate 
(10e-6 hr) 
ACTUATOR HINGE 1 0.02 0.02 
DRIVE LINK 1 9.26 9.26 
FLAP FITTING 1 0.02 0.02 
SUPPORT FITTING 1 0.02 0.02 
AFT LINK 1 0.02 0.02 
ROTARY ACTUATOR 1 87.94 87.94 
Mechanism Connections 
F ACTUATOR HINGE / ROTARY ACTUATOR 1 0.02 0.02 
F ACTUATOR HINGE / WING STRUCTURE 1 0.02 0.02 
F FLAP FITTING / FLAP 1 0.02 0.02 
F SUPPORT FITTING / WING STRUCTURE 1 0.02 0.02 
R ACTUATOR HINGE I DRIVE LINK 1 1.00 1.00 
R DRIVE LINK / FLAP FITTING 1 1.00 1.00 
R FLAP FITTING /AFT LINK 1 1.00 1.00 
R SUPPORT FITTING /AFT LINK 1 1.00 1.00 
Total Nr. Parts 6 
Total Nr. Connections 8 
Assembly 
Failure Rate 101.36 
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Table 5.20 - Link/Track Mechanism Reliability Result 
LINK/TRACK MECHANISM 
Elements QTY 
Failure 
Rate/Element 
(10e6 hr) 
Sub-System 
Failure Rate 
(10e-6 hr) 
ACTUATOR HINGE 1 0.02 0.02 
DRIVE LINK 1 9.26 9.26 
FLAP FITTING 1 0.02 0.02 
SUPPORT BEAM WITH TRACK 1 0.02 0.02 
ROLLER CARRIAGE 1 0.02 0.02 
ROLLER 4 0.69 2.76 
ROTARY ACTUATOR 1 87.94 87.94 
Mechanism Connections 
F ACTUATOR HINGE / ROTARY ACTUATOR 1 0.02 0.02 
F ACTUATOR HINGE / WING STRUCTURE 1 0.02 0.02 
F FLAP FITTING / FLAP 1 0.02 0.02 
F SUPPORT BEAM WITH TRACK / WING STRUCTURE 1 
0.02 0.02 
F ROLLER CARRIAGE / ROLLER 1 0.02 0.02 
R ACTUATOR HINGE / DRIVE LINK 1 1.00 1.00 
R DRIVE LINK / FLAP FITTING 1 1.00 1.00 
R FLAP FITTING / ROLLER CARRIAGE 1 1.00 1.00 
Total Nr. Parts 10 
Total Nr. Connections 8 
Assembly 
Failure Rate 103.14 
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b) Maintainability 
Table 5.21 - Simple Hinge Mechanism Maintainability Result 
MAINTAINABILITY PREDICTION [ MIL - 4721 
Cran field 
l \I\LH511S 
SIMPLE HINGE MECHANISM 
_.. _" ; IST A PHr1C 4 oeSIC r: Fc^'OGS 
ACPA 
$IJPPORTS d LINIUIGES FLAP PANED eWMö 
ITEM ACTUATOR 
j 
ARNE LUK FWD LINk HINGE FITTING 
Sc PP^ kT kc , FLAP 
1 Rccess 2 2 2 2 
lalrtrsP. Fe., trnrrs 1. -. 0 0 7 2 2 
alr hrsR F.. lenan Mlema 0 7 2 7 0 7 7 
__ 4 Rrcesý (Internelj 1 1 d 4 7 1 
5 Pacgmy 
- 
0 0 0 D 2 0 
6 VnnsPans 
_ 
0 2 7 2 0 7 0 
-7 
_ Viwal Dnplay _ 0 2 7 2_ 0 2 
8 Faun & Operatron Id-I.. 0 2 2 2 0 1 2 
9 Test Point Avalab, lny 2 
- 
2 2 2 2 2 
M Tes, PPýmltlý, ný. 1, on 0 0 ä ti ö 
,1 i anrnin J 7 2 7 J J 7 
1z Ra ýslmrine 0 z z 2 0 2 2_ 
13 Tesiin (On &ioro9) 4 1 4 4 4 1 1__,. 
14 Pn. ledn. Gurices 0 7 fl J 
5 Se1. ly Penimal 7 7 7 
__, 
CHECK LIST P- DESIGN FA^. EITY FACTORS 
SUPPORTS L UN4WGE5 ACTUATION L FLAP PANEI 
ZIEM 
ACTUATOR SUPPORT URfTELINK FWU LINK HINGL YI II ING 
RCTARY 
FITTING HINGE AI TUATOP 
1 Frlen. al Test Fquipn n 
rn. necin.. 7 t j 7 e 
.. 
3 ýi s ai Hawes o 0 0 0 0 0 
e visual cnrlan e e e e e 2 2 
5 Aaýaanre (Ope, anýr, = Pe,. -p e e e 4 4 e__ 
6 Ass , Ian[e (Technical Pesm, p o 0 o o 0 7 0 
7 A;;! Slance (E., -, y of Comracl P., -. O 4 4 a 2 e 
TMai 14 1 16 16 le to 16 
1 
CHECK L15T C-M TERANCE SI1US 
M 
SUPPORTS I LINKAGES 
ALS 
FLAP PANEL. 
TEM 
hCIUAl OA DRM UNK FWD LINK RINGE FITTING 
SUPEGEI RU IANY FLAP 
MNI. E FITTING, A( TUAVIA 
-- - 
1 Arne, I ey. anA Rai w Slenyin 7 ] 7 ? 7 
- 
__1 2 Ends eEneyt 2 
3 _ EyeMa dC tl alion, L1 t n7 antl Nearness 2 2 2 
2 2 7 
d sual ACUrr ---- 2---- 2 2 7 2 
Lc icai Mal s 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 
6 Memorr - fM1in and Ideas 2 7 
2 2 2 2 
7 PIaM, Iness a, d P. 1-1110- 7 2 2 2 2 7 
8 4enness, Caulousness, and Ac c wacr 1 1 I 1 
9 Concentration, Persýslance and Pwience 7 1 1 1 1 2 1 
10 Innature and Incýsr e. esa 3 3 3 3 3 1 3_ 
Twat 20 20 20 20 70 _ 
22 _ 
[_ ""Tafel 59 T_72-j 2ol 2u 16 ,3 
TOTAL 21.7 
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Table 5.22 - 4-Bar Mechanism Maintainability 
Result 
MAINTAINABILITY PREDICTION I MIL - 472] 
Cran field 
L \1\1101111 
FOUR-BAR MECHANISM 
CHECF EISI A PMISII AL DESll: il IA, I'4tS 
SUPPORTS & LINKAGES 
Mtö 
Ct7NiROlf 
F LM PANE. 
ITEM 
ACTUATO' 
HINGE 
DRIVE LINK FLAP FITTING 
SUPPORT 
FITTINr 
AFT LINK 
R` IAl, y 
ACTT Tf1N 
- . _- _- 
FLAP 
-- 1 Ac-, 2 2 7 
_. --" _-. _ 
a 
2 
3 _ 
Latc ýesE F: slenert (aalamalr__ 
5F asiene. s terra 
0 
0 7 0 0 7 
7 
fl 
___ Access rIntemaf 2 4 2 2 1 2 A 
S VacMO in 0 0 u 0 u 2 u 
8 Vn, JI ns 1 2 0 0 2 2 0_ 
7 V,... I Ups I. 0 2 2 0 2 4 2 
8 Faun fl eralron Indicators 0 2 7 0 2 4 2 
9 1es: P.. 2__ 2 
10 Tesl Point Ideroýficalron 0 0 0 0 0 7 
11 LelelIn 2 2 2 2 2 2 
t? Ad uslmem: 0 0 0 2 2 
13 Tessin On , 4rcrafl` a 4 a d '1 
a 
_.. 
14 Prnlrr lne Ü. n. es 0 7 2 0 J 7 ' 
CHECK LIST 6- DESIGN FACII ITY FACTORS 
Sk1PPLHM I U*AGES A TumloS ONI 
W PANEL 
ITEM SIMPLE HINGE DRIVE LINK FLAP FITTING 
SUPPORT 
FITTING 
AFT LINK 
NOIAPY 
ACTUATOR 
FLAP 
2 
1--l Tes' EguipmeM 
Cnnnerlrns -- 
2 
-- 7 
2 
2 ] 
2 
1 
2 
Z 
2 
3 Js or fi. turea 0 0 0 0 
2 0 
1 Visual ýcntacl 2 -. 
5 Assi: ianre eýalions Prnona 4 
2 
S Aasrý. l arice xcMical Peicun 0 0 0 
0 2 0_ 
-- 
7 h. aýciancc 15 pemsory or Contras Pe nap = 2 
ý 
. --- - TAN 14 __ s 14 14 IR 14 IF 
CHECK LIST C- MAINTENANU SKILLS 
SUPPORTS L LWAGES 
µ*L 
flAr'i'/. Ntl 
ITEM SIMPLE HINGE DRIVE UNK FLAP E1171NG 
PURT ýUP 
PUTTING 
AFT LINO 
--- 
Ii ýIA""Y 
nCillniri l. ' 
- -- - - -- -- 
I LAP 
- 
I Wm e and Sark Sven m 7 2 7 7 
z "" ----- - -- 2 Endara and Ene. 2 2 2 1 
3 E e. Mana Caordnmion m t, Naatnaaa 2 2 2 
2 2 2 2 
4 Visual lc un 2 7 2 2 2 -4 
5 Logg al M. Jyvs 3 _3 _ 6 Mrnwý Tnýn a rc ýJen 2 7 2 2 2 2 2 
7 
fl 
PlanIcInes: and Racc neIcInecn 
Nen < C. aýnýnixrw and ACru 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
I 
2 
1 
2 
7 I 
___ 
9 9 _n Per e and Parlance n Pe, si t I I 2 
KKa n enean Innlaren and nese 3 3 3 3 3 
3 2 
Taal 20 7D 711 20 .: 
0 
_.. 
T ,4C! Ib f 
TOTAL 23.4 
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Table 5.23 - Link/Track Mechanism Maintainability Result 
MAINTAINABILITY PREDICTION [ MIL - 472] 
LINK/TRACK MECHANISM 
ItsR 1151A VHISI_AL VLSIUM f fl11s1N) 
Cranfield 
l \I11. KS171' 
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5.11. SIMPLE COST ESTIMATION 
Presented below is the cost estimation for the different mechanism analysed in 
this case study. The final results are presented in Table 5.24 and Table 5.25. 
a) High-Lift Device System Cost 
As defined in the design methodology in page 68, the total cost of the High-Lift 
system is given by: 
Cost=a, "W"PC"1 [71] 
a, = 1.8881 for Trailing Edge devices and x, = 0.7. 
Where: 
a, accounts for hourly labour costs and type of material. 
PC - Part Count of a system. Part count of a Trailing Edge flap is given by the 
sum of the parts of the flap panel, support, support fairing and actuation. 
W- Flap System weight. 
Table 5.24 - High-Lift System Total Cost 
Mechanism type 
Total Weight of 
High-Lift System Parts Count [71] 
Total System 
Cost 
Simple Hinge 2173Kg /47901b 1190 £643,000 
4-Bar Linkage 1978Kg / 43601b 1190 £585,000 
Link/Track 2290Kg / 50491b 1150 £662,000 
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b) Cost associated with Fairing Drag 
Using the procedure defined in section 3.2.8, page 68, and the results from Table 
5.17, it is possible to calculate the additional cost due to the different mechanism 
fairings. 
Table 5.25 - Cost associated with Fairing Drag over the Aircraft Life 
Drag of one Drag of all 
Additional Costs 
MECHANISM TYPE Fairing Wing Fairings due to Fairing Drag 
Link/Track 9.04E-6 5.42E-05 £108,480 
4-Bar Linkage 1.38E-5 8.28E-05 £165,600 
Simple Hinge 1.7E-5 1.02E-04 £204,000 
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5.12. SELECTION PROCESS 
The final stage of the design methodology is the selection process. All the results 
from the previous modules are gathered and weighed so that a final score can be 
assigned to each mechanism. Table 5.26 presents the final results. 
Table 5.26 - Selection Process Results 
Trailing Edge High-Lift System Weig ht [Kg] 
Score 
Simple Hinge Mechanism 2173 9.1 
4-Bar Mechanism 1978 10 
Link/Track Mechanism 2290 8.6 
Aerodynamic Performance4Cow. 
Score 
Simple Hinge Mechanism 0.14 10 
4-Bar Mechanism 0.11 7.9 
Link/Track Mechanism 0.09 6.4 
Fairing Dra Coefficient 
Score 
Simple Hinge Mechanism 1.70E-05 5.2 
4-Bar Mechanism 1.38E-05 6.1 
Link/Track Mechanism 9.04E-06 10 
Maintainability (MTT*R) 
Score 
Simple Hinge Mechanism 21.7 10 
4-Bar Mechanism 23.4 9.3 
Link/Track Mechanism 29.2 7.4 
Trailin Ede High-Lift System Cost £ 
Score 
Simple Hinge Mechanism 643,000 9.5 
4-Bar Mechanism 608,000 10 
Link/Track Mechanism 662,000 9.2 
Reliabili 
Score 
Simple Hinge Mechanism 100.36 10 
4-Bar Mechanism 101.36 9.9 
LinklTrack Mechanism 103.14 9.7 
Cost Associated with Fairing Dra 
Score 
Simple Hinge Mechanism £204,000 5.3 
4-Bar Mechanism £165,600 6.6 
Link/Track Mechanism £108,480 10 
OVERALL SCORES 
Simple Hinge Mechanism 59.1 
4-Bar Mechanism 59.8 
Link/Track Mechanism 61.3 
The selection process is complete and the overall scores show that the 
mechanism most appropriate for the ATRA Variable camber Wing concept is the 
Link/Track mechanism. However, the other two mechanisms came very close in 
the final overall scores, maybe suggesting that more accurate data is required for 
validation and/or more accurate calculation and estimation procedures are 
required. 
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6.1. INTRODUCTION 
The objective of this research study was to develop a new design methodology for 
Trailing Edge High Lift device mechanisms. This research is to be used in the 
initial stages of the design process to improve it and to allow a more detailed 
selection of the mechanisms used in Trailing Edge High Lift devices. The author 
used different technical areas of investigation, including the use of the SYNAMEC 
software, an innovative computational design tool, and the application of the 
methodology in a case study applied to the Variable Camber Concept. 
The different areas of investigation also included were: 
" Development of the design methodology 
" Development of Initial Sizing and Weight estimation methods 
" Aerodynamic studies (lift and fairing drag analysis) 
" Development of Reliability and Maintainability prediction methods 
" Basic cost estimation 
" Software development (Visual Basic application) 
" 3D CAD modelling of mechanisms 
This chapter gathers all the most relevant aspects of the development of the 
design methodology and the work developed, including the difficulties 
encountered. 
6.2. DESIGN METHODOLOGY 
The first step on the development of this design methodology was to revise 
conventional high-lift device design methods. This has allowed the author to target 
possible areas of improvement. The research into the High-Lift device topic 
showed that there are several areas of great importance that are not considered 
from the outset of the design process. These areas are Maintainability & Reliability 
and Weight considerations. The advantage of having the SYNAMEC software 
available allowed the author to introduce these areas in the design methodology. 
By using SYNAMEC the author was able to have access, at an earlier stage, to 
mechanism configurations not far from the kinematic optimum, and hence perform 
a more effective preliminary sizing of the different mechanisms. Once the 
preliminary sizing and CAD modelling of the mechanisms was complete, the 
estimation of Weight, Reliability and Maintainability could be looked at, having 
available more information than usual at the initial stages of the design process. 
The new design methodology is characterized by several advances in the way the 
design of High-Lift devices is approached. These advances are: 
1) The use of the SYNAMEC software, a state-of-the-art engineering tool capable 
of covering all the design stages of the mechanism design procedure, from 
mechanism type synthesis to preliminary and detailed design. 
2) The inclusion in the initial stages of design process of engineering disciplines 
not common at that stage of design, like weight, reliability and maintainability 
and cost, 
3) Extensive use of a new software application for the initial sizing of mechanism 
components, developed by the author. 
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The following paragraphs present discussions regarding the main modules of this 
research study. 
SYNAMEC 
SYNAMEC is a computer-aided design and engineering software tool for the 
synthesis of aeronautical mechanisms. It was developed by the SYNAMEC team 
where the author was a member. This software integrates in one application three 
other software design tools: SAMCEF FIELD (CAD software), SAMCEF MECANO 
(Mechanical Analysis Software) and BOSS Quattro (Optimization Software). By 
doing so, the SYNAMEC System is capable of covering all the design stages of 
the mechanism design procedure, from mechanism type synthesis to preliminary 
and detailed design, targeting the reduction of the time to design and making it 
easier for designers to evaluate different solutions. 
The SYNAMEC software has some limitations. At the time of this research study, 
some of the software functionalities were not available. The author points out the 
main limitations: 
" Limited mechanical components available for Type Synthesis - Only links, 
hinges and prismatic joints can be used to perform a mechanism synthesis; 
" Limited Solutions from Type Synthesis - at the time of this study, the 
solutions provided were limited to 4-Bar and Simple Hinge mechanisms; 
" The software only deals with 2D problems - only deals with planar 
mechanisms. 
The extensive use of SYNAMEC in the new design methodology requires a great 
amount of computational time. The most time-consuming part of the study was the 
optimization process. To effectively and efficiently use this design methodology it 
is required that from the outset the designer has access to powerful computational 
resources. 
Initial Sizing of Mechanism Components 
The author developed a very useful tool for calculation of the mechanism 
component loads. Despite not being a software developer, the author has created 
an application that is simple and intuitive to use. This software was developed 
using Visual Basic and initially was supposed to cover calculation of the 
component loads and also perform weight estimation, but it was decided to limit 
the development to the calculation of loads. The amount of time involved in the 
expansion to weight estimation would have been very high, time that was required 
for other areas of study. 
The application is limited to 2D analysis of mechanisms and receives as input all 
the information made available by the SYNAMEC software, plus preliminary hinge 
loads and the angles of the low speed flap configurations, and calculates the loads 
in each component in a matter of seconds. These loads are then used to 
manually determine all the components dimensions. These dimensions are the 
first iteration of the design process and they are very crude and clearly oversized. 
This was the main reason why, for example, the Euler buckling stress check 
wasn't performed after obtaining the initial sizes. In later stages of the design 
process this check and other more precise and accurate sizing procedures must 
be performed. 
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The author would also like to point out that the load cases used in this research 
were the only ones available from the ATRA aircraft and they are not the only ones 
relevant to the sizing of a High Lift Device mechanism. Cases like the maximum 
stall force of the actuator under a mechanism jam condition or when the aircraft is 
subjected to vertical gusts and turbulent conditions might also be of great 
importance for the sizing of a High Lift Device mechanism. 
The main characteristic of this software are its simplicity of use and its scope for 
further development. The main areas of development that should be considered 
are the calculation of component sizes and Weight estimation within the program, 
extension of the calculations to Leading edge devices and improvement of the 
component load calculation methods, allowing the analysis of 3D mechanisms. It 
can also be further developed to generate output files capable of being read by 
CATIA to generate the 3D CAD models of the mechanism components. 
The literature research in the High-Lift topic by the author found no reference to an 
application similar to the one developed for this research study. 
Weight Estimation 
There is almost no information available to the general public about weight 
estimation for High-Lift systems. The only one found was by Pepper [71] and it 
was used in the new design methodology. This method is bases its calculations in 
empirical equations based in historic aircraft data. 
This module receives information from the preliminary 3D models of the 
mechanism components and initially determines the weight of the mechanism by 
adding the individual weight of each component. The total weight of the 
mechanism is then used to determine the total weight of the flap system. The 
process of determining the total Trailing Edge Flap System is presented in Section 
3.9.2 and it provides results that are within reason. Though, the author considers 
that the estimated total weight of the flap cannot be taken as an accurate measure 
of real mechanisms weight. This is mainly because of the 2 dimensional nature of 
this initial study. There are many more parameters involved in the design of a 3D 
Trailing Edge flap device. At this stage of the design process the results obtained 
are only representative within the different mechanisms analysed. 
Lift and Fairing Drag 
Once again, information regarding the estimation of the Drag of flap system fairing 
structures was very limited. There was the possibility of using CFD to perform the 
calculations of the values required, but due to the fact that the author had never 
used CFD and was already involved it the learning process of the SYNAMEC 
software, it was decided to use other methods. This module analysis the 
aerodynamic performance at the take-off configuration and estimates the 
increments in drag associated with the fairings of the different types of Trailing 
Edge High Lift devices. The analysis performed in this module is confined to a 
theoretical basis and is performed using methods provided by ESDU datasheets. 
The fairing preliminary dimensions were obtained from the 3D mechanism CAD 
model dimensions and used to calculate an associated Drag coefficient. Also from 
the 3D CAD model, the gap and overlap for the landing phase was measured and 
the ACLMax calculated. The results obtained are within the range of values 
expected but it is impossible to guarantee that they are 100 % correct. But as in 
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the Weight estimation module, these values are perfect to perform comparisons 
between the different mechanisms analysed. 
Reliability 
Reliability assessment is not typically performed at the early stages of design 
process. Because of this there isn't available a known methods of doing it at this 
stage. To estimate the reliability in this new design methodology a variation of the 
'Part Count' Reliability Prediction method [118] with data from NPDR-95 
(Nonelectronic Part Reliability Data) [69] was used. 
Every mechanism type has a characteristic and specific number of components, 
this module analyses the different mechanisms in terms of number of parts, and 
mechanical connections and assigns a reliability value to the overall mechanism. 
The results of this assessment are used as a measure of comparison between the 
different types of mechanism. The results might not be totally accurate but are 
enough to allow the designer to select the most reliable from within a group of 
viable mechanisms. 
Maintainability 
Maintainability assessment in the design methodology was performed using the 
procedure from MIL-HDBK-472. This method is supposed to be performed by 
experienced designers in Maintainability with adequate knowledge of the system 
design and operation, which isn't the case in this study, as the author lacks 
experience in maintainability of High-Lift Systems. The author tried to use 
engineering common sense and tried to be consistent in the analysis of the 
problem, but some errors might have been made inadvertently. This means that 
any result obtained by the author has to be used with caution. Once again, the 
results were used only to compare the different mechanisms under analysis 
between themselves, and classify them in terms of their MTTR. 
Cost Estimation 
This module uses simple cost estimation methods to look into the costs of the 
Trailing Edge Flap systems, as function of the weight and system part count, and 
the cost of increased drag arising from the different fairing structures of the 
mechanisms studied. Some assumptions were made due to the lack of information 
available about this subject. The results obtained, once again, might not be the 
most accurate but will allow the author to compare the costs of the different design 
solutions. 
Selection Process 
The selection process used in this research study is a simple and quick method to 
classify the different mechanisms analysed. The process focused on a set of 
attributes that were relevant for this research study and did not look at relative 
importance between them. In reality each attribute has different significance when 
looking at the design requirements. The requirements and specs for the different 
aircraft can be defined by numerous sources, but they have to fundamentally look 
at the needs of the aircraft operator, whether it's an airline company or the air 
forces. If the end user is an airline, then the weight and direct operational costs 
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might be the driving attributes. This is also valid for other aircraft types. Military 
aircraft, depending on the role, have a different set of attributes, like takeoff and 
landing distances, manoeuvrability and Maintainability & Reliability. 
In more advance stages of the conceptual design process and based on the 
design requirements, different weights (multiplication factors) should be assigned 
to the different attributes and used to obtain the final weighted scores for each 
mechanism design. The fact that the author did not assigned weights to the 
different attributes might have been the reason why the results between the 
different mechanisms were so close. 
6.3. VALIDATION AND CASE STUDY 
The biggest problem encountered during the development of this research study 
was where to obtain information for the validation of the design methodology. 
Unsuccessful contacts were made with a Manufacturer and several Airlines in 
order to try to have access to some form of information related with the several 
topics of the study. This has lead to limited validation of the design methodology, 
but a limited number of validation exercises were performed, based on results and 
conclusions available from experts in the design of High-Lift devices, and other 
areas of relevant importance, and gave some confidence in the methodology. The 
author is quite sure that if more information was available, the results could have 
been more realistic. 
The main objective of this research was achieved in the form of a validated 
multidisciplinary design methodology for mechanisms of wing trailing edge High- 
Lift devices. A case study was carried out using the design methodology and 
looked at the application of the innovative VCW concept to the ATRA - Advanced 
Transport Regional Aircraft, showing that the application of the methodology in the 
design of aeronautical mechanisms is viable. 
In this study the author performed all the tasks in the different modules of the 
methodology. The lack of experience in the design of Trailing Edge High Lift 
device made it initially difficult for the author to fully grasp the real problems of the 
design of these devices. For this methodology to be used in an optimum way, it 
requires that each module to be run by a specialist on that area, but integrated in a 
single team. The designer has to be familiar with the variety of tools from the 
different disciplines, and have full knowledge of the aircraft design process and the 
impact of the different disciplines in the design process. This is a very different 
approach to the current trend, where each engineering discipline is a separate 
team in the design organization. This might be one of the difficulties in the 
implementation of this design methodology in an aircraft design office. The 
methodology could be expanded to incorporate more expert knowledge in 
integrated help functions to aid designers. 
Although some approaches are simplistic, the main objective was to provide an 
innovative design methodology that would include from the outset disciplines not 
common at the initial stages of the design. This objective has been achieved and 
could be used as the basis for further developments. 
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7.1. CONCLUSIONS 
Cran field UfIVERSITY 
The aim of this research study was to develop an innovative design methodology 
for the design of trailing edge high lift device mechanisms for commercial transport 
aircraft. This was achieved, and the design methodology was validated and 
demonstrated by performing a case study on the Cranfield University ATRA 
project. 
The following conclusions can be drawn taken from the development of the new 
design methodology: 
" The synthesis and optimization capabilities provided by the SYNAMEC design 
tool allow the study of more solutions in a given time and there is the scope for 
the development of new ideas and concepts. 
" The methodology allows the designer to assess different solutions, taking in to 
consideration issues not usually accessible at the initial stages of the design, 
such as Weight, R&M and Cost. 
" It allows a faster design process by removing the human "trial and error" 
characteristic of traditional design methodologies, and has the potential to 
proportionately decrease the amount of time and money spent in the 
preliminary design of aeronautical mechanisms. It is thus possible to get better 
results earlier in the design process 
" The use of the new Visual Basic application for the sizing of mechanism 
components has improved the speed and the accuracy of the design process. 
" The methodology allows the designer to have more information available to 
help in the selection of the most appropriate mechanisms for a specific 
application. 
" The case study has shown that in comparison with other viable mechanism 
solutions, the Link/Track mechanism stands out as the most appropriate for the 
ATRA VCW concept. 
" The different modules of the methodology can be used individually for 
improvement of current mechanism applications. 
" Due to the increased influence of HL devices on the A/C performance, it is 
important that issues like Reliability & Maintainability, Weight Estimation and 
Cost, be included at the earliest stages of the design process. 
" It is possible to create with success a methodology that incorporates from the 
outset R&M, Weight estimation and Cost. 
" It is very important to be able to have access to aircraft data in the realization 
of a project of this type, in order to obtain more accurate results. 
Finally, the author would like to point out that the Design Methodology developed 
in this research study represents a simplistic approach when compared with the 
complex design process of High Lift Devices and a great number of assumptions 
were made in order for the author to complete the study on time. The author had 
to make these assumptions mainly due to the limited amount of data and 
information on High Lift device mechanisms available from previous research 
studies and from aircraft manufacturers. 
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7.2. RESEARCH CONTRIBUTIONS 
The research developed by the author contributes to the current body of 
knowledge in 4 different areas. 
7.2.1. Contribution to academic theory 
This research study provides a new design approach using the innovative 
SYNAMEC software and a program developed by the author for Initial Sizing of 
Mechanism Components. There were also contributions on the innovative subject 
of Variable Camber Wing concepts, through the application of the methodology in 
a Case Study. 
7.2.2. Contribution to the High Lift Device topic 
The review of traditional design methodologies and current High-Lift device 
systems carried out by the author contributes to the existing knowledge of High-Lift 
devices. Also, it presents an innovative design process that positively adds to the 
current research and development on the design of High-Lift device mechanisms. 
The case study has proven the suitability of the new design methodology in 
helping the author in the process of selecting the most appropriate mechanism 
from a group of viable solutions. 
7.2.3. Contribution to aircraft design practice 
The traditional aircraft design methodologies researched by the author were found 
to miss the inclusion of R&M and cost from the outset of the design process. The 
new design methodology looks into Reliability & Maintainability and cost from the 
outset of the design process and provides a platform for further developments and 
its implementation at higher levels of the aircraft design process. 
7.2.4. Contribution to initial sizing topic 
The development of the new sizing methodology with Software application 
applicable to mechanism components has helped the author by making the 
process quicker and more accurate, making it a valuable contribution for this topic. 
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7.3. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 
Further developments can be pursued as a continuing research effort towards the 
development and improvement of the High-Lift Devices Design process. 
Regarding the methodology itself, the author has the following recommendations: 
1) Apply the methodology to military aircraft and other types of aeronautical 
mechanisms. 
2) Update the methodology to cope with 3D flap configurations. 
3) Update the methodology to include the analysis and design of mechanisms 
with linear actuation systems. 
4) Include in the methodology the analysis of the electronics and other systems 
that are part of a flap system. 
5) Expand the methodology to include the manufacturing of prototypes. This can 
be done using the capabilities of the CATIA software to generate Machining 
programs and directly transfer them to different types on CNC machines for 
component manufacturing and ultimately mechanism assembly and testing. 
The next recommendations are directed at each of the individual modules of the 
design methodology and target all the aspects that could be further developed or 
improved. 
SYNAMEC Software 
" Revisit the design methodology using the most recent version of the software 
with improved synthesis and optimization function aIities. 
" Perform optimization of 3D mechanism model and look at interference between 
aircraft structures 
Initial Sizing of Mechanism Components 
" Develop more accurate sizing methods, accounting for 3D Mechanisms. 
" Include Weight Estimation in the Initial Sizing Software application. 
" Extend the Initial Sizing Software application to include LE device mechanism 
Load Calculations. 
9 Include FE analysis of mechanisms. 
Reliability and Maintainability 
" Improve estimation process by looking into more adequate processes of 
determining the reliability and maintainability of whole flap systems at the early 
stages of the design process. 
" Revisit Reliability & Maintainability estimation if access to Aircraft relevant data 
is made available. 
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Lift & Fairing Drag 
" Use CFD to perform the Lift and Fairing Drag calculations 
Cost Estimation 
" Improve estimation process by looking into more adequate processes of 
determining the cost of whole flap systems at the early stages of the design 
process. 
" Develop a tool to analyse the cost of manufacturing components having in 
consideration the different manufacturing process. 
Selection Process 
" Assign different weights to the different attributes to obtain a weighted score for 
each mechanism design. 
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Figure A21 - ATRA (Advanced Technology Regional Aircraft) (20] 
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I 
Al-AA-60 44 
Number of Passenger 83 108 133 
Range, nm/km 2000/3706 2250/4170 2500/4633 
Speed, Mach 
landing 0.2 0.2 0.2 
take-off 0.2 0.2 0.2 
cruise 0.8 0.8 0.8 
Lift Coefficient. C1 
landing (max. ) 2.9 2.9 2.9 
take-off (max. ) 2.2 2.2 2.2 
cruise 0.49 0.51 0.53 
Wing (A320 Type) 
aspect ratio, A 9.5 9.5 9.5 
taper ratio, 1 0.274 0.274 0.274 
0.25 sweepback, A0.25 25 25 25 
span, b (m) 32.357 32.357 32.357 
area, S (m2) 110.21 110.21 110.21 
mass, m (kg) 5811.13 5811.13 5811.13 
root chord, cr (m) 6.673 6.673 6.673 
tip chord, ct (m) 1.586 1.586 1.586 
mean aero. chord, MAC 3.439 3.439 3.439 
tIc root 13% 13% 13% 
t/c tip 9% 9% 9% 
trailing-edge flap single-slotted single-slotted single-slotted 
leading-edge flap vented Kruger vented Kruger vented Kruger 
Figure A22 - ATRA Family Specifications [20] 
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Figure A24 - ATRA wing Thickness Distributions [20] 
Figure A25 - ATRA wing Twist [20] 
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chord, mm 5240 4138 3369 2932 2494 
0.0125c 65.50 51.73 42.11 36.65 31.18 
rlc 0.135 0.118 0.109 0.107 0.103 
Zu 1,25 , mm 124.71 88.55 65.36 54.54 44.14 
Z. 1.25/c 0.0238 0.0214 0.0194 0.0186 0.0177 
xa mm 2214 1749 1418 1243 1067 
Z, m, mm 387 269 206 177 147 
x,,,, /c 0.4226 0.4226 0.4209 0.4238 0.4278 
[m/c 0.0739 0.065 0.0611 0.0602 0.0589 
x,,, mm 4716 3600 2864 2492 2120 
C, 1, mm 1228 1228 1179 1024 872 
yW, mm 95.9 70.8 51.9 44.9 37.9 
yyy, mm 7.9 8.3 7.1 5.9 5.0 
WC 0.0183 0.0171 0.0154 0.0153 0.0152 
y99/c 0.0015 0.002 0.0021 0.002 0.002 
t, degrce 6.99 6.43 6.03 5.97 5.88 
Figure A26 - ATRA Wing Airfoil Parameters [20] 
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A2 - ATRA WING AND FLAP GEOMETRIC DATA 
A2.1 - Wing Airfoil Data [1] 
Wing Airfoil SOB 
(b/2=1714mm) 
X z 
5239,597 
4940.31 1 
1.473 
74.949 
4578.826 156.056 
4217.341 222.482 
3855.855 275.586 
3494.368 316.130 
3132.882 344.791 
2771.396 362.263 
2409.909 370.932 
2048.423 371.263 
1686.936 362.713 
1325.450 344.717 
963.964 316.730 
602.477 274.044 
240.991 200.568 
80.330 133.284 
0.000 0.000 
80.330 -78.368 
240.991 -132.042 
602.477 -210.860 
963.964 -266.127 
1325.450 -304.036 
2048.423 -335.695 
2409.909 -325.204 
2771.396 -293.758 
3132.882 -236.923 
3494.368 -160.402 
3855.855 -79.021 
4217.341 -11.825 
4578.826 26.910 
4940.311 26.270 
5239.597 1.473 
Wing Airfoil Inboard 
(b/2=3235.8 mm) 
X z 
4138 . 
319 
4069.974 
0.817 
18.720 
3888.249 61.918 
3580.381 123.495 
3254.874 175.509 
2929.367 215.003 
2603.860 243.078 
2278.352 260.744 
1952.845 268.960 
1627.338 269.768 
1301.831 262.893 
976.324 246.633 
650.816 219.251 
325.309 174.432 
72.137 101.269 
0.000 0.000 
72.137 -69.618 
325.309 -130.679 
650.816 -173.051 
976.324 -200.134 
1301.831 -215.756 
1627.338 -219.199 
1952.845 -209.683 
2278.352 -183.364 
2603.860 -134.949 
2929.367 -69.381 
3254.874 -9.306 
3580.381 22.667 
3888.249 202.730 
4069.974 5.798 
4138.319 0.817 
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Wing Airfoil Kink 
(b/2=5987 mm) 
X z 
3369.118 0.000 
3176.822 47.476 
2888.020 100.437 
2599.218 141.786 
2310.416 171.963 
2021.614 191.793 
1732.812 202.244 
1444.010 206.146 
1155.208 203.039 
1058.941 200.194 
866.406 191.460 
673.871 178.291 
481.337 160.230 
192.535 116.170 
96.267 89.342 
0.000 0.000 
96.267 -75.245 
192.535 -97.059 
481.337 -132.996 
673.871 -146.840 
866.406 -155.115 
1058.941 -159.835 
1155.208 -161.123 
1444.010 -159.046 
1732.812 -144.782 
2021.614 -113.778 
2310.416 -60.171 
2599.218 -4.769 
2888.020 23.233 
3176.822 16.068 
3369.118 0.000 
Wing Airfoil Outboard 
(Between b/2=5987 mm and 
b/2=16178.5 mm) 
X z 
2931.792 0.000 
2722.378 49.264 
2471.082 92.923 
2219.785 126.763 
1968.489 151.097 
1717.192 166.613 
1465.896 174.348 
1214.600 176.587 
963.303 172.568 
712.007 161.048 
460.710 140.757 
209.414 107.306 
125.648 87.818 
83.765 75.314 
41.883 57.760 
0.000 0.000 
41.883 -48.116 
83.765 -64.134 
125.648 -74.834 
209.414 -88.800 
460.710 -115.989 
712.007 -129.573 
963.303 -135.444 
1214.600 -134.908 
1465.896 -124.745 
1717.192 -101.410 
1968.489 -59.438 
2219.785 -11.715 
2471.082 17.554 
2722.378 16.648 
2931.792 0.000 
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Wing Airfoil Tip 
(b/2=16178.5 mm) 
x z 
2494,324 0.000 
2351.791 34.055 
2137.992 72.141 
1924.193 101.793 
1710.394 123.363 
1496.594 137.422 
1282.795 144.656 
1068.996 147.056 
855.197 144.414 
641.398 135.636 
427.598 119.727 
213.799 94.487 
142.533 80.645 
71.266 61.320 
35.633 46.784 
0.000 0.000 
35.633 -40.155 
71.266 -53.094 
142.533 -67.937 
213.799 -77.676 
427.598 -97.331 
641.398 -106.782 
855.197 -110.633 
1068.996 -108.900 
1282.795 -98.938 
1496.594 -77.869 
1710.394 -42.220 
1924.193 -5.034 
2137.992 15.310 
2351.791 11.104 
2494.324 0.000 
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A2.2 - Flap Airfoil Data [1] 
Flap Airfoil @ b/2=2782mm Flap Airfoil @ b/2=4920mm 
X z 
1257.535 1.473 
1122.535 34.767 
923.587 83.281 
621.776 141.569 
421.776 147.797 
321.776 137.354 
221.776 118.214 
121.776 84.474 
100.108 74.354 
80.108 63.939 
60.108 52.026 
40.108 37.659 
30.336 29.523 
21.776 21.326 
15.096 13.737 
5.096 -1.598 
0.000 -21.187 
16.000 -44.384 
40.108 -45.425 
60.108 -41.661 
80.108 -37.965 
100.108 -34.337 
121.776 -30.489 
221.776 -13.906 
321.776 0.533 
421.776 12.546 
621.776 28.203 
923.587 27.953 
1122.535 13.939 
1257.535 14.730 
X z 
1257.535 0.817 
1120.0 27.777 
920.0 367.309 
620.0 112.154 
500.0 115.609 
420.0 110.634 
320.0 96.199 
220.0 72.979 
120.0 34.990 
100.0 24.738 
80.0 13.409 
60.0 0.621 
40.0 -14.703 
30.0 -23.571 
25.0 -28.464 
20.0 -33.843 
16.0 -38.633 
10.0 -46.995 
5.0 -55.928 
0.0 -77.411 
5.0 -90.565 
10.0 -95.750 
16.0 -99.453 
20.0 -100.868 
25.0 -101.699 
30.0 -101.699 
40.0 -100.111 
60.0 -95.433 
80.0 -90.819 
100.0 -86.267 
120.0 -81.795 
220.0 -60.607 
320.0 -41.615 
420.0 -25.096 
500.0 -13.882 
620.0 -0.562 
920.0 12.405 
1120.0 7.169 
1257.535 0.817 
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Flap Airfoil @ b/2=7100mm 
X z 
1093.2 0.0000 
900.0 47.6700 
800.0 67.5190 
700.0 85.5300 
500.0 111.9490 
400.0 112.5500 
300.0 101.6050 
200.0 81.0020 
105.0 46.6600 
85.0 36.6270 
65.0 25.3570 
45.0 12.1400 
25.0 -4.3310 
15.0 -14.8230 
5.0 -29.4740 
0.0 -47.7240 
5.0 -60.1700 
15.0 -63.7410 
25.0 -62.1390 
45.0 -58.0140 
65.0 -53.8860 
85.0 -49.7650 
105.0 -45.6600 
200.0 -26.7060 
300.0 -8.5960 
400.0 6.4250 
500.0 17.1950 
700.0 24.4300 
800.0 22.2740 
900.0 16.1450 
1093.2 0.0000 
Flap Airfoil @ b/2=9328mm 
X z 
951.602 0.000 
870.0 21.470 
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Figure 7.12 Calculated inviscid pressure distribution of wing airfoil at station 1 (or at 
b/2 = 2782mm) with 15° flap deflection for take-off configuration. 
Figure A27 - Pressure Distribution (15° - b/2=2782mm) 
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Figure 7.13 Calculated inviscid pressure distribution of wing airfoil at station 2 (or at 
b/2 = 4920mm) with 15° flap deflection for take-off configuration. 
Figure A28 - Pressure Distribution (15° - b/2=4920mm) 
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Figure 7.14 Calculated inviscid pressure distribution of wing airfoil at station 3 (or at 
b/2 = 7100mm) with 150 flap deflection for take-off configuration. 
Figure A29 - Pressure Distribution (15° - b/2=7100mm) 
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Figure 7.15 Calculated inviscid pressure distribution of wing airfoil at station 4 (or at 
b/2 = 9328mm) with 15° flap deflection for take-off configuration. 
Figure A30 - Pressure Distribution (15° - b/2=9328mm) 
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Figure 7.16 Calculated inviscid pressure distribution of wing airfoil at station 5 (or at 
b/2 = 11555mm) with 15° flap deflection for take-off configuration. 
Figure A31 - Pressure Distribution (15° - b/2=11555mm) 
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Figure 7.17 Calculated inviscid pressure distribution of wing airfoil at station 1(or at 
b/2 = 2782mm) with 350 flap deflection for landing configuration. 
Figure A32 - Pressure Distribution (350 - b/2=2782mm) 
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O Figure 7.18 Calculated inviscid pressure distribution of wing airfoil at station 2 (or at 
b/2 = 4920mm) with 350 flap deflection for landing configuration. 
Figure A33 - Pressure Distribution (35° - b/2=4920mm) 
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Figure 7.19 Calculated inviscid pressure distribution of wing airfoil at station 3 (or at 
b/2 = 7100mm) with 350 flap deflection for landing configuration. 
Figure A34 - Pressure Distribution (35° - b/2=7100mm) 
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Figure 7.20 Calculated inviscid pressure distribution of wing airfoil at station 4 (or at 
b/2 = 9328mm) with 350 flap deflection for landing configuration. 
Figure A35 - Pressure Distribution (35° - b/2=9328mm) 
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Figure 7.21 Calculated inviscid pressure distribution of wing airfoil at station 5 (or at 
b/2 =11555mm) with 35° flap deflection for landing configuration. 
Figure A36 - Pressure Distribution (35° - b/2=11555mm) 
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Figure A41 - ATRA Flap Spanwise Load per Unit Width Distribution (Ultimate) - Landing Case 
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B1 - ATRA 100/AIRBUS A320 COMPARISON DATA 
Table B. 1 -AIRBUS A320 and ATRA 100 Data [20] 
ATRA 100 AIRBUS A320 
Nr. Passengers 108 150 
Range, [nm/Km] 2250 / 4170 2950 / 5470 
Speed, Mach 
Landing 0.2 
Take Off 0.2 
Cruise 0.8 0.82 
Lift Coefficient, CL 
Landing (Max) 2.9 
Take Off (Max) 2.2 
Cruise 0.51 
Wing (A320 Type) 
Aspect Ratio, A 9.5 9.4 
Taper Ratio, I 0.274 
0.25 Sweepback, Ao. 25 25° 25° 
Span, b [m / ft] 32.419.9 34.1/10.4 
Area, S [m2 / ft2] 110.2 /1186.3 122.4/1318 
Inboard Flap Area, SF; [m2/ ft2] 5.25/56.5 4.54/48.9 
Outboard Flap Area, SFO [m2 / ft2] 6.75/72.7 5.96 /64.2 
Total Flap Area, SFo [m2/ ft2] 12 / 129.2 10.5/113 
Design Mass 
Max. Landing Weight, WL [Kg / Lb] 50635/111631 64000 / 141096 
Max. Take Off Weight, Wro [Kg / Lb] 56260 / 124032 77000 / 169756 
Max. Zero Fuel Weight, WZF [Kg / Lb] 40738 / 89812 61000 / 134482 
Operational Empty Weight, WOE [Kg / Lb] 30425 / 67076 41800 / 92153 
Wing Loading, W/S 
Take Off, (WTO/S) [Kg/m2 / Lb/ft2] 511/ 105 629 / 129 
Landing, (WL/S) [Kg/m2 / Lb/ft2] 459.4 / 94 522.9 / 107 
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Runway Distances, S 
Take Off, (STO) [m / ft] 1981/6500 2294 / 7526 
Landing, (SL) [m / ft] 1475 / 4840 1442 / 4730 
Thrust to Weight Ratio, T/W 
Thrust to Weight Ratio, (T/W) 0.29 0.295 
Flap area, S 
Inboard Flap, [m2] 5.25 4.54(`) 
Outboard Flap, [m2] 6.75 6.75(*) 
Total Flap, [m2] 12.00 10.50 (*) 
(*) Estimated Value 
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B2 - ATRA 100/AIRBUS A320 FLAP LOADS ESTIMATION 
B2.1 - ESTIMATION OF FLAP LIFT CONTRIBUTION - ATRA 100 
The lift contribution due to the deployment of single slotted trailing edge flaps for 
the ATRA was estimated in ref. [1]. For Take-Off, 35% of the total lift coefficient 
was due to the deployment of the trailing edge flaps, while for Landing this value 
increased to around 42%. These percentages are used to determine the lift 
coefficient associated with the flap deployment and ultimately the increment in lift 
due to flap deployment 
a) Calculation of Take-Off Maximum Lift Coefficient (CLMax TO) 
From Ref. [25] retrieve take-off parameter for the ATRA100 take-off distance Sro" 
s 
I 
or's 
T. loalliýýýMyl Týýnl 
Figure B. 1 - Simple Take-Off Estimation method [25] 
For Sro=6500ft (from Table I- Aircraft Data) the Take-Off Parameter is: 
TOP =173.4 and 
TOP= WG/S 
S"CLTO "(T/WG) 
[Equation B. 1] 
where: 
S- Density Ratio ; WG - Gross Take-Off Weight [lb]; S- Gross Wing Area [ft2]; 
CLTO - Max Lift Coefficient at Take-Off Configuration (not CL at Take-Off Speed). 
Rearranging Equation 1: 
_ 
WG IS CLTO - TOP. ö (T/WG) 
[Equation B. 2] 
From Table B. 1: 
WG = 124032 lb 
S= 1186.2 ft2 
(T/WG) = 0.29 
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CLMAX To =2.1 (2.2 in Table B. 1) 
b) Calculation of Maximum Landing Lift Coefficient (CLMAc_LD ) 
1St Step - Approach Speed 
From Ref. [25] retrieve square Approach Speed for the ATRA 100 landing distance 
SL. 
c 
s 
G 
9 
L 
r 
s 
t 
Figure B. 2 - Landing Field Length [25] 
For SL=4840ft (Table 1- Appendix A) the Take-Off Parameter is: 
VA =15600 knote VA =124.9 knot 
2"a Step - Approach Lift Coefficient CLA 
From Ref. [25] retrieve approach lift coefficient for the ATRA 100 approach speed 
VA and Landing Parameter. 
L_ 
l4 
I 
I: M 
K 
WO 
t. rd. d p. 4"e 
s 
Figure B. 3 - Approach speed [25] 
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where: 
Landing Parameter = 
/WL/S 
= 9.7 
Approach Lift Coefficient CLA =1.8 
CLA = CLMAX / 1.32 [25) 
[Equation B. 31 
Rearranging Equation B. 3: CLM LD =1.69 " CAA 
CLM LD = 3.0 (2.9 in Table B. 1) 
The values previously calculated for the Maximum Lift Coefficients are very similar 
to the ones presented in Table B. 1. This means that the calculations to be 
performed for the Airbus A320 will not be far from the real lift coefficients. 
c) Calculation of Flap Design Speeds (VF) 
FLAP SPEED, VF 
Landing: 
[Equation B. 4] 
Take-Off: 
[Equation B. 5] 
Where: 
VS, - Stall Speed 
Vgl_ 72"Po. S'CLMAX 
Mg 
[Equation B. 6] 
Vft =1.8 " VS1 
Vpo =1.6"VS1 
Case I- Flap at Landing Position @ Max Design Landing Weight 
From Table B. 1: 
M= 50635 kg ;g=9.80665 kg/m2 ; po = 1.2250 kg/m3 ;S= 110.2 m2 ; CLMAX = 3.0 
VS1 = 49.5 m/s VF1 = 89.1 m/s 
Case 2- Flap at Take-Off Position @ Max Design Landing Weight 
From Table B. 1: 
M= 56260 kg ;g=9.80665 kg/m2 ; po = 1.2250 kg/m3 ;S= 110.2 m2 ; CLMAX = 2.1 
Vs1= 62.5 m/s Vft = 99.8 m/s 
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d) Increment in Lift Force due to Flap @VF 
The increment in Lift Coefficient is given by the following equation: 
= oLF A CLF Y' P' VO ' SF 
[Equation B. 7] 
where: 
ACLF - Increment in Lift Coefficient due to Flap deployment 
OLF - Increment in Lift due to Flap deployment 
VF - Flap Speed [m/s) 
SF- Flap Area [m2j 
p- Air Density [kg/m31 
Rearranging Equation 5: 
ALF =Y"ACLF "P. VF "SF 
Case I- Flap at Landing Position @ Max Design Landing Weight 
ACLF - 1.2 (42% of calculated Max Lift Coefficient @ landing) 
VF - 89.1 [m/s] 
SF- 12 m2 
p-1.2250 kg/m3 
ALF = 73521 N 
Case 2- Flap at Take-Off Position @ Max Design Landing Weight 
ACLF - 0.77 (35% of calculated Max Lift Coefficient @ take-off) 
VF - 99.8 [m/sJ 
SF- 12 m2 
p-1.2250 kg/m3 
ALF =53807 N 
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B2.2 - ESTIMATION OF FLAP LIFT CONTRIBUTION - AIRBUS A320 
Applying the same procedure to the Airbus A320 we obtain the following results: 
a) Calculation of Take-Off Maximum Lift Coefficient (CLMAX To ) 
From Figure B. 1: TOP= 202.5 
CLMAX 
TO = 
2.2 
b) Maximum Landing Lift Coefficient (CLMAX LD ) 
1St Step - Approach Speed 
From Figure B. 2, with SL=4730ft (Table B. 1), the Take-Off Parameter is: 
VÄ =15280 knote VA =123.6 knot 
2"a Step - Approach Lift Coefficient CLA 
From Figure B. 3, with 
JWL/S 
= 10.4 and VA, the Approach Lift Coefficient CIA 
is: 
CL, = 2.07 
CLMAX LD = 3.5 
c) Flap Design Speeds (VF) 
Case I- Flap at Landing Position @ Max Design Landing Weight 
From Table B. 1, 
M= 64000 kg 
S= 122.4 m 
CLMAX = 3.5 
Vs, = 48.9 m/s Vft = 88.0 m/s 
Case 2- Flap at Take-Off Position @ Max Design Landing Weight 
From Table 1- Aircraft Data 
M= 77000 kg 
S= 122.4 m 
CLMAX = 2.2 
Vs1 = 67.7 m/s Uft = 108.3 m/s 
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d) Increment in Lift Force due to Flap @VF 
Case I- Flap at Landing Position @ Max Design Landing Weight 
OCLF - 1.47 (42% of calculated Max Lift Coefficient @ landing) 
VF - 92.7 [m/s] 
SF- 10.5 m2 
ALF = 81240 N 
Case 2- Flap at Take-Off Position @ Max Design Landing Weight 
ACLF - 0.77 (35% of calculated Max Lift Coefficient @ take-off) 
VF - 108.3 [m/s] 
SF- 10.5 m2 
OLF =58082 N 
B2.3 - FINAL RESULTS 
ATRA A320 Difference from to A320 to ATRA 
Take Off 53807 N 58082 N +7.945% 
Landing 73521 N 81240 N +10.5% 
Difference from to A320 to ATRA in Flap Area = +12.5% 
Difference from to A320 to ATRA in Wing Area = +10% 
The flap loads provided by Ammoo [1] for the ATRA will be increased 10%. 
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B2.4 - ATRA LOADS FOR VALIDATION 
Total loads on the Flap (Figure A17, Appendix A) 
Cruise Case -L= -36.063. x2 + 435.22. X+ 
2527.2 [N/rn] (from Figure A17, Appendix A) 
5.987 
JLdx =15440 [N] 
1.714 
Take Off Case -L= -106.97. x2 +1265.1. x+6581.3 [N/m] (from Figure Als, Appendix A) 
5.987 
JLdx = 41460 [N] 
1.714 
Landing Case -L= -63.095. x2 +591.2-x+8055.8 [N/m] (from Figure A19, Appendix A) 
5.987 
JLdx = 39740 [N] 
1.714 
Reactions at hinge positions (Hinge 1 is assumed inside the fuselage and Hinge 2 
at 67% of flap span). 
LOADING REACTION AND SHEAR BENDING MOMENTS 
L" 
"-" " 
M"'ex-8L (1L*&121L-&12 
ý 
A 
R"w (L2 621 
,ý (l_a2 
RA LOAD Rt 
.3 
v "M2 a M . --r 
- 
Rt . IL 4. ' 
£HEAN 
e 
V4 L2 + 
2) 
! xý "0 
MI 
( e 
om 
2L 
Mx --W 1L2 a2- L) 
rý8ý 
@x-L 
V" RA " vnt 
`t T <` 
MOMENT 
x Mx 
1" 
Vii. 
-x1)2 
V w(e"x) x i E xps" 
e x, s. 
Figure 4.4 - Hinge Reaction load Calculation [56] 
a=1.424 m 
L=2.849 m 
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Cruise 
w =15440 / (5.987-1.714) = 3613 N/m 
RA =2L" 
(L2-a2) 
= RA= 3860 N 
RB=2 
L"(L+a)Z= 
R6=11580N 
Scaled Load - RB= 12740 N 
Take-Off 
w= 9703 N/m 
RA= 10370 N 
RB= 31090 N 
Scaled Load - RB= 34200 N 
Landing 
w= 39740 / (5.987-1.714) = 9300 N/m 
RA= 9940 N 
RB= 29800 N 
Scaled Load - RB= 32780 N 
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APPENDIX C 
INITIAL SIZING METHODS 
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Cl - Mechanism Load Calculation Procedure 
C1.1 Simple Hinge Mechanism Load Calculation Procedure 
P4 
P () 
INPUTS 
Mechanism points (mm): 
PT1 (X1, Y1) PT2 (X2, Y2) PT3 (X3, Y3) PT4 (X4, Y4) 
PT5 (X5, Y5) 
Load and Angle: 
P [N] 
E) 101 
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LOADS CALCULATIONS 
Free Bodv Diagram - Whole System 
I R1Y 
PT2 
T R4Y 
-++ 
E FX=O: 
(R1X) + (R4X) - (PX) =0 [1 ] 
T+ E Fy=O: 
(PY) - (R1Y) - (R4Y) =0 [2] 
M Pr1= 0: 
- (R4X) " (Y1- Y4) - (R4Y) " (X4 - X1) + 
(PX) " (Y1- Y5) + (PY) " (X5 - X1) - M1= 0 [3] 
Free Body Diagram - Element I 
R1Y 
4 R1X 
s j. 
ý %PT1 J 
11 
ý=yI 
, mss 
pn fi 
F2X 
F2Y 
-3+ 
E Fx=O: 
(F2X) - (R1X) =0a (F2X) = (R1X) 
T+ E Fy=O: 
(F2Y) - (R1Y) =0a (F2Y) = (R1Y) 
+) IM PT1= 0 
(F2X) " (Y1- Y2) - (F2Y) " (X1- X2) - M1= 0 
[4] 
[5l 
[6] 
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Free Body Diagram - Element 2 
F3 
-I-V 
--º+ 
1 F=O: 
F2=F3 
F, 
A 
Free Body Diagram - Element 3 
PYAL 
PX 
F3 
V R4Y 
Eauations to Consider 
->+ 
Z FX=O: 
(PX) - (F3X) - (R 4 X) =0 [101 
T+ Fy=O: 
(PY) - (F3Y) - (R4Y) =0 (11 J 
+) M PT3= 0 
- (R4X) " (Y3 - Y4) - (R4Y) " (X4 - X3) 
-(PX)"(Y5-Y3)+(PY)"(X5-X3)=0 [12) 
(PX) - (R1X) - (R4X) =0 Ill 
(PY) + (R1Y) - (R4Y) =0 [2] 
- (R4X) " (Y1- Y4) - (R4Y) " (X4 - X1) + 
(PX) " (Y1- Y5) + (PY) " (X5 - X1) - M1= 0 [3] 
(R1 X) " (Y1- Y2) - (R1Y) " (X1- X2) - M1= 0 [6] 
- (R4X) " (Y3 - Y4) - (R4Y) " (X4 - X3) 
- (PX) " (Y5 - Y3) + (PY) " (X5 - X3) =0 [12] 
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Simplifying for MathCAD 
PX-R4X-R1X=0 [1] 
PY + R4Y - R1Y =0 [2] 
- (R4X) "a- (R4Y) "b+c- (M1) =0 [3] 
(R1X) "d- (R1Y) "f- (M1) =0 [6] 
-(R4X)"g-(R4Y)"h+j=0 
19ý t42] 
a= Y1- Y4 ;b= X4 - X1 ;c= (PX) " (Y1- Y5) + (PY) " (X5 - X1) ;d= Y1- Y2 ; 
f=X1-X2 ; g=Y3-Y4 ; h=X4-X3 ; j=-(PX)"(Y5-Y3)+(F3Y)"(X5-X3) 
Using the symbolical calculation form MathCAD we obtain the following results: 
R1X= (PX"g"f+a"PX"h+b"g"PX-f"PY"h-f" j- b" j- c"h) 
(-d"h+g"f+g"b+a"h) 
R1Y= (-PY"d"h+a"PY"h+g"b"PY+d"g"PX-c"g-j"d+j"a) 
(-d"h+g"f+g"b+a"h) 
R4X= (-d-PX"h+f"PY"h+f" j+b" j+c"h) 
(-d"h+g"f+g"b+a"h) 
R4Y= (-d"g"PX+g"f"PY+c"g+ j"d-j"a) 
(-d"h+g"f+g"b+a"h) 
Ml= (a"d-PX"h-a"f"PY"h-a"f" j+b"d"g"PX-b"g"f"PY-b" j"d-c"d"h+c"g"f) 
(-d"h+g"f+g"b+a"h) 
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C1.2. Four Bar Mechanism Load Calculation Procedure 
PT2 (XZ 
INPUTS 
Mechanism points (mm): 
PT1 (X1, Y1) PT2 (X2, Y2) PT3 (X3, Y3) PT4(X4, Y4) 
PT5 (X5, Y5) 
Load and Angle: 
P [N] 
E) [°I 
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LOADS CALCULATIONS 
Free Body Diagram - Whole System 
-)ý+ 
E Fx=O: 
(R1X) + (R4X) - (PX) =0 [1) 
T+ E Fy=O: 
(PY) + (R4Y) - (R1Y) =0 [2] 
MPTl=O: 
- (R4X) " (Y1- Y4) + (R4Y) " (X4 - X1)+ 
(PX) " (Y1- Y5) + (PY) " (X5 - X1) - M1= 0 [3] 
Free Body Diagram - Element I 
RlY -a+ 
E FX=O: 
R1X 
(M) - (R1X) =0a (M) = (R1X [4] 4L 
Ml 
0 T+ 
E FY=O: 
ý2J (F2Y) - (R1Y) =0 (F2Y) _ (R1Y) [5] 
il 
PT2 +) EM0: PT1= 
F2X (F2X) " (Y1- Y2) - (F2Y) " (X1- X2) - M1= 0 [6] 
F2Y 
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Free Body Diagram - Element 2 
-a+ Fx=O: 
(F2X) - (PX) + (F3X) = 0,::: > 
I'Y'k (R1X) - (PX) + (F3X) =0 [7] 
1'+ Fy=0: 
FIX _ .' 
--Wt (PY)+(F3Y)-(F2Y)=0a 
,m rmf3x (PY)+(F3Y)-(RIY)=0 [8] 
fri 
+) IM PT2= 0 
(F3X) " (Y3 - Y2) + (F3Y) " (X3 - X2) 
- (PX) " (Y5 - Y2) + (PY) " (X5 - X2) =0 [9] 
Free Body Diagram - Element 3 
IF3Y . ++ Z FX=O: 
F3X (F3X) - (R4X) = 0, c: > (F3X) = 
(R4X) [10] 
PT3 
1'+ 1 Fy=O: 
(F3Y) - (R4Y) =0a (F3Y) = (R4Y) [11] 
PT4 
4 R4X 
ZM 
PT4= 0 
R4Y 
(F3Y) " (X3 - X4) - (F3X) " (Y3 - Y4) =0 [12] 
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Simplifications 
[4] & [5] into [6] 
+) EMPTI=O: (R1X)"(Y1-Y2)-(R1Y)"(X1-X2)-M1=0 [6] 
[10] & [11] into [12] 
+) EM PT4= 0: (-R4Y) " (X3 - X4) - (R4X) " (Y3 - Y4) =0 [12] 
[10] & [11] into [9] 
+) EM P-2= 0: (PY) " (X5 - X2) - (PX) " (Y5 - Y2) + 
(R4Y). (X3 - X2) + (R4X) " (Y3 - Y2) =0 [9] 
Equations to Consider 
(R1X) + (R4X) - (PX) =0 [1 ] 
(PY) + (R4Y) - (R1Y) =0 [2] 
(R4Y) " (X4 - X1) - (R4X) " (Y1- Y4) + 
(PX)" (Y1- Y5) + (PY) " (X5 - X1) -M1= 0 [3] 
(R1X) " (Y1- Y2) - (R1Y) " (X1- X2) - M1= 0 [6] 
(PY)" (X5- X2) - (PX) " (Y5 - Y2) + 
(R4Y) " (X3 - X2) + (R4X) " (Y3 - Y2) =0 [9) 
Simnlifvina for Math CAD 
PX-R4X-R1X=0 [1] 
PY + R4Y - R1Y =0 [2] 
- (R4X) " a+ (R4Y) "b+c- (M1) =0 [3] 
(R1X) "d- (R1Y) "f- (M1) =0 [6] 
(R4X)"g+(R4Y)"h+ j=0 [9] 
a= Y1- Y4 ;b= X4 - X1 ;c= (PX) " (Y1- Y5) + (PY) " (X5 - X1) ;d= Y1- Y5 ; 
f=X1-X2 ; g=Y3-Y2 ; h=X3-X2 ; j=(PY). (X5-X2)-(PX). (Y5-Y2) ; 
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Using the symbolical calculation form MathCAD we obtain the following results: 
RIX= (-h" f"PY-h"c+ j"f+ j"b+PX"g"f+b"PX"g+a"h"PX) 
(-d"h+g"f+g"b+a"h) 
RIY= (d" j+d"PX"g-a" j-c"g-PY"d"h+b"PY"g+a"h"PY 
(-d"h+g"f+g"b+a"h) 
R4X= (-h"d"PX+h"f"PY+h"c-j"f-j"b) 
(-d"h+g"f+g"b+a"h) 
R4Y = 
(d - j+d"PX"g-f"PY"g-a" j- c"g) 
(-d"h+g"f+g"b+a"h) 
MI= (b - d- j+b"d"PX"g-b"f"PY"g+a"h"d"PX-a"h"f"PY+a" 
j"f-c"d"h+c"g"f) 
(-d"h+g"f+g"b+a"h) 
Other Eauations 
(F2X) = (R1X) [4] 
(F2Y) = (R1Y) [5] 
(F3X) = (R4X) [10] 
(F3Y) = (R4Y) [11] 
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C1.3. Link/Track Mechanism Load Calculation Procedure 
---------- 
PT2 (XZ Y2) 
nsaaYS) 
INPUTS 
Mechanism points (mm): 
PT1 (X1, Y1) PT2 (X2, Y2) PT3 (X3, Y3) 
PT5 (X5, Y5) PT6 (X6, Y6) PT7 (X7, Y7) 
Load and Angle: 
P [N] 
E) [°] 
141ý1 
PT4(X4, Y4) 
PT8 (X8, Y5) 
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LOADS CALCULATIONS 
Free Body Diagram - Whole System 
Pß (XZ Y2) 
R1Y 
4- = ors(X$, YS) 
R5X 
Cý 
R5Y 
-ý +FX=0: (PX) - (R1X) - (R4X) - (R5X) =0 
EFy=0: (PY) - (R1Y) - (R4Y) - (R5Y) =0 
+) M PTA= 0: (PX) " (Y1- Y8) + (PY) " (X8 - X1) - 
(R4X) " (Y1- Y4) - (R4Y) - (X4 - X1) - 
(R5X) " (Y1- Y5) - (R5Y) " (X5 - X1) - Ml =0 
Free Body Diagram - Element I 
R1Y 
M1 PTI 
? 4, 
ý ýr ý 
F2X 
F2Y 
R1X 
l. I/PTI, 
-->+ 
1 FX=0: 
(F2X) - (R1X) =0a (F2X) = (R1X) 
Ill 
[2] 
[3J 
T+ Z Fy=O: 
(F2Y) - (RIY) =0a (F2Y) = (R1Y) 
[4l 
[51 
MPTl=0 
(F2X) " (Y1- Y2) - (F2Y) " (X1- X2) - M1= 0 [6] 
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Free Body Diagram - Element 2 
pY A 
Fx 
Fzx 
y en ` ý' tu 
F3Y 
Free Body Diagram - Element 3 
f aF rar, 
rn. ', 
Ats. ýrýa 
FYI 
FOY 
n 
,F 
(PX) - (F2X) - (F3X) =0 [7] 
T+ Fy=O: 
(PY) - (F2Y) - (F3Y) =0 [81 
+) IM PT2= 0 
(F3 X) " (Y2 - Y3) - (F3Y) " (X3 - X2) - 
(PX) " (Y8 - Y2) + (PY) " (X8 - X2) =0 [9] 
-a+ 
1 FX=O: 
(F3X)-(F6X)-(F7X) =0 (10] 
T+ Fy=O: 
(F3Y) - (F6Y) - (F7Y) =0 [11 ] 
+) ZM PT3= 0 
- (F6X) " (Y3 - Y6) + (F6Y) " (X3 - X6) - 
(F7X) " (Y3 - Y7) - (F7Y) " (X7 - X3) =0 [12] 
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Free Body Diagram - Element 4 
A F6 
PT4 
F7 iý 
PT6 
PT7 Eve- 
R4 
es 
ars 
R5 
-++ Z F' =0 : F6+F7-R4-R5=0 [13] 
+) MPT4=0: F6"(X6-X4)+F7"(X7-X4)-R5"c=0 [14] Cos(05) Cos(05) 
Equations to Consider For MathCAD 
h" R1X -j" R1Y - M1= 0 [6] 
PX-R1X-p"F3=0 [7] 
PY-R1Y-q"F3=0 [8] 
F3"(k-p-I"q)+m=0 [9] 
F3-F6-F7 =0 [10] 
n"F6-o"F7=0 [12] 
R4+R5-F6-F7=0 [13] 
R5"c-t"F6-u"F7=0 [14] 
Simplifications 
a=Y1-Y4; b=X4-X1; cX5-X4 ; d=Y1-Y5 ; f=X5-X1 ; c= 
cos(05) 
g= (PX) " (Y1- Y8) + (PY) " (X8 - X1) ;h= Y1- Y2 ;j= X1- X2 ;k= Y2 - Y3 ; 
I=X3-X2 ; m=-(PX)"(Y8-Y2)+(PY)"(X8-X2) 
n=- sin(05). (Y3 - Y6) + cos(05). (X3 - X6) ; 
o= sin(05). (Y3 - Y7) + cos(05) " (X3 - X7) ;p= sin(05) ;q= cos(05) 
t=(X6gX4; u=(X7gX4) : 05=atan 
Y4-Y5 (X5-X4) 
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MathCAD Solution 
RIX= (PX"k"p-PX"I"q+p"m) 
(k"p-I"q) 
R1Y= (PY"k"p-PY"I"q-q"m) 
(k"p-I"q) 
- F3= m 
(k"p-I"q) 
F6 = -o 
m 
(n" k"p-n"I"q+o" k"p-o"I"q) 
F7=-n" m 
(n" k"p-n" I"q+o" k"p-o"I"q) 
R4=-m" (-n"u+t"o-o"c-n-c) 
c"(n"k"p-n"I"q+o"k"p-o" I. q) 
R5=-m. (n"u+t"o) 
c"(n"k"p-n" I. q+o"k"p-o"I"q) 
Ml=(h"PX"k"p-h"PX"I"q+h" p" m- j"PY"k"p+j"PY"I"q-j" q" m) 
(k"p-I"q) 
Other Equations 
F2X = RIX 
F2Y = R1Y 
R4X = R4 " Sin(05) 
R4Y = R4 " Cos(05) 
R5X = R5 " Sin(05) 
R5Y = R5 " Cos(05) 
F3X = F3. Sin(05) 
F3Y = F3. Cos(05) 
F6X = F6. Sin(05) 
F6Y = F6 " Cos(65) 
F7X = F7 " Sin(05) 
F7Y = F7. Cos(05) 
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C1.4. Hooked Track Mechanism Load Calculation Procedure 
INPUTS 
Mechanism points (mm): 
PT1 (X1, Y1) PT2 (X2, Y2) PT3 (X3, Y3) 
PT5 (X5, Y5) PT6 (X6, Y6) PT7 (X7, Y7) 
Load and Angle: 
P [N] 
E) [°] 
'T8 (X8. Y8) 
PT4(X4, Y4) 
PT8(X8, Y8) 
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LOADS CALCULATIONS 
Free Body Diagram - Whole System 
PYA 
PX 
RIX 4 
Pie (X6. Yo) 
1 
Pn XI Yl) 
P72 (X2, Yn 
mi'/ PT3 (xa, Y3) 
RIYT 
i PT4(X4, Yq 
F4X 
F4Y 
S= a tan 
(Y5 - Y4) 
(X4 - X5) 
-++ FX=0: (PX) - (R1X) - (F4X) =0 [1 ] 
T+ Fy=0: (PY) - (R1Y) - (F4Y) =0 [2] 
+) EM=O: (PX) " (Y6 - Y1) + (PY) " (X6 - X1) - 
(F4X)"(Y1-Y4)+(F4Y)"(X4-X1)-M1=0 [3] 
Free Body Diagram - Roller Carriage 
FVAA F2 
PYf --ý P 
! 
II 
ý 
,1 
a JF 2X I P^ 
F31... 
i/ ß 
a=a tan 
(Y1-Y7) 
; ß=atan 
(Y7 - Y8) 
(X7 - X1) (X8 - X7) 
- 
n-X3-Y3-ni-X2+Y2 
n-m 
YA=-m"X2-n+m-n"X3-m-Y3+n-Y2 
n-m 
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where 
m= tan(90° - a) and n= tan(90° - ß) . 
dl= -m1"XA+YA+(m1"X6-Y6) 
+ m1+1 
d2= -M2"XA+YA+(m2"X4-Y4) 
± m2 +1 
A 
where 
m1 = tan(O) and m2 = tan(180° - 8). 
-++ Fx=0: (PX) + (F2X) + (F3X) - (F4X) =0 [4] 
T+ Fy=0: (PY) + (F2Y) + (F3Y) - (F4Y) =0 [5] 
+) M PTA = 0: P"d1+F4"d2=0 
F4=-- "P [6] 
Simplifications 
F2X= F2"cos(90-a) = F2"b a= cos(0) 
F2Y= F2"sin(90-a)= F2"g b= cos(90-a) 
F3X= F3"cos(90- ß) = F3"c c= cos(90- ß) 
F3Y=F3"sin(90-ß)=F3"h d=cos(S) 
F4X= F4"cos(S)= F4"d f= sin(0) 
F4Y= F4"sin(8)= F4"j g= sin(90-a) 
PX= P"cos(0) = P"a h= sin(90- ß) 
PY= P"sin(0)= P"f j= sin(6) 
dl 
k=- 
d2 
Equations to Consider For MathCAD 
P"a+F2"b+F3"c-F4"d=0 [4] 
P"f+F2"g+F3"h-F4" j=0 [5] 
F4+k"P=0 [6] 
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MathCAD Solution 
F2=-P" (-f"c+h"a+h"k"d- j"k"c) 
(b" h- c" g) 
F3=P" (a" g- f" b j"k b+k"d"g) 
(b"h-c"g) 
F4=-k"P 
Other Equation 
(R1X) = (PX)-(F4X) [1] 
(R1Y) = (PY) - (F4Y) [2] 
M1= (PX) " (Y6 - Y1) + (PY) " (X6 - X1) - (F4X) " (Y1- Y4) + (R4Y) " (X4 - X1) [3] 
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C2 - Initial Sizing Methods 
C2.1 - ASSUMPTIONS 
The formulae presented in this document assumes that : 
o Materials are Isotropic; 
Q Initial effect of applying loads is ignored; 
Q Equilibrium is assumed; 
o Loads are static. 
C2.2 - FORMULAE FOR INITIAL SIZING 
The objective of this section is to provide a set of equations that will allow the 
designer to calculate initial sizing values for a component of a specific material 
subjected to a load. 
Tension/Compression 
When an axial load (tension or compression) is applied to a component of uniform 
cross section the basic induced stress is given by: 
_P 6"""d Equation C2. I 
The minimum cross sectional dimensions area of the component is given by: 
P 
ßallowable 
Direct Shear 
Equation C2.2 
When a transverse load is applied to a component the basic induced stress is given 
by: 
Tapphed 
A 
S Equation C2.3 
The minimum cross section area of the component to resist shear is given by: 
P AS = tallowable 
Equation C2.4 
Bearing Pressure 
Bearing stress is a limiting condition for pin, rivet and shear bolts when loaded 
transversely. The contact stress is given by: 
PP 
aappýied =ý. 
L= Ab Equation C2.5 
where d- Common diameter 
L- Length of bearing surface 
Ab - Projected area (rectangle) 
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The minimum diameter for a component to resist the Bearing Stress is given by: 
d_ P 
L. 6allowable Equation C2.6 
Bending 
When a bending moment is applied to a component the stress due to bending is 
given by: 
M M"c 
ZI Equation C2.7 
where a- Bending stress 
M- Applied bending moment 
Z- Section Modulus 
- Second Moment of Area of the cross-section 
c- Distance from the Neutral axis to the point on the cross section at 
which 
the bending stress is to be determined (c = radius for cylindrical 
elements) 
The minimum cross sectional dimensions can be determined using the following 
equations: 
Z_ MI_M 
aanowable or c ßanowable Equation C2.8 
Torsion 
When a Torque is applied to a component of circular cross section the induced 
stress ,r is given by: 
T 
TepP11, d r 
Equation C2.9 
where r- Shear stress at radius r 
T- Applied torque 
J- Polar second moment of area of cross-section 
The minimum cross sectional dimensions are given by: 
JT 
= Equation C2.10 
r Talbwable 
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Section Properties 
Cross Section Area A Second Moment Section Torsional 
of Area I Modulus Z Constant J 
b 
b"h3 b"h2 b"h - 
------- -- b 12 6 
d 7c "d2 7c "d4 7r"d3 7r"d 
4 64 32 32 
d 
di 
7E "(d4-d4) 7t "(d4 -d4) 7r "(d4-da) n" d`-d, 
` 
4 64 32"d 32 
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C2 - Stability of Components 
If a component is subjected to loads as in the Figure below there is the chance of it 
failing by elastic instability. This might happen if the component is sufficiently 
slender. In this case the maximum unit stress sustained is less than the proportional 
limit of the material; it depends on the modulus of elasticity, the slenderness ratio, 
and the end conditions and is independent of the strength of the material. 
Nomenclature: 
Papplied - Applied Load [N] 
n- Coefficient of end condition 
L- Length of column [mm] 
E- Modulus of elasticity [Mpa] 
I- Moment of Inertia of Area [mm4] 
Both Guided Both Fixed Guided/Fixed Fixed/Free 
n 1 4 2 0.25 
1111 
L 
Le 
L Le 
he 
Le 
77 
111 
The critical load for a component in those conditions is given by the EULER 
equation: 
n"ir2"E"I Pu- 
ý2 Equation C3.1 
Hence, the minimum cross sectional dimensions can be determined using the 
following equation: 
L! PappIi "L 
n"n2"E Equation C3.2 
Once the final dimensions of the component are determined a check has to be 
made on the allowable Euler buckling stress to verify if it does not exceed the 0.2% 
Proof Stress for the material. 
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C4 - Lug Design 
The geometry of the lug should satisfy the following conditions [121]: 
d/t < 8.0 
r/d > 1.5 
For initial sizing calculations the following values were assumed by the author: 
d/t =2 Equation C4.1 
r/d =2 Equation C4.2 
c=(a - d/2) Equation C4.3 
-- -ice; -r -- - -- 
--- 
cd cpt 
The previous geometrical conditions defined for the lug are driven by the pin 
diameter, which is calculated using the equations for Tension or Shear Tear Out 
failure shown below: 
Tension across Net Section 
ft=Ä where Aý=(w-d)"týAý=2"d2 Wt- 
Rearranging 
d=3. 
P 
Equation C4.3 
400 Shear Tear Out 
fs =P where Ashr =2"x"t and x= (4 -cos 40°) "d Ashr S2 00 
Rearranging 
X 
d=2P Equation C4.4 T4--- cos 40°) fs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C5 - Component Sizing 
a) HINGE TYPE 
PT2 
PT3 
RS 
Initial Assumptions: 
t= d, -r2=2. d1 2 
Inputs: 
PT1(Xj, Yi); PT2(X2, Y2); PT3(X3, Y3) - Points for CAD Modelling 
P[N]; M1[N. m] 
Sizing 
Actuator Shaft in Torsion 
_ 
16"M dý 
ý' fsu 
Lug - 400 Shear Tear Out (Oblique load) 
dý 
\'3.234. f sý 
. 1.15 
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b) LINK TYPE 
PiP 
aý 
Initial Assumptions: 
d, da r2=2. d, ; r4 =2" d3 
d3 Z 2, t1= 2 t2= 2 
Inputs: 
PT1(X1, Y, ); PT2(X2, Y2) - Points for CAD Modelling 
P[N] 
Calculations: 
L= (X2-X1)2+(Y2-Y1 )2 
Sizing 
Both d, and/or d3 can be given by the previous or adjacent element dimensions. 
Lug - Tension Across Net Section 
d_ 2"P 
3" fß, 
Lug - 400 Shear Tear Out 
2"P 
d= 
3.234 " fs 
Check for Euler Buckling 
_ý"E 
I 
_t-b3 
t1-t2 
P, 
L2 
i- 
12 b=r2+r4 
t2 
OK if Pcr >_ P 
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c) FLAP FITTING COMPONENTS 
FLAP FS FLAP RS 
... 
I 
PTA 
FLAP FS FLAP RS 
P2 
Initial Assumptions: 
t= the biggest of d1/2 or d3/2 
r2=2"dl ; r4=2"d3 d3> 2, 
Inputs: 
PT1(X1, Y1); PT2(X2, Y2); PT3(X3, Y3); PT4(X4, Y4); Pi; P2[N] 
Sizing 
Both d1 and/or d3 can be given by the previous or adjacent element dimensions. 
Lug - Tension Across Net Section 
d_ 
F2- P 
3"f 
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Lug - 400 Shear Tear Out (Oblique Loads) 
d= 2*P "1.15 3.234"fs 
d) SUPPORT STRUTS COMPONENTS 
RS 
Initial Assumptions: 
t1= 2, ; r2=2'd, 
Inputs: 
PT1(Xj, Y1); PT3(X3, Y3); PT3(X3, Y3); Px; Py [N] 
Sizing 
d, can be given by the previous or adjacent element dimensions. 
Lug - 400 Shear Tear Out (Oblique Loads) 
_ 
2"P d1 
3.234 " fsý 
' 1.15 
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e) TRACK STRUT COMPONENTS 
RS 
RS 
Inputs: 
PT1(X1, Y1); PT2(X2, Y2); PT3(X3, Y3) 
Px; Py [N] 
Dimensions ruled by Roller dimensions 
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0 ROLLER CARRIAGE COMPONENTS 
ti 
d3 
Assumptions: 
tj= 4; t2= 43 ; r2=2"d, ; r4=2"d3 
Sizing 
d, can be given by the previous or adjacent element dimensions. 
Lug - 400 Shear Tear Out (Flap Fitting Attachment) 
2"P d, _ 3.234 . fs 
Lug - Tension Across Net Section (Roller Attachment) 
2. 
Roller d3 
ý3ý 
"fý, 
Lug - 40° Shear Tear Out 
_2- 
PRoner 
d3 
3.234. fs 
g) ROLLERS 
Assumptions: 
Outer diameter =2x Bore 
Width = Bore 
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APPENDIX D 
VISUAL BASIC PROGRAM 
TABLE OF CONTENTS 
D1 - Example Code for Four Bar Mechanism Menu 214 
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D1 - Example Code for Four Bar Mechanism Menu 
Option Compare Database 
Option Explicit 
Dim fb x1, fbx2, fb_x3, fb_x4, fb_x5, fb_yl, fby2, fby3, fby4, fb_y5 As Double 
Dim fb theta As Double 
Dim fb_P, fb_PX, fb_PY, fb_M1, fb_R1X, fb_R1Y, fb_R4X, tb_R4Y As Double 
Dim fb_F2, fb_F2X, fb_F2Y, fb_F3, fb_F3X, fb_F3Y As Double 
Dim fb_a, fb_b, fb_c, tb_d, fb f, fb_g, fb h, fbj, tb_Denominator As Double 
Const pi = 3.14159265358979 
Private Sub Additional Points Click() 
DoCmd. OpenForm "ADDITIONAL POINTS' 
End Sub 
Private Sub FB Calculation ClickO 
'Auxiliary Calculations 
fbPX = fb_P " Cos(radians(fb_theta)) 
fb__PX txt. SetFocus 
fb PX txt. Text = fb PX 
fbPY = fb_P " Sin(radians(fb_theta)) 
fb_PY_txt. SetFocus 
fb_PY_txt. Text = fb_PY 
fba = fbyl - fby4 
fb_a txt. SetFocus 
f6-_a txt. Text = fb_a 
fb_b = tb_x4 - fb_x1 
fb_b_txt. SetFocus 
fb_b_txt. Text = fb b 
tb_c = (fb_PX) " (fbyl - fby5) + (fb PY) " (tb_x5 - fb x1) 
fb_c_txt. SetFocus 
fb c_txt. Text = fb_c 
fb d= fby1 - fby5 
fb_d_txt. SetFocus 
fb d_txt. Text = fb_d 
fb_f = fb_xl - fb_x2 
fb f txt. SetFocus 
fb_f_txt. Text = fb_f 
fb_g = fb_Y3 - fb_Y2 
fb_g_txt. SetFocus 
fb_g_txt. Text = fb_g 
fb h=fb_x3-fb x2 
fb_h_txt. SetFocus 
fb h_txt. Text = fb h 
fbj = (fb_PY) " (lb x5 - tb_x2) - (fbPX) " (fb_y5 - fby2) 
fbj_txt. SetFocus 
fbj_txt. Text = fbj 
'Loads Calculations 
fb_Denominator = (-fb_d " fb h+ fb_g " fb_f + fb_g * fb_b + fb_a " fb-h) 
fb Denominator txt. SetFocus 
fb_Denominator_txt. Text = fb_Denominator 
fb_R1 X= (-fb_h " fb_f " fb_PY - fb_h * fb_c + fb j' fb_f + fbj " fb_b + 
tb_PX " fb_g " fb f+ fb_b " fb PX " fb_g + fb_a 
fb h" fb_PX) ! fb_Denominator 
value fb R1X. SetFocus 
value_fb_R1X. Text = fb_R1X 
fb_R1 Y= (fb_d " tbj + fb_d * fb_PX * fb_g - fb_a " fbj - fb_c " fb_g - 
fb_PY * fb d" fb_h + fb_b " fb_PY " fb_g + fb_a " 
fb_h " fb_PY) / fb_Denominator 
value fb R1Y. SetFocus 
value fb_RiY. Text=fb_R1Y 
fb_R4X = (-fb_h " fb_d " fb_PX + tb_h * fb f" fb_PY + fb_h * fb_c - fb j* fb 
f- fbj " fb_b) / fb_Denominator 
value fb_R4XSetFocus 
value_fb_R4X. Text = tb_R4X 
fb_R4Y = (fb_d " fbj + fb_d " fb PX * fb_g - fb_f " fb_PY * fb_g - fb_a " fbj - 
fb c" fb_g) I fb_Denominator 
value_fb_R4Y. SetFocus 
value_fb_R4Y. Text = tb_R4Y fb_a " fb_h " fb_d " fb 
_PX - 
fb_a " Po h 
fb_M1 = (fb_b * fb_d " fbj + fb_b " fb_d * fb_PX " fb_g - fb_b fb_f 
fb_PY fbc + 
fb_f * fb_PY + fb a" fbj " fb_f - fb_c * fb_d * fb_h + fb c" 
fb_g * fb_f) / fb_Denominator 
value_fb M1. SetFocus 
value_fb_M1. Text = tb_M1 
fb_F2X = fb_R1X 
value fb F2X. SetFocus 
value fb_F2X. Text = tb_F2X 
fb_F2Y = -fb_R1 Y 
value fbF2Y. SetFocus 
value fb__F2Y. Text = fb_F2Y 
fb_F2 = Sgr((fb_F2X) A2+ (fb F2Y) 112) 
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value fb_F2. SetFocus 
value_fb_F2. Text = fb_F2 
fb_F3X = fb_R4X 
value_fb_F3X. SetFocus 
value fb F3X. Text = fb_F3X 
fb_F3Y = fb_R4Y 
value_fb_F3Y. SetFocus 
value_fb_F3Y. Text = tb F3Y 
fb_F3 = Sgr((fb_F3X) A2+ (fb F3Y) " 2) 
value_fb_F3. SetFocus 
value_fb_F3. Text = fb_F3 
End Sub 
'Initialize Data Values 
Private Sub txt fb_P_ChangeO 
tb_P = txt_fb_P. Text 
End Sub 
Private Sub txt_fb_x1_Change( 
fb_xf = txt_fb_x1. Text 
End Sub 
Private Sub txt fb_x2 Change0 
fb x2 = txt_fb_x2. Text 
End Sub 
Private Sub txt_fb_x3_Changeo 
fb_x3 = txt_fb_x3. Text 
End Sub 
Private Sub txt fb_x4 Change() 
fb_x4 = txt_fb_x4. Text 
End Sub 
Private Sub txt_fb_x5_Change( 
fb_x5 = txt_fb_x5. Text 
End Sub 
Private Sub txt_tbyl Change() 
fb_yl = bd fbyl. Text 
End Sub 
Private Sub txt_fby2 Change() 
fby2 = txt_fby2. Text 
End Sub 
Private Sub txt_fby3_Changeo 
fb_y3 = txt_fby3. Text 
End Sub 
Private Sub txt_fby4 Change() 
fb_y4 = bQ_fby4. Text 
End Sub 
Private Sub txt_fb_y5_Change() 
fb_y5 = txt fby5. Text 
End Sub 
Private Sub txt_fb_theta Change() 
fb_theta = txt fb theta. Text 
End Sub 
'FUNCTIONS 
'Convert Radians to Degrees 
Private Function degrees(rad value) 
degrees = rad value' 1801 pi 
End Function 
'Convert Degrees to Radians 
Private Function radians(deg_value) 
radians = deg_value ` pi / 180 
End Function 
'Program Buttons 
Private Sub fb_Retum 1 Click() 
DoCmd. Close 
End Sub 
Private Sub fb_Create 
_Geo 
Click() 
Msg Box "Under Development" 
End Sub 
Private Sub tb_Save Results Click() 
Dim Message, Title, CaseName 'Default, 
Message = "Enter Case Name" 'Set prompt. 
Title = "Case Name" 'Set title. 
'Default = "1" ' Set default. 
'Display message, title, and default value. 
CaseName = InputBox(Message, Title) 
MsgBox "Under Development" 
End Sub 
Private Sub fb_New Test Click() 
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Dim stDocName As String 
Dim stLinkCritena As String 
DoCmd. Close 
stDocName ="4 BAR MECHANISM" 
DoCmd. OpenForm stDocName., , stLinkCriteria End Sub 
Private Sub ADD NEW MATERIAL_Clicko 
MsgBox "Under Development" 
End Sub 
Private Sub tb_Retum Click() 
DoCmd. Close 
End Sub 
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F. 1 - RELIABILITY VALIDATION TABLES 
F. 1.1 - SIMPLE HINGE FLAP (Appendix E. Fig. E1) 
SIMPLE HINGE 
Failure Sub-System 
Elements QTY Rate/Element Failure Rate 
10e6h 10e-6h 
HINGE FITTING 
----- 
1 
- 
0 02 0 02 
--- 
F LAP FITTING 1 0.02 0 02 
SUPPORT FITTING 1 0.02 0 02 
LINEAR ACTUATOR 1 35.41 35 41 
FWD FAIRING 1 0.20 0 20 
AFT FAIRING 1 0.20 0.20 
Mechanism Connections 
F SUPPORT FITTING / WING STRUCTURE 1 0.02 0 02 
F HINGE FITTING / FLAP FITTING 1 0.02 002 
F LINEAR ACTUATOR / FIINGF I IT1 ING 1 0.02 0.02 
F FLAP FITTING / FLAP 1 0.02 0.02 
F FWD FAIRING /WING STRUCTURE 1 002 0.02 
I AFT FAIRING / FLAP 1 0 02 002 
R SUPPORT FITTING / HINGF IIIZ ING 1 100 1 00 
R SUPPORT F ITI ING /I INLAR AC i HA I OR 1 1 00 1 00 
R SUPPORT F I1 I ING / AF 1F AIRING] 1 1 00 1 00 
Total Nr. Parts 6sombly 18 99 Failure Rate 
Total Nr. Connoctions 
229 
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F1.2 - BOEING 777 TYPE FOUR-BAR LINKAGE (Appendix E, Fig E2) 
BOEING 777 TYPE UPSIDE DOWN / UPRIGHT FOUR-BAR LINKAGE 
Failure Sub-System 
Elements QTY Rate/Element Failure Rate 
(10e6 hr) (10e-6 hr) 
ACTUATOR HINGE 1 0 02 002 
DRIVE LINK 1 9.26 9 26 
FLAP FITTING 1 0.02 0 02 
SUPPORT FITTING 1 0.02 0.02 
AFT LINK 1 0.02 0 02 
ROTARY ACTUATOR 1 87 935 87 935 
SLAVE LINK 1 0 20 0 20 
FWD FAIRING 1 0 20 0 20 
AFT FAIRING 1 0.20 0 20 
Mechanism Connections 
F ACTUATOR HINGE / ROTARY ACTUATOR 1 0.02 002 
F ACTUATOR HINGT /WING STRUCTURE 1 0.02 0 02 
F FLAP FITTING / FIAP 1 0.02 0 02 
F SUPPORT FITTING /WING STRUCTURF 1 002 0 02 
F FWD FAIRING /WING STRUTURE 1 0 02 0 02 
R ACTUATOR HINGE / DRIVE LINK 1 1 00 1 00 
R DRIVE LINK / FLAP P-Il l ING 1 1 00 1 00 
R FLAP FITTING / AFT LINK 1 1 00 1 00 
R SUPPORT I ITTING / Al I LINK 1 1 00 1 00 
R SUPPORT 1-11 TING / Al 1I AIRING 1 1 00 1 00 
R SLAVE LINK / Al II INK 1 1 00 1.00 
R SLAVE LINK / AI-i FAIRING 1 1 00 1 00 
Total Nr. Parts 9 
Assembly 
100.37 
Failure Rate 
Total Nr. Connections 12 
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Fl 3- AIRBUS A320 TYPE LINK/TRACK MECHANISM (Appendix E, Fig. E5) 
AIRBUS A320 TYPE LINK/TRACK MECHANISM 
Failure 1 Sub-System 
Elements QTY Rate/Element Failure Rate 
(10e6 hr) (10e-6 hr) 
ACTUATOR HINGE 1 0 02 0 02 
DRIVE LINK 1 9.26 9.26 
FLAP FITTING 1 0.02 0 02 
SUPPORT BEAM WITH TRACK 1 0.02 0 02 
------ -- ---- - 
ROLLER CARRIAGE 
--- - 
1 0.02 0 02 
ROLLER 4 0.6854 2 74 
ROTARY ACTUATOR 1 87.935 87 935 
SLAVE. LNK 1 0.020 0 02 
FWD FAIRING 1 0.20 0 20 
AFT FAIRING 1 0.20 0 20 
Mechanism Connections 
F ACTUATOR HINGE / ROTARY ACTUATOR 1 0.02 0.02 
F ACTUATOR HINGE /WING STRUCTURE 1 0.02 0 02 
F FLAP FITTING / FLAP 1 0.02 0 02 
F SUPPORT BEAM WITH T RACK / WING 1 0.02 0 02 STRUCTURE 
F ROLLER CARRIAGE / ROLLER 1 0 02 0 02 
F FWD FAIRING / WING STRUCTURE 1 0 02 002 
R ACTUATOR HINGE / DRIVE I INK 1 1 00 1 00 
R DRIVE LINK /I LAP FITTING 1 1 00 1 00 
R FLAP FITTING / ROI LER CARRIAGE 1 1 00 1 00 
R SUPPORT BEAM W11 H TRACK /AIL 1 1 00 1 00 FAIRING 
P AFT FAIRING / SLAVE I INK 1 1 00 1 00 
R FLAP FITTING / SLAVE LINK 1 1 00 1 00 
A 
Total Nr. Parts 13 ailuro re Rate F ato 
Total Nr. Connoctions 12 
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Fl. 4 - AIRBUS A330/340 TYPE LINK/TRACK MECHANISM (Appendix E. Fig. E4) 
AIRBUS A3301340 TYPE LINK/TRACK MECHANISM 
Failure Sub-System 
Elements QTY Rate/Element Failure Rate 
(10e6 hr) (10e-6 hr) 
ACTUATOR HINGE 1 0 02 0 02 
DRIVE LINK 1 9 26 9 26 
FWD LINK 1 0.02 0 02 
FLAP FITTING 1 0.02 0 02 
SUPPORT BEAM WITH TRACK 1 0.02 0 02 
------- ------ - 
APT LINK 1 0.02 002 
ROLLER CARRIAGE 1 0.02 0 02 
ROLLER 4 06854 2 74 
ROTARY ACTUATOR 1 87 935 87 93 
SLAVE INK 1 0 02 0.02 
FWD FAIRING 1 0 20 020 
AFT FAIRING 1 0 20 0.20 
Mechanism Connections 
I ACFUATORHINGI /ROTARYAC1UAMOR 1 002 
--------------- 
002 
---- 
F ACTUATOR HINGL /WING STRUC I URL 1 002 0 02 
F FLAP FITTING /I [Al' 1 0.02 0 02 
[ 
SUPPORT 131 AM WIlli IRACK /WING 1 0.02 002 
STRUCIURI-. 
I ROI I F. R CARRIAGI / RO[ I LR 1 0.02 0 0? 
I FWD FAIRING / WING STRUCTURE 1 0.02 0 07 
R ACTUATOR HINGI / DRIVE LINK 1 1.00 1 00 
H DRIVE I INK /I WD LINK 1 1 00 1 00 
IH FWD[ INK/FLAP 1 11 LING 1 1 00 1 OO 
R FLAP IIIII NG/ Al II INK 1 1 00 1 00 
R SUPPORT 01 AM WI lHI RACK /Al II INK 1 1 00 1 00 
k 
SUPPORT HI AM WI TIII RACK / Al I 1 1 00 1 O0 
FAIRING 
R Al II AIRING / SLAV[ I INK 1 1 00 1 OO 
R All (INK / SIAVI LINK 1 1 11() 1 00 
Parts Total Nr 15 
Assembly 104.17 
. Failure Rate 
Total Nr. Connections 14 
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F1.5 - BOEING 747 TYPE FOUR-BAR LINKAGE (Appendix E, Fig. E3) 
BOING 747 TYPE FOUR-BAR LINKAGE 
Failure Sub-Systern 
Elements QTY Rate/Element Failure Rate 
(10e6 hr) (10e-6 hr) 
SUPPORT FITTING 1 0 02 0 02 
DRIVE LINK 1 9.26 9 26 
FLAP FITTING 1 
-- -- - -------- 
0 02 
--- 
002 
AFT LINK 1 002 0.02 
ROTARY ACTUATOR 1 87.935 87.93 
FWD FAIRING 1 0.20 0 20 
AFT FAIRING 1 020 0.20 
Mechanism Connections 
F SUPPORT FITTING / ROTARY ACTUATOR 1 002 0 02 
F SUPPORT FITTING / WING STRUCTURE 1 0 02 0.02 
F FLAP FITTING / FLAP 1 0.02 0 02 
F FWD FAIRING /WING STRUCTURE 1 002 0 02 
I AFT FAIRING / FLAP 1 002 0.02 
R SUPPORT FITTING / DRIVE IINK 1 1 00 1 00 
R SUPPORT FITTING /AFT LINK 1 1 00 1 00 
R 
--------- 
DRIVE LINK / FLAP FITTING 1 1 00 1 00 
R FLAP FITTING AFT L INK 1 1 00 1 00 
Parts 7 
Assembly 
Total Nr 99 35 
. Failure Rate . 
Total Nr. Connoctions 
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F1.6 - AIRBUS A320 TYPE LINK/TRACK MECHANISM (Appendix E. Fig. E6) 
AIRBUS A320 TYPE LINK/TRACK MECHANISM 
Failure Sub-Systern 
Elements QTY Rate/Element Failure Rate 
(1Oe6 hr) (10e-6 hr) 
SUPPORT BEAM WI 1III RACK 1 0 02 0 02 
DRIVE LINK 1 9.26 9.26 
FLAP FITTING 1 0.02 0 02 
ROLLER 1 0.6854 0 69 
ROTARY ACTUATOR 1 87.935 87 93 
FWD FAIRING 1 0.20 0 20 
AFT FAIRING 1 0 20 0 20 
Mechanism Connections 
F SUPPOR I [it AM WIl H TRACK / ROTARY 1 0.02 002 ACTUATOR 
I- 
SUPPORT 111/AM WI III1 RACK /WING 1 0.02 0 02 
STRUCTURE 
I FLAP FI11ING / FLAP 1 0.02 0.02 
I FLAP / ROLLER 1 0.02 0 02 
F FWD FAIRING / WING STRUCTURE 1 0.02 0 02 
F AFT FAIRING/ FLAP 1 0 02 0 02 
SUPPORT BEAM WITH TRACK / DRIVE 11 00 1 00 R LINK 
R DRIVE LINK / FLAP f l1 1ING 11 00 1 00 
Assembly 
Total Nr. Parts 7 Failure Rate = 
100.04 
Total Nr. Connections 
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F1.7 - BOEING TYPE LINK/TRACK MECHANISM (Appendix E, Fig. E7) 
BOEING TYPE LINK/TRACK MECHANISM 
Failure Sub-Sytem 
Elements QTY Rate/Element Failure Rate 
(10e6h) (10e-6h) 
SUPPORT FITTING 1 0.02 0 02 
DRIVE LINK 1 9.26 9 26 
FLAP FITTING WITH TRACK 1 0 02 0.02 
ROLLER 1 0.6854 069 
ROTARY ACTUATOR 1 87.935 8793 
FWD FAIRING 1 0.20 020 
AFT FAIRING 1 0.20 0.20 
Mechanism Connections 
F 
F 
SUPPORT FITTING / ROTARY ACTUATOR 
SUPPORT FITTING / WING STRUCTURE 
1 
1 
0.02 
0 02 
0.02 
0.02 
I SUPPORT FIT TING / ROLLER 1 0.02 0.02 
F FLAP FITTING WITH TRACK / FLAP 1 0.02 0 02 
F 
F 
FWD FAIRING/ WING STRUCTURE 
AFT FAIRING / FLAP 
1 
1 
0.02 
0.02 
002 
0 02 
R 
R 
SUPPORT FITTING / DRIVE LINK 
DRIVE I INK / FI AP FITTING WITH TRACK 
1 
1 
1.00 
1.00 
1 00 
1 00 
Assembly 
Total Nr. Parts 7 Failure Rate = 
98.04 
Total Nr. Connections 
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F2 - MAINTANABILITY VALIDATION TABLES 
F1.1 - SIMPLE HINGE FLAP (Appendix E, Fig. El) 
SIMPLE HINGE FLAP [Fig. 3J 
1 
3 
6 
7 
8 
10 
II 
12 
13 
14 
16 
MAINTAINABILITY PREDICTION [ INIL - HDBK 4721 
CHECK LIST A- PHISICAL DESIGN FACTORS 
F SUPPORTS & LINKAGES F icONTROLS` 
I 
PAUKE 
F 
FAMINGS 
ITEM 
HINGE 
FITTING 
FLAP 
FITTING 
SUPPORT - 
FITTING 
T --- ------ 
LINf AR l. C'llr. M rIAP 
ýr WP 
rpININi'AIýrAIRING 
Access _.. 2 2 2 a Is e 
Latcnes& Fasteners jeaternall 2 2 0 2 7 14 4 
Latchesd Fasteners (Internal) 2 0 0 2 0 4 4 
Access (Internal) 2 2 2 2 4 4 4 
Packaging 0 0 0 2 0 2 
Units/Parts 2 0 0 0 _ 
Visual Display 2 2 0 a 2 2 -2 
Fault Il Operators Indicators 2 2 0 4 2 0 0 
Test Point Availability 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
Test Point Identification 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 
l fling 2 2 2 2. 2 2 2 
Adjustments 2 0 0 2 2 2_ 2 
Testing (On Aircraft) I 4 4 a 4 4 4 
Protective Devices 2 2 0 2 2 2 2 
Sale Personal 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
Total 20 22 14 x 20 x x 
TOTAL 17.7 
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CHECK UST C" MAINTENANCE SKILLS 
MTTR fhA 2.6 3.1 {. f 1.6 2.7 0.0 O. t 
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F1.2 - BOEING 777 TYPE FOUR-BAR LINKAGE (Appendix E, Fig E2) 
MAINTAINABWTY PREDICTION [ MIL " HDBK 4721 
BOEING 777 TYPE UPSIDE DOWN / UPRIGHT FOUR-BAR LINKAGE [Fig. 5[ 
SUPPORTS 9 LINKAGES 
CONTROLS 
FLAP FAIRM 
PANEL 
ITEM 
ACTUATOR 
HINGE 
DRIVE LINK 
FLAP 
FITTING 
SUPPORT 
FITTING 
AFT LINK 
NWARv 
A' ', Wow 
FIAn 
'All 
rAIRI46 
A" 
AVE LW 
ANIYýý 
1 A,.,, 2 2 2 2 2 2 i} 
2 Lkhes6 Fasteners (aclernaý 0 2 2 0 2 2 2 
Lat hesd Fasteners IlniernaI) 2 2 2 
1 Accsn 1In. -I) 2 1 2 2 2 
5 Pack01n0 0 2 
K 
, 
_ 
2 
c unlwPam 0 2 
7 Visual Display 0 2 2 0 2 2 2 7 
aun d Operation Indcaton T 2 0 2 7 . } 
Tast Point Availability 2 2 2 2 2 2 7 2 2 
10 Test Point Idenbhcabon 0 0 0 2 1 1 
11 Labe1m0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
12 Adrysbnents 0 2 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 
17 Testing (On Aircraft) 
14 Prot cbve Devices 
t if 
2 2 2 2 2 2 
is SarolyPar. on. I 2 
- 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
To41 14 31 22 14 31 IS 31 IS IS a 
SUPPORTS & IMKAGES 
FINTRO11 9 
AwfP 
-fNRM6S 
6 
i 
7 
ITEM 
ACTUATOR 
HINGE 
DRIVE LINA 
FLAP 
FITTING 
SUPPORT 
FITTING 
AFT LINK 
RL)! AR 
AL! UA'UR 
FIAP 
T t, 
IAIRIMl 
A-' 
yl A)1 t1Yn 
ýAF'IW.. 
r 
EPTnal T. I Equipment 2 i 2 2 
- 
2 1 
- ---- 
1 
-- - 
a e {a 
_ Connacton 2 2 2 2 1 1 . 
I 
e 1 ; 
- Jps or Fatum 0 0 / 1 2 1 2 2 
i 
Vaual Contaa 4 1 1 4 2 2 1 2 
Aauatance j0pxatana Per oval) 4 4 4 4 4 2 1 4 
__ 
4 
- 
1 
_- 
Aauatance ýTecAmcal Penonaq 0 0 1 1 2 1 2 2 7 
Aaelatanca ISuperviaory of Control Palaonall 2 t 2 2 4 2 4 4 4 1 
ToW 11 11 14 11 16 N K 22 22 N 
CHECK L4TC "N*N(TEN E $KLLS 
SUPP 2cºUMUGa PAIM fMlat 
ITEM 
----- ACTUATOR 
LANGE 
DRIVE LINK 
FLAP 
EITTMG 
SUPPORT 
FITTING AFT LINK 
ROTARY 
ACTUATOR 
FLAP 
IWU 
FARING 
Alt 
TARING 
SU VE LINK 
I Arm. Log. and Back 56anptk 2 2 2 2 2 _ 
1 I 1 1 
2 Endurance and Energy 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 
I EyYMand Conrdm. EUn, Dutndy and N. atnns 7 2 7 2 2 7 1 1 7 7 
4 V. -I Acuny 7 2 7 
2 d 1 1 t 
S Logical Analyse 1 7 1 1 3 f 7 7 7 7 
i Memory- Things and ideas 2 2 7 7 2 7 2 1 
1 1 
7 Plantulnass and R. sourcNulnrr. 2 i i 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
I AYrmns. Carib oacn. ca, and Accuracy 1 1 I 1 1 7 1 3 1 7 
1 Loncantrahon, Parcntann and Path.. 1 1 2 1 2 2 2 
10 Imeanra and Mcnrvanas 1 7 1 1 7 4 3 a 4 4 
Taw 1S 71 21 M M 27 21 to is M 
TOTAL 26.0 
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F1.3 - AIRBUS A320 TYPE LINK/TRACK MECHANISM (Appendix E, Fig 
E5) 
MAINTAINABILITY PREDICTION [ AIL " HDBK 472) 
AIRBUS A320 TYPE LINKITRACK MECHANISM [Fig. 10[ 
TOTAL 31.7 
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CHECK UST 8" DEW N FACl1TY MCTO I 
Cra n field 
Fl. 4 - AIRBUS A330/340 TYPE LINK/TRACK MECHANISM (Appendix E, Fig. E4) 
AIRBUS A334134 TYPE MK/TRACK MECHANISM Fg. 91 
NWNTAºUBNITY PREDICTiON I WL - HDBN 4721 
f4m" 
T 
1" ih "w: "MCw N lye i IIrs 
ACTOR 
ONE UM A191M ýR`N4 N'IiNiMCM 
NTIM .f.. ýr+w.. .. fin 
- -- - ---- - -- --- -- -- -- --- ---- - .. LM<M, l1nYn. ný. N 0 2 ä 1 2 7 , . t - -- _ Lron., t r., rm. n Pm. m. O 0 2 e 7 S 1 1 2 ý 
r n, ýtir. wý 2 / ! 2 7 7 1 1 
f _ r.,,. pý, y 1 1 2 1 1 
_ 
f- 2 
t urm*. m 7 2 7 ! 2 ! 1 7 
I v. r. 1 p., ! 2 2 7 2 t 1_ 7 7 _7 I w+s. rn ý" "ý uv. " 0 7 2 ! 1 ! ! 7 _1 
2 
_ 
1_ 1 
_! ! _ _ i a, x ýv. 8wry - -2 2 2 7 2 ! ! / 2 7 2 7 7 
I. 1., 1 1-1 w araný 1 1 1 / 7 1 1 1 1 
11 _ _ L. e. wq 2 7 2 2 2 ! ! ! ! 7_ _7 _ 
j 
11 _ _ relým. m. 2 ! 1 1 ! ! 7 ! 2 7 7 7 
rnr. q lN-M j / 1 1 / 1 t 1 1 1 
A.. w 2 7 2 7_ 7_ - _7 
} ! 2 f 1 
IS so., P--I 7 ! ! 2 ! 7 7 ! 7 7 
ara ur e. rwrewm wu 
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ýýý. ýýý 
r---_ 
MI! p. l U1 U 2.0 71 ' I! J t1 1J U 2.7 ei UU 
TOTAL 35.6 
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F1.5 - BOEING 747 TYPE FOUR-BAR LINKAGE (Appendix E, Fig. E3) 
MAINTAINABILITY PREDICTION (ML - HDBK 4771 
BOEING 747 TYPE FOUR-BAR LINKAGE [Fig. 81 
SUPPORTS A UNKAOES 
ACTUATIONl 
COMEROEf 
'w "m PAM""" 
REM 
SUPPORT 
FITTING 
URNE LINIT FLAP FITTING AFT IWU 
NtrrART 
At I UAT11. 
FLAP rW111 AmrNr. r rF, 1. INrý 
1 A..... 2 I I 1 1l1 1 
E UWh.. & P.. b.. n I.. ým. q 0 2 2 2 2 21 i 
7 L Wh. "i F.. bn. r. (rrbrn. I 0 2 0 2 2 04 1 
A..... (I. -W) 2 1 1 2 44 4 
E P. cM. rn 0 0 0 0 I 0 7 
i uTUFP. m 0 2 0 7 
_2 
2 
r vr" or. p. 0 2 2 2 4 2 2 7 
- _ FauN i OP. r. OOn lMrcator" O 2 2 2 1 2 0 
0 
E T. "1 Pomt A. amnery 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
to Te. I POmua"nhhF. eon 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
It tawwnp 2 2 2 2 
_7 
2 7 2 
17 Ad . tm. nn 0 2 0 _2 
2 
1] 1.. uny j-Arrcr. R1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1. 0 2 
m 
7 7 7 
1L Sal"Ty Panonal 2 2 2 I 7 
-- - 
7 I 
- 
2 
taw 1" 22 2 7t 2$ 2$ 
CHICK SAT C" MNMT IIUNC! SKILLS 
WMONTD A UNKAOQ 
Aci 
IUP MNtI rAmum 
REM 111 MOt 
NE IINK IUI? ITTING APT IM. 
ar lia rfrl 
rIA. ryylr ralnlNr. r r. l. lrau 
Arrn I. Q . na (fach ]bm tlr 
I I I 2 tI 1 
r r..... n- , nn 1: n.. yY_ S 7 S 2 7 1t t 
ry. m, ne cnn, nrnabm. D.. b, n . na N.. b»"" 7 7 S S 77 7 
lira- A, mly 2 7 7 S S 44 1 
tg .l Ho. I 7 7 7 7 2 3 7 7 
s M. mý"--- nýýo. ma w.. " I 2 7 7 S 77 7 
_ 1 rl., rrM.. " . na n. "o, rr.. roln""" _ 7 7 7 7 77 I 
] 
] 
10 
Al.. m... carrb. an""" maA,,, -y 
- -- -- 
04 c n,.. mrmrnn p"nHlm<" ana varno. 
MHr . nn In. alir. r. rr. n... 
1 
7 
1 
1 
ý 
1 
1 
7 
1 
1 
_ . _.. 7 
7 
1 
13 
17 
34 1 
T. W SO 20 20 20 _ 
=7W7 
WrTN 3.7 2.0 is L, 
_ 1. 
_.. 
Go I ,I 
7O7AL 19.2 
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F1.6 - AIRBUS A320 TYPE LINK/TRACK MECHANISM (Appendix E, Fig. E6) 
MAINTAINABILITY PREDICTION [ MIL - HDBK 4721 
AIRBUS A320 TYPE LINK/TRACK MECHANISM [Fig. 111 
MTre (hf) e. o ze 3. r ý. r ýs u o, o e. t 
TOTAL 22.4 
241 
CHECK UST 8 "DEWN rACR. RV FACTORS 
CHECK LIST C C. MAINTENANCE SKILLS 
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F1.7 - BOEING TYPE LINK/TRACK MECHANISM (Appendix E, Fig. E7) 
MAINTAINABILITY PREDICTION I MIL - HDBK 4721 
BOEING TYPE LINK/TRACK MECHANISM [Ep. 13] 
CHECK UST A- PHSICAI DESIGN FACTORS 
SUPPORTS & LINKAGES ACTMTM& 
PAFLAP L 
FAIRINGS 
REM 
SUPPORT 
FITTING 
DRIVE LINK 
FLAP FITTING 
WITH TRACK 
ROLLER 
ROTARY 
ACTUATOR 
FLAP 
FWD 
FAIRING 
AFT 
FAIRING 
1 Access 2 2 2 2 2 4 4 4 
2 Lý cbesa Faste- (e. -I) 0 2 2 0 2 2 4 4 
3 Catchest Fasteners(1, Wmap 0 2 0 0 2 0 4 4 
4 Acceu Iltema0 2 4 2 2 2 4 4 4 
5 Packy. q 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 2 
6 U. ý P. - 0 2 0 2 2 0 2 2 
T Vlwal Dlcpay 0 2 2 0 4 2 2 
T 
9 FaeIt a Op to lad- t r: 0 2 2 2 4 2 0 0 
9 Test Po., t Av. db. My 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 2 
10 Test Poim Idmb(ration 0 0 0 4 2 0 0 0 
11 Labelling 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
12 Adp-I -ts 0 2 0 2 2 2 2 2 
13 Testn, y (O. A-ra) 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
14 Praecb. e Devc 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
15 Satey P. o., aI 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
Total 14 30 22 28 36 28 36 36 
MTTRphj 6.9 2.0 3.7 1.7 1.6 2.3 0.6 0.8 
TOTAL 18.9 
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CHECK LIST 6- DESIGN FACILITY FACTORS 
CHECK LIST C- MAINTENANCE SKILLS 
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OPTIMIZATION RESULTS 
TABLE OF CONTENTS 
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G2 - A320 CASE STUDY - Optimization report 249 
243 
Cran field 
t ]IA! RSITl 
GI - 4-BAR CASE STUDY - Optimization report 
Report date: Tue Apr 4 20: 23: 36 2006 
Settings: 
Type of study Optimization 
Algorithm GCM 
Convergence Precision 0.01 
Convergence Criteria Variation on variables - 
Global perturbation 0.0001 (based on current value) 
e limit 
ing of Variables 
ing of Functions 
By individual factor 
Also when Multi-Objective 
Check Standard 
Switch Switch On 
Listing Delete 
Moving Var iables 10% of Range Bounds 
External Relaxation Relaxation Dis abled 
Cut Cut=10 
Degressive Relaxation DRelax Inactive 
Variables. 
Name Lower Initial value Iteration 39 
Upper 
bound bound 
X1 17100 17150 17103.5 17300 
Z1 2900 3000 3026.27 3100 
X2 16800 16950 16965 17100 
Z2 2580 2680 2644.16 2780 
X3 17350 17500 17350 17650 
Z3 2600 2700 2691.72 2800 
X4 17350 17500 17650 17650 
Z4 2300 2400 2300 2500 
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Functions 
Target 
Name Objectif Initial value Iteration 39 value 
DISTANCE TE PT Minimize 647.034 3.51211 1 
DISTANCE LE PT Minimize 271.203 4.19311 1 
40 45 
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Settings: 6 
Type of study Optimization 
Algorithm GCM 
Convergence Precision 0.01 
Convergence Criteria Variation on variables - 
Global perturbation 0.0001 (based on current value) 
Move limit No limit 
Scaling of Variables By individual factor 
Scaling of Functions Also when Multi-Objective 
Check Check Standard 
Switch Switch On 
Listing Delete 
Moving Variables Full Range Bounds 
External Relaxation Relaxation Disabled 
Cut Cut=10 
Degressive Relaxation DRelax Inactive 
Variables: 
Name Lower Initial value Iteration 28 
Upper 
bound bound 
X1 16900 17096 16993.6 17300 
Z1 2850 2950 3020.62 3050 
X2 16700 16889 16916.2 17100 
Z2 2580 2680 2585.93 2780 
X7 17300 17504 17393 17700 
X8 18050 18252 18450 18450 
Z8 2380 2484 2523.05 2680 
a 0.8 0.85 0.856061 0.9 
b 0.15 0.19 0.189898 0.25 
c 0.55 0.6 0.59974 0.65 
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Functions 
Initial Target 
Name Objectif 
value 
Iteration 28 
value 
Variation 
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